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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to analy~' four 
systematic programs for teaching arithmetic in the 
primary grades as prerequisite work to an arithmet~c 
course of st~dy for the priwary grades of the Foxboro 
schools. 
At present in Foxboro, the children have an unplanned 
program dependent on the individual teacher's interest 
in arithmetic. Consequently there is no real continuity 
from grade to grade. 
The primary teachers feel that if a course of study 
cou ld be set up with suggested methods, procedures, and 
grade-placement of topics, the pupils will gain a better 
understanding of arithmetic and the teachers will be 
better able to provide an integrated and well articulated 
program from grade to grade. 
The following is a concise description of the 
contents of the succeeding chapters in this service 
paper: 
Chapter II a few pertinent references from 
· research and professional literature on the 
need for a plaa~ed program of systematic 
instruction in arithmetic. 
Chapter III a listing of the sequential order of 
topics and the methods, page by page, in the 
four series covering grades one and two. 
Chapter IV charts showing grade placement of 
topics in the four, textbook series covering 
grades one, two, and three. 
Chapter V concluding remarks with reference to 
the four series and the uniqueness of each. 
2 
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CF.APTER II 
C01:1MENTS 1flTH RESPECT TO PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to show that it is 
generally a greed that an arithmetic program to be highly 
successful must be planned, systematic, sequential, and 
meaningful. 
Do Pre-school Children Possess a Certain Knowledge of 
Arithmetic? 
Buckinghaml states: "The child does not come to 
school ignorant of numbers. His mind is not blank with 
reference to quantity. He has already learned a sur-
prising amount of_., aritbmetic." In an article written 
by Brownell2, vre find this statement,: "Children, when 
they enter grade I, already posses (that is, have 
learned) much arithmetic, and the assumption is that, 
properly taught, they can learn much more in -the primary 
arades " 
'._/ . 
lB. R. Buckingham, "1fuen to Begin the Teaching of 
Arithmetic." Childhood Edti'cation, 11: May 1935. p. 341. 
2w. A. Brownell and others, Arithmetic in Grades I 
and II: A Critical Summary of New and Previously 
Renorted Research. DUke University Research Studies in 
Education, No. 6, Durham, N. C.: Duke University Press, 
1941. p. 166. 
From such studies by Buckingh~m, Brownell, and 
others, it can be correctly assumed that children do 
come to school ~nth some definite number ln1owledge. 
Is the Child Ready to Profit from Systematic Instruction 
in Arithmetic? 
Readiness for anything does not come all of a sudden. 
Readiness is a stage in the development of the individual. 
In the words of Swenson3: 
Only to the uninitiated can readiness appear to be · a 
simple matter of reaching some mythical, magical 
point preceding iihich the learner is clearly not 
ready and following which he is clearly and unequi-
vocally ready to learn. Only by the psychologically 
naive is readiness conceived as being a boundary 
line across \·Thich the learner steps at a clearly 
defined time from 'Unreadiness Land' to 'Readiness 
Land'. The attainment of readiness is a continuing 
process of becoming more ready than one was previously. 
Adults will understand the learning of children much 
better if they will think in terms of their being 
more ready or less ready rather than ready or 
unready. 
Appropriate experiences are important in the 
development of number readiness, for as Rosenquist4 s~ys: 
:;Esther J. Swenson, "Arithmetic for Preschool and 
Primary-Grade Childrenu. The Teaching of Arithmetic. 
Fiftieth Yearbook, Part II, National Society for the 
Study of Education. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1951. p.54-55. 
4tuc~ L. Rosenquist, Young Children Learn to Use 
Arithmetic~ Boston: Ginn and Company, 1949. p. 19. 
4 
"It is evident that most children have done much 
thinking about number relationships be~ore they come 
to school. Their achievements vary because of differences 
in the kinds of experiences and their individual reactions 
to them, rather than from differences in innate abilities." 
Readiness requires from the teacher, according to 
S'\>renson5, 11 posi ti ve action rather than pe.ssi ve waiting. 11 
Rosenquist6 also believes children need preliminary 
readiness preparation when she says: "Readine~s for 
learning a skill requires as specific instruction as the 
skill itsilf. A child is ready to learn to count, for 
example, \\•hen he lmows the number names in the series 
as f a r as he is to count. He also needs to be able to 
distinguish the objects he is going to count and then 
apply the names in the series to the objects to be 
counted. 11 
Brueckner and Grossnickle? with regard to the 
planning of a readiness program for arithmetic feel 
that: "In a readiness program experiences are provided 
in which the children contact informally and concretely 
5swenson, gQ· cit., p. 56. 
6Rosenquist, oo' cit., p. 26. 
7Leo J. Buueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, How 
ta-¥~ke Arithmetic MeaningfUl. Philadelphia: J. ~ 
111/inston Company, 1947. p. 106. 
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number ideas, uses and processes that are later to be 
taught more systematically and abstractly. In this way 
basic concepts are developed." 
From such work by Swenson, Rosenquist, Brueckner, 
Grossnickle, and others, it can be safely assumed that 
the child can and should be made ready to profit from 
instruction in arithmetic. 
Is ~ Systematic, Planned, Sequential Program in 
Arithmetic Necessary? 
Dewey and NcLellan8back in 1895 presented the 
case for the need of systematic teaching in arithmetic. 
Research today is confirming the psychological theory 
of arithmetic stated sixty years ago. 
Research tells us that it is generally agreed that 
a systematic, planned arithmetic curriculum is essential. 
Brueclmer and Grossnickle9 state: 
Arithmetic instruction in the primary grades should 
proceed on a systematic, planned basis. From the 
beginning, the children should participate under 
teacher guidance in well-selected activities which 
will sho'>V them how ari thrnetic functions in their 
daily lives. In these experiences the work should 
be so conducted that the mathematical and the social 
phases of arithmetic are both fully developed." 
8Jarnes A. McLellan and John Dewey, The Psycholop:v 
of Number. New York: D. Appleton Century Company, 1895. 
pp. 2-3. 
9Brueckner and Grossnickle, QR. cit., p. 60. 
6 
Browne1110, who is definitely in favor of a 
systematic program in arithmetic starting in grade one, 
states: "Research has shown that school entrants 
already lmow mu ch about numbers; the inference is that 
t hey can learn. more; society requires that children 
must lmow ari tr..metic; nothing is gained, and much may 
be lost, if the school delays to l a ter grades the 
discharging of its obligation.u 
In the Teachers' Guide for Arithmetic in Newtonll 
is this statement pertaining to systematic teaching : . 
"The str ongest argument a gainst a program of arith-
metic ba.sed entirely on the incidental learning theory 
is that it would lack system and completeness. . ..... 
arithmetic must be learned by systematic designs rather 
than solely as a by-product of living._" 
Furthermore, it is important to develop meanings 
in the planned program of systematic instruction, for, 
as Brownelll2states: 11 (1) arithmetic can function in 
i ntelligent living only when it is understood, (2) 
meanings facilitate l earning , (3) meanings increase 
lOBrownell, QR. cit., p. 63. 
llNewton Course of Study, Arithmetic in Newton: A 
Teachers' Guide, Kindergarten through Grade Three, 
Newton, Il1ass.: Ne'\'Tton pUblic Schools, 1950. p. 10. 
12William A. Brownell, ttWhen Is Arithmetic Meaningful?" 
Journal of Educational Research, 38; ~~rch 1945. p. 494. 
7 
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the chances of transfer, and (4) meaningfUl arithmetic 
is better retained and is more easily rehabilitated 
than is mechanically learned arithmetic." 
All in all it is generally agreed that an arith-
metic program must be planned, systematic, sequential, 
and meaningful. 
8 
CHAPTER III 
SEQUENTIAL ORDER OF TOPICS 
Chapter III consists of a listing of the sequential 
order of topics and the instructional methods used, page 
by page, in the four series covering grades one and two. 
The heading or purpose whichever each series uses 
is taken verbatim from the text. The description of 
each page is the comment of the writer. 
The purpose of this page by page listing of the sequen-
tial order of topics is to serve as an aid in setting up 
a course of study outline in order to see how various series 
present readiness material to the introduction of a new 
arit~~eticooncept, introduce the new concept, practice 
the concept, and then use the concept at a subsequent time. 
9 
\Vheat, Harry G. and others. Row-Peterson Arithmetic, 
Primer. 
Wh eat, Margaret L. and Wheat, Harry G. Workbook, Row-
Peterson Arithmetic, Primer . 
Wheat , Margaret L. and Wheat, Harry G. Manual for Row-
Peterson Arithmetic, Primer and Book One. 
In this series, the page figure without parentheses 
indicates the textbook and the page figure in parentheses 
indicates the workbook. 
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I Counting Groups (pages 2-52) 
Front · and back cover - figures 0 through 10. 
Inside front and back cover - pictures illustrating 
up - down, over - under, empty - full, wide - narrow, 
fast - slow, and big - little. 
2. How Many? 
Count rationally the various objects in the picture. 
3. How Many? 
Count rationally the various objects in the picture. 
{1) Counting 
Cover rationally the various objects in the picture. 
An inventory test. 
{2) Counting groups to ten. 
Get the children to count by asking, "How many dogs 
do you see?" A continuation of the counting inventory 
test started on {1}. 
4. One for One. 
The pupil should place his finger on one group and 
his thumb on another group and thereby determine a one-
to-one correspondence between groups. 
(3) One-to-one correspondence. 
Draw lines to show the existence of a one-to-one 
correspondence between two equal groups. 
ll 
C4) One-to-one correspondence. 
a. Draw lines between two unequal groups to show. 
that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between 
the two groups. 
b. Then draw more of the one group to produce a 
one-to-one correspondence with the other group • 
.5. Names 
See that each person and animal has a name; hence 
matchine one-to-one. 
(.5) Learning to count 
"Put 10 blocks (or common objects) on the table. 
Inquire, 1How many blocks are there?' Then have a child 
demonstrate the correct counting technique. Have the 
child move one block as he says, 1 0ne 1 ; move another 
block as he says, 1 Two 1 ; and so on." 
(6) Practice in counting 
Count the various objects pictured. 
(7) Counting 
Count the various objects pictured. 
6. One 
See and name the various objects in the pictura 
that are one. 
7 • . One 
12 
See that the written figure 1 and the number word 
one mean the same thing. 
(8) The meaning of one 
a. In the picture name the things of which there 
is only one. 
b. See that the written figure 1 and the number 
word one mean the sane thing. 
(9) Association of number and figure 
a. Draw a line from each picture showing one 
object to the figure 1. 
b. Write the figure 1 - pra-_c tic e. 
(10) One 
a. Draw a ring around one of several objects. 
b. Draw a specific thing for one object. 
c. Color one object. 
d. Draw one object. 
8. Two 
S.ee and name the various objects. in the picture 
that are two. 
9. Two 
a. Trace with your index finger the figure 2. 
b. Frame a specific picture with your two index 
fingers, tell how many are in the picture, and then 
write the number in the air. 
c. Frame a specific picture with your fingers, 
13 
tell how many are in the picture, and then frame the 
number work "'tw:o" with your fingers. 
d. Do the same as: (c) with semi-abstract pictures 
and see that the number word "two" and the figure "2." 
mean the same thing. 
(11) The meaning or tw.o 
a .• In the picture name the things of which there 
are two. 
b. S.ee that the W·ritten figure 2 and the number 
word two mean the same thing. 
( 12') Pairs; 
Look a .t the pictures showing pairs. (Two similar 
things used together are often called pairs~ . A single 
thing having two working parts is also called a pair.) 
(lJ) The figure 2 
Practice the figures 1 and 2. 
(14} Association of number and figure 
Like 9 
(1.5} Two 
a .• Draw a ring around two of several objects. 
b. Draw a specific thing (tails on kites) for 
two objects .• 
c. Color two objects. 
d. Draw two objects. 
14 
e.'· Draw more of one object so that there will be: 
two. 
10. Three 
Like 8. 
11. Three 
Like 9 in this order c, b, d, a~ 
(16) The meaning of three 
Like (11). 
(17} One, two, three 
a. Draw a ring aroWld the number work to tell how;· 
many objects are pictured. 
b. Draw a ring aroWld the written figure to tell 
how many objects are pictured. 
(18) The figure 3 
Like 9. 
(19) Reviewing small groups. 
Draw a ring aroWld the written figure that tells 
how many objects are pictured. (We say number names to 
tell how many. We write figures to tell how many.) 
(20) The figure 3 
a. Write the figure 3 and see that it tells -
3 objects. 
b. Color 3 objects. 
15 
c. Draw a specific thing .for1 three objects. 
d. Write the .figure 3 to show how many in each 
group. 
(21) Three 
a. Like 15a, d, e. 
b. Draw a ring around all o.f the dots at the le.ft 
(2) and enough more to make three in all. 
12. Four 
Like 8 
13. Four 
Like 9 
(22) The meaning of four 
Like 11 
(23) The .figure 4 
a. Like 20 a, b, and c. 
b. Write the .figures (1, 2, or 3) to show how many 
in each group. 
(24) Number names and figures 
a. Draw lines .from each picture to the correspond-
ing number name. 
b. Draw lines .from each picture to the correspond-
ing written figure. 
(25) More about four 
16 
Like 9 
(26) Four 
a. Draw a ring around rour objects pictured. 
b. Draw rour objects. 
c. Draw a ring around all the dots at the lert and 
enough more to make four in all. (an introduction to the 
whole addition story of rour.) 
14. Five 
Like 8 
15. Five 
Like 9 in this order c, b, d, and a. 
(27) The meaning of five 
Like 11 
(28) The rigure 5 
a. Write the figure 5 to show how many in each 
group. 
b. Color 5 objects. 
(29) More about five 
Like 9 
(JO) Five 
a. Dr~w a ring around rive objects pictured. 
b. Draw a ring around all the objects at the left 
and enough more to make five in all. {an introduction 
to the whole addition story of five.) 
17 
16. Find 
Play the game of treasure hunt or seeking and find-
ing. Find and frame 5 objects -- and so on -- in the book 
and then in the class room. 
17. Te 11 and Do 
Vary the game of 11find 11 by "·telling and doing." 
( 31) Reproducing a number 
Draw the number of objects that the written number 
tells you to do (one through five) and write the corre-
sponding figure. 
(32) Number names and figures 
a. Draw a circle around the number of objects that 
the written figure tells. 
b. Draw a circle around the number of objects that 
the number word tells. 
( 33) Pra.ctice in writing figures 
Write the figures 1 through 5. 
18. Six 
Like 8 
19. Slx 
Like 9 
(34) s :ix. 
Like 11 
(35) The figure 6 
18 
Like 9 
(36) Words and figures. to designate numbers: 
Draw rings around the number word and the written 
figure that tell how many in each given group of objects 
(3:7) Sd..:xr 
a. Draw a ring around six objects in the group 
pictured. 
b. Draw more of an object so that there will ba six 
in eatch row of objects,. 
( J8) Reproducing numbers: 
a. Tell how many are in each picture, say the num-
ber word, and trace the written figure. 
b. Draw the correct number of objects in each row 
according to the written figure and the number word. 
(39) Supplying an indicated number. 
Draw a ring around the number of objects indicated 
by the written figure or the word number. 
2D. Seven 
Like 8 
21. Seven 
Like 9 in this order c, b, d, and at. 
C4o> Seven 
Like 11 
(41) Seven 
19 
a. Tell how many objects in the picture, and write 
the figure to show how many. 
b. Draw seven objects. 
c. Draw a ring around seven objects pictured. 
(42') Figures to designate quantity 
a,. Mark each group of seven with a check ( ) 
b. Like 9 
(43) Seven 
a. Draw a_ ring around all the objects at the left 
and enough more to make seven in all. 
b. Draw more of a kind so that there will be seven 
objects in each r ow. 
(44) Groups to seven 
a. Trace the wri tten figure to show the size of 
each group of objects. 
b. Draw a line from each group to the written figure 
that tells how many are in that group. 
22. Eight 
Like 8 
23. Eight 
Like 9 in this order c, b, d, and a. 
(45) Eight 
Like 11 
20 
C46) Supplying an indicated number 
a. Draw more of a kind so that there will be eight 
objects in each row. 
b. Draw a ring around all the objects at the left 
and enough more to make eight in all. 
C47) More about eight 
a. Make each group of eight by drawing a ring around 
each group having eight in it. 
b. Like 9 
(4,8) Using figures to tell how many 
Draw a ring around the written figure that tells 
how many in a specific picture. 
<49) Making the numerals 
Write the figure (1 through 8) showing the size of 
each specific group. 
24 - 25 How many? 
Count and tell the number of objects in each spe-
cific picture -- review 1 through 8. 
26. Nine 
Like 8 
2:.1. Nine 
Like 9 in this order c, b, d, and a. 
(50) Nine 
21 
Like 11 
(51) Nine 
a. Draw a ring around nine objects in each picture. 
b. Draw enough more so that there will be nine ob-
jects in each row. 
(52) Nine 
a. Trace the figure 9 that tells how many in each 
box. 
b. Identify the figure that .tells how many in each 
box and draw a ring around that figure. 
(53) The number nine and the figure 9 
a. Mark each group of nine by drawing a ring around 
each group having nine in it. 
b. Like 9. 
28. Ten 
Like 8 
29. Ten 
Like 9 in this order c, b, d, and a. 
<54) Ten 
Like 11 
(55) Ten 
a. Draw ten specific objects. 
b. Draw enough more so that there will be ten ob-
jects in each row. 
22 
(56) Ten 
a. Mark each group of ten by drawing a ring around 
each group having ten in it. 
b. Like 9. 
(57) Reviewing groups of ten 
Draw a ring around as many objects in each box as 
the figure in that box indicates. 
(58) How many? 
Tell how many and then write in each little box the 
figure that tells how many objects are in the correspond-
ing big box. 
30 - 31. How many? 
Determine how many and then tell orally or write the 
figure telling the answer'. 
3~ - 33. Look at the number chart and frt:me the written 
figures and the number words telling the number of ob-
jects in each row. (1 through 10) 
II Comparing Groups (pages 34.-53) 
34. How Big? 
Discuss objects pictured as to size and compare one 
to another. 
(59) Vocabulary of comparison 
23 
a. Describe the objects pictured orally in terms 
larger, largest, smaller, smallest and color specific 
jects according to size. 
b. Describe the objects pictured orally in terms 
longer, longest, shorter, shortest and color specific 
objects according to length. 
c. Draw an object and a comparable object as to a 
given size. 
of 
ob-
of 
d. Draw comparable objects as to a given length to 
a given object. 
35. Tall 
Discuss the objects pictured as to height and compare 
one to another. 
(60) Vocabulary of comparison 
a. Describe the objects pictured orally in terms of 
taller, tallest, shorter, shortest and color specific 
objects according to heights. 
b. Make specific marks on given objects showing the 
highest and lowest. 
36. Long and Short 
Discuss the objects pictured as to length and com-
pare one to another. 
37. More and Less . 
Z4 
Discuss the objects pictured as to bulk quantity 
and compare one to another. 
more - because larger, longer, thicker 
less because smaller, shorter, thiner 
(61) One more 
a. Write the rigure that tells how many in the pic-
ture. 
b. In the picture beside (a.) write the rigure that 
tells how many objects there will be when one object 
joins the group in (a.) 
(62) One more 
a. Write the rigure telling .how many in each set or 
objects. 
b. Draw one more or each set or objects and then 
write the rigure that tells how many there are arter they 
have added the one. 
c. Each time they summarize: Eight and one more are 
nine, and so forth. 
(63) Two more 
Like 62 
(6~) Two more 
Like 62 
38. Who Has More? 
Discuss the objects pictured as to how many more in 
Z5 
one group than in another. 
(6.5) Most 
a. Write the figure that tells how many are in each 
picture. 
b. Draw a ring around the picture in each box that 
has the most objects in it. 
c. Make a ring around the figure that stands for 
the largest number in each box. Cross out the figure 
that stands for the smallest number in ea.ch box. 
(66) Three more 
Like 62· 
(67) Three more 
Like 62 
39. Which Has More? 
Discuss the objects pictured as to which has more 
of a specific thing. 
4,0 - 4,1. How Many More? 
Discuss the pictures as to how many in each of two 
groups, how many more there are in one group than there 
are in another, and then stating the arithmetic fact 
(Ex. "Seven is how many more than six? 11:) 
4,2. More and Fewer 
Discuss the pictures as to how many in each of two 
26 
group~ -;'·'how ,many more there are in one group than in an-
other, how many fewer there are in one group than in an-
other, and then summarizing the arithmetic facts. ( Ex. 
"Six is less than eight--Eight is more than six.") 
43. Are there More? 
Discuss the pictures as to how many in each of two 
groups, are there more of one group than another, and 
vice versa, and then ask the arithmetic question. (Ex. 
"'Is five more or less than six?") 
(68) More and fewer 
Determine how many objects are in two specific 
groups, write the figure telling how many, and put a 
cross in the ring above the group to show which has more. 
(69) Are there more? 
Count the objects in two specific groups, tell which 
group has more, ·and then state the facts in proper lan-
guage. (Ex. "There a.:re more girls than boys. Five is 
more than four. There are fewer boys than girls. Four 
is less than five.") 
(70) Are there more? 
Like ( 69) 
(71) As many as 
Count the objects in two specific groups, tell in 
which group there are more objects:, cross out the ob-
.. . ·. 
.. --: 
27 
jects in the larger group so that there will be the same 
number of objects in each picture. 
(7c) Supplying more 
Count the objects in tw0 unequal specific groups; 
and draw enough more so that there will be:: a one-to-one 
correspondence between the two groups. 
(73) Supplying more 
Like (72) 
44-45. How: many more? 
M.atch two groups one-to-one, determine the excess 
of one group over another, and then state the arithmetic 
facts;. 
46-47· More or Less:? 
Match tw.o groups one-to-one, determine the excess 
of one group over another, and then state the arithmetic 
facts. (Ex. "Eight is how many mor.e than one? One is 
how many less than eight?":} 
C74.J How many more? 
Count the objects in two specific groups, tell which 
group haa more, and then write the figure that tells how 
many more. 
(75.) How many more? 
Like (74) 
( 76) Comparing groups; 
28 
Compare the two groups by matching them one-to-one, 
count the excess in the larger group, summarize the find-
ings in the correct arithmetical language (Ex. "Eight is 
three more than five and so on") and then write the f'ig-
ure to show how many more. 
(77) Comparing groups 
Like (76) 
(78) Comparing groupa 
Like ( i76) 
(79) Comparing groups 
Like (76) 
(80) Comparing groups 
Like (76) 
(81) How many more? 
Like (76) 
48-49· How many more? 
Like 46-47 
50-51. More and Less? 
Using pennies, nickels, and dimes--like 46-47 
52. Penny, Nickel, Dime 
Through social application, 
~quate pennies, nickels, and dimes. 
29 
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(82) Recognition and value of penny, nickel. 
a. Draw the objects tkat you can buy with the money. 
b. Equate five pennies and a nickel through the same 
amount of objects that each will buy. 
(83) Recognition and value of dime 
Equate ten pennies, two nickels, and a dime through 
the same amount of objects that each will buy. 
(84) Counting money 
Count the money--nickels and pennies.--and write the 
figure telling how much. 
53. Which Is More? ("in value" or "in cents' worth") 
Count the money (dimes, nickels, and pennies) in 
two given groups and tell which group has more. 
(85) Which will buy more? 
Compare two groups and mark the group with a cross 
that has the money that will buy more. 
54. Four 
Look at the pictures and read the number words and 
the written figures that tell what is being done in each 
picture. (The whole addition story of four--no zero) at 
the end summarize as follows: ":Four is the same as three 
and one and so on. tt 
55. Four 
30 
Look at the pictures and tell the arithmetic story 
that each shows. (The whole addition story o£ £our.) 
(86) Analysis o£ a group 
Look at the pictures, tell the whole story o£ three 
and o£ £our and then write the £igures £or· each story.( 
in horizontal £orm) Summarize the £indings, as three is 
two and one, and so on. 
56. Five 
Like 54 
(87) What is £ive? 
a. Like 86 
b. Draw the semi-concrete representations and write 
the number £acts. 
57. Six 
Like 54 
(88) Six 
Like 86 
58-59. Seven 
58. The domino pattern is £irst introduced with pennies 
representing the dots. Tell the whole story o£ seven 
£rom the dominoes. 
59. Tell the whole story of seven from pictures. 
3 1 
l 
(89) S.even 
Like 87 
6o. How Many 
Review 
and seven. 
61. Eight 
Like 58 
(90) Eight 
b. 
orally from pictures the arrangements of six 
Write and describe the arrangements of eight from 
the pictures. 
62. Nine 
Like .S.S 
(91) Nine 
Write and describe the arrangements of nine from 
the pictures in vertical form for the first time. 
63 .• Ten 
Like .5.5: 
(92) Ten 
Write and des_cribe the do t pictures that tell about 
ten--in horizontal form and in an orderly fashion (9 and 
1, 8 and 2, 7 ~~d 3, and so on) 
64. How Many? . 
32 
Review orally from pictures some of the arrangements 
for the numbers five through ten. 
(93) In place 
Draw a line from the figur~ to the place in the num-
ber series where it belongs'. 
(94) Ordinals, first to fifth 
a. Cross: out and color certain objec:ts a.tccording to 
position (First through fifth) 
b. Draw lines from name tags: to objects poss.essing 
the same n~~e and in so doing discuss the ordinal posi-
tion of the various objects,. 
(95) Numbering 
a. Write the figure telling wha.t number goes: before 
a, given figure. 
b. Write the figure telling what number' goesl ad'ter· 
a:. given figure;. 
(96) Ordinals; 
a. Color certain objects. according to position--
firs .. t through fifth. 
b. Draw.r certain objects: according to position--
first through fifth. 
c. Write the figure$ to show the position of given 
objects. firs.t through fifth. 
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I Review (pages 2-5) 
Front and back cover--figures, 0 through 10. 
Inside front and back cover--pictures illustrating 
many - few, below - above, in - out, between - middle, 
top - bottom, before - after, and left - right. 
2-3. W:e use Numbers; 
Count rationally the various groups of objects. in 
the pictures. 
(1) Counting long ago 
Discuss> the pictures and tell the story of how 
p:eople long ago used pebbles;, marks in the sand, and 
notches in sticks to tell how many. 
" 
Explain how w.e can tell how many without using num-
ber names, as 1 I caught as many fish as the clover has 
leaves 1 , and s.o on. 
( 2) How many? 
Find and point to the number word and· the written 
figure that tell how many are in each group. Conclude 
with the generalization: We count to find how many. We 
say number name$ to tell how many. We write figures to 
show how many. 
( 3) Number names, and figures:. 
Draw a ring around the number name and the figure 
that tell how many are in each picture. 
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(4) Counting quickly 
Study domino and pyramid arrangements for threeJ 
through six for q,uick recognition, and then count ob-
jects beginning with the grouping figure. Ex. four, 
five, six, seven. 
(5) Counting money 
Count nickels and pennies using the same method as 
4. Ex. Count a. nickel and three pennies like this--five, 
s.ix, seven, eight. 
4. How, Many More? 
Match one - to - one and count the excess. 
_5:. Read the written figure on various objects--1 through 
10:. 
(6) One, two, three more. 
Look at the pictures and tell the answers to such 
qp.estions as how many objects. a:re in the picture, how 
many will be there if two more are put in the picture, 
six and how many more are eight? Eight is how many more 
than six?· Write the figures:--Example: 6 and more 
are 8. 8 is more than 6. 
(7) Two, three more 
Like ( 6) 
(8) How many more? 
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Look at the picture, compare the two groups one -
to - one, count the excess, and then write the figure 
telling, "8 is more than 5. n; 
(9) How many more? 
Draw; dots to answer each question, "E.ight is howr 
many more than two?", compare the two groups one - to -
one, count the excess, and then write the figure answer 
to the question. 
II Counting Away and Counting Tbgether (pages; 6-15) 
(10) The composition of a group--sax 
Look at the picture, tell how many objects are in 
the picture, tell how many are red, tell how many ar& 
black, tell and write the f'igure story--"6 is and 
ft , 
• 
(11) The analysis of two and three. 
Like (10) 
(lc} The analysis of four 
Like (lLO) us'ing objects and then dotsJ 
(13) The composition of' a group--fiv~ 
Like (10) using objects and then dots 
(14} What is s·even? 
Like (1.0)--using dots only. 
(15) What is eight? 
Tell how many objects are in each row. Tell and 
3·7 
write the figure to show how many are a.t the left and at 
the right. Tell what is eight. 
(16) What is nine? 
Like (10) 
( lL7) What is ten? 
Like (15) 
G. We T.ake Some Away--using four as~ the group 
Look mt the pictures and tell how:· many in all, hoWi 
many are being taken away, and how many are left. Then 
answer the question--"One from four is how many?" 
7. C ol.lll ting A. way 
Like 6 
( 18) Counting a-way--using three as; the group~ 
Look rut the pictures. and tell how:· many in all, how 
many went away, and how many are left. Cross out the ob-
jects that were taken away, and write the figure thmtr, 
tells how many are left. Horizontal picture~ 
(19) Counting away--using four a:.s the group 
Like ( 18) 
( 20) Counting away--using five as; the group 
Look at the pictures and tell how . many in all, howr 
many fell off, and how many are left. Summarize and tell 
the answer to the q~estion--"One from five is how. many? 
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One from five is four."· Vertical pictures 
( 2-1) Counting away--using four aa the group 
Like {20) 
8. Counting Away 
Look ~t the pictures and the vertical algorism with 
the minus sign that tells the story of four take away one. 
9 .. Counting A.way 
Like 8--four take mway two. 
10 .• Counting Away 
Like 8--four take away three; 
11. We Put Things T.ogether--tvro and tw.o; three and one;. 
Look at the pictures. and tell how many objects, in 
each picture. When the objects are brought together·, 
tell how.many altogether. 
12. Counting T.ogether--three and one;; one and threeJ 
Like ll 
(22) Counting together--2 and 1; 1 and 2.; 1 and 1. 
Look at the pictures and tell how many objects, how. 
many came, and then how many altogether. Write the. fig-
ure telling how many altogether. Horizontal pictures 
(2.3) Counting together·--3 and 1;. 2 and 2;: 1 and 3. 
Like ( 22.} 
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C24) Counting together--2 and 2;: 3 and 1. 
Look at the pictures and tell how many, how many 
came, and how many altogether. Summari~ and tell the 
answer--"Two and two are four. tti Vertical picturesJ. 
(25) Counting together 
Like (24) 
13. Counting Tbgether--2 and 2. 
Look &t the vertical pictures and the vertical al-
gorism (withE£ sign) that tells the story of two and 
two are four. 
!4. Counting Together--1 and 3. 
Like 13. 
15. Counting Together--3 and 1 
Like 13. 
~6. Away and T.bgether--~ take away 1; Ji and 3 
Look fut the vertical pictures and tell the story. 
Write the vertical algorism on the board. 
( 2-6) Counting away 4.. take away 1 
Like 8 
(27) Counting together 3 and 1 
Like 13 
(28) Counting away 4 take away 2 
40 
Like 8. 
(29) Counting together 2 and 2 
Like 13 
( 30} Counting away 4 take away 3 
Like 8. using dot picturea 
( 31) c·ounting together 1 and 3 
Like 13--using dot pictures; 
1.7. The s .tory about Four 4 take away 2;~ 2 and 2' 
a:.. Look at the picture and tell the 111take away" story. 
Look &t the aibstract a:lgorism and the dot representaJ.-
tions, and tell the story. 
b. Look at the picture and tell the u:al together": 
story. Look SJt the a;bs;tract algorism and the dot repre-
sentations; and tell the story. 
18-~9. The Rest of' the S~tory about Four 4 take away 1; 
3 and 1 ;; 4. take away 1 ;; 1 and 3 
Like ~7 
( 32) The question and the answer 4 take away 3; 4 take 
away 1;; 4 take away 2. 
Look at the pictures; and write the vertical a1gorisms. 
(33) Finding the answer 3 and 1; 2 and 2; 1 and 3 
Look at the picturea and write the vertical a1gorisms. 
20J. Three 
4 1 
Look at the pictures, read the stories, and write 
the figure answers to the questions. (The whole story 
of three, addition and subtrac;tion) 
21. We Learn about Tw.o 
Like 20 
22. The Story about Three 
From the pictures and the vertical algorisms, tell 
the stories:. 
23. Tell the Story--about two and threa 
From the pictures: and the vertical algorisms, tell 
the stories. 
24.. We Take Some Away--5 take away 2 
Like 8 
2:S. We Put Things together 2 a1 d 3 
Like 13 
2-6. Tell and Do 3 and 2; 4 md 1; 1 and 4 
Like 22 
27. Gounting Away 1 from 5;; 5 take away 4;: 5 take away 
3. 
Like 22 
4 2' 
28. Out and In 2 from 5 ;; 3 and 2. 
Like 22: 
2-9. They Come and Go 1 and 4;; 1 fro!l1l 5; 4 and 1; 4 from 
5 ;: 2 and 3 ;; 3 from 5. 
Like 22 
30. The SJtory about Five 
Usine only dot pictures--like 17, 18, 19 
31. We Take Away 
Like 22 
32. How:' Many T.ogether? 
Like 22 
33-. T.ogether and Away 
From the dot picture s and the vertical a1gorisms , 
write the figure answers. 
(34) Counting away 3 from ~ 
Like 8 
(35) Counting together 2 and 3 
Like 13 
- (36) Counting aw.ay 2 from .5 
Like 8 
(37) Counting together 3 md 2:' 
Like 13 
40 
(38) ':Uhinking away and thinking together 1 from 5; 4 and 
1. 
a. From the picture and the vertical algorism, write 
the figure answer 
b. From the dot picture and the vertical algorism, 
write the figure answer 
( 39) ']hinking aw.ay and thinking together 4 from 5;: 1 and 
4-
Like (38) 
(40) Practice 2' fronn 5;: 3 from 5;: 1 from 5; 4 from 5. 
Using dot pictures and the vertical algorism, write 
the figure answer and then write each figure answer six 
times;. 
( 41) Practice 2 and 3; 3 and 2; 1. and 4r 4 and 1 
Like C4.o) 
C42l Practice 1 from 2 • 2 from 3 •· 1 from 3 .. 1 m d 1 • 2 , " " , 
and 1;: 1 and 2 
Like <4o> 
C43) Practice 
Write the figure answers to all combinations stud-
ied thus far. 
34. Counting Together 4 and 2;; 2 and 4 
Look at the pictures., read the stories:, look at the 
vertical algorisms, and answer the q~estions. 
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35·. Counting Away 2 from 6;; 4 from 6 
Like 3~. 
36--3-7. The Story a:bou t Six 2 from 6 ;: 4 and 2 ;· 4 from. 
6;: 2· and 4; 1 from 6; 5 and 1;: 5 from 6; 1 and 5;: 3 from 
6;; 3 and 3. 
Like 22 
38. 'Ilhe Story about Six. 
Like 30. 
(44) How many are left?.' How. many altogether? 
3 froll1l 6 ;~ 3 and 3 ;; 2 from 6 ;; 4 and 2 
From the pd.ctures and the vertical algorisms, write 
the figure answers;. 
( 45> Related additions; and subtractions. about six:. 
~ from 6;; 2 and 4 
a. Like C44> 
b. Like <4o) 
<46) More about six 1 from 6; 5 and 1 
Like <45) 
(~7) An addition and a subtraction about six. 
5 from 6; 1 and 5. 
Like C45) 
( 4.8 ) 'llhinking away 
Look at the picture and write the vertical algorism 
45 
(4.9) Thinking together--"·putting together"· 
Like (48) 
39. Away and Together 
Like 33. 
40.i. S.i:x;. 3 and J; 4 and 2';· 2 and l+; 5 and 1; 1 and 5; 
From the pacture, the horizontal written question, 
and the vertical algorism, _tell how many. 
41. orf Come the Candles. 2 rrom 6 r 4 from 6 ;· 3 from 6; 
5: from 6. 
From the pd.cture and the vertical algorism tell-- '·· 
'"One from six is how many?.·" and so on. 
4.2'. Together 
Like 32 
1+3. Aw.ay 
Like 31 
( 5'0:) Practice: 
a. From the dot pictures. and the vertical algorisms, 
write the figure answera. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical algor~ 
isms.:. 
44-4,_5,. s .ix. 5 and 1 ;· 4 and 2';. 3 and 3; 1 and 5. 
Look a:.t the pictures., read the stories, and tell 
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the answera. 
46-47. The Race 2 from 6;; 4 from 6;; 5: from 6 ;; 1 from 6; 
3 from 6. 
Like J.W.-45;. 
(5)1) Practic9J 
Write the figure answers to the aibs>tract, vertical 
algori sms;. 
(52) Learning .about s;even li.from7; 6 and 1 
Like C45> 
(53) More about seven 4 frorm 7;· 3 and 4 
Like C45) 
(.5..4} S-eparations and combinations of seven. 3 from 7; 
4.- and 3 
a. Like C4.5) 
b. Practice the two abs;tract facts. 
(55) S-eparations. and combinations of seven. 2 from 7; 
5 and 2 
a .• Like ( 4.5> 
b. Practice the two abstract facts. 
(56) More about seven 5 from 7; 2 and 5 
a. Like C4S) 
b. Practice the two abstract facts. 
(57) Away and together 6 from 7;, 1 and 6 
a. Like C4-.5> 
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b. Practice the two abstract facts!. ~ 
48-49. Put and Take 2 from 7 ;; 5, and 2; 5 from; 7;; 2 and 
5 • 1 from 7 •· 6 and 1 ' ~ . 
a. Like 44-4-S 
b. Practice the abs:tract examples;. 
50-51. Put and Take 3 from 7;: 4 and 3; 6 from 7r 1 and 
6; 4 from 7; 3 and 4. 
Like 44-45 
52. The Story about Seven 
Like 30-
53. '].bgether and Away--the s:ix. and seven facts; 
Like Jl and 32 
(58) Subtrac;tions: about seven 
a.. Cross out blocks: (dots, triangles:) to find the 
horizontal subtractions about seven. (Ex. 2 from 7 
is;-·) 
b. Practice the vertical abstra.ct examples. 
(59) Ehough more to make seven. 
Draw a line around all the blocks on the left and 
enough more of the blocks on the right to make seven. 
Then write the figure answer. (Ex. 1 and_ ara 7.) 
( 6o) Pra_ctica 
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a. With the use of dots;, write the figure answers 
to the vertical abstract examples. 
b. Practice the vertical abstract examples. 
54-55:. &even 3 and 4; 5 and 2:; 1 and 6; 4 and 3; 2 and 
5;: 6 and 1. 
Like 44--45 
56-5)7. At the Farm 4 and 3; 4 from 7 r 5 and 2;· 5 and 7; 
6 and 1;, 1 from 7;; 2 and 5r 2' from 7. 
a.. Like 44-45 
b. Practice the ~bstract examplea 
58. Together and A.way 6 and 1;. 1 snd 6; 1 from 7. 
Look at the picture, read the story, look at the ab-
stra.ct examples:, and tell the answers. 
59. Together and Away 
Like 33 
(61) Practice: 
Write the figure .. Sl!lswers to the vertical abstract 
examples .• 
(62) Learning about eight 1 from 8; 7 and 1 
a.. Like ( 4-5) 
h. Practice the two abstract facts. 
( 63) Eight 3 from 8 r 5 and 3 
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a. Like C45) 
b. Pra.ct:i:c;e the two abstract facts1. 
( 64) More about eight 2 fronn 8 ;: 6 and 2: 
a. Like C45> 
b. Practice the two abstract facts. 
(65) Eight 4 from 8; 4 and 4 
a. Like C45) 
b. Practice the two abs>tract facts. 
(66) Eight 5 from 8;; 3 and 5. 
e. Like C4.5> 
b. Practice the two abs;tract facts. 
(67) EJ.ght 7 from 9; 1 and 7 
a .• Like C45> 
b. Praetic·e the two abs.tract facts .• 
(68) More about eight 6·, from 8; 2 and 6 
a. Like C45> 
b. Practice the two abstract facts .• 
6~}. Eight 3 from 8; 5, and 3 
Look at the pictures, read the stories;, and then 
tell the answers to the abs.tract examples;. 
61. E1ght 1 from 8 ;; 7 and 1;_: 2 from 8 ;_; 6 and 2; 3 from 
8r 5 and 3;: 4 from 8;; 4 and 4. 
From the pictures. and the abstract, vertical al-
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gorisms, tell the answers to the examples:. 
62:. More about E1ght 5 from 8; 3 and 5 ;; 6 from 8;: 2 and 
6 ;; 7 and 8 ;. 1 and 7. 
Like 61. 
63. ']he Story about Eight 
Like 30--with no vertical algorisms. 
64-65;. Pennies: c·.ome and go 2. and 6; 6 from 8;; 6 and 2; 
2 from 8; 3 and 5; 5 from 8. 
Like 48-49--only substituting pennies. for the objects. 
66-6q. A Number Story 
a. Look a·t the pictures,, and tell the stories; 
b. Look at the pictures, the algorisms, and then 
tell the answers. 
68. HOWl Many in All? review,- of fac:ts; 
Like 32 
69. How Many in All? facts for seven and eight 
Look at the dominos and the vertical algorisms, and 
then tell the answers. 
70-71. How Many Are Left? facts for eight 
Like 31 
B-oston University 
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(69) Subtraction practice--facts for eight 
Write the subtraction facts for eight six times; 
( 70) Addition practice--facts .for eight 
Write the addition facts for eight six times; 
(71) Practice;--review of facts thus far 
Write the figure answers to the vertical abstract 
examples~ . 
(72) Away and together ~from 9; 5 and 4 
a.. Like (4,5) 
b. Practice, the two abstract factSo 
( 73) Related facts; about nine 3 from 9;: 6 and 3 
a;.. Like ( 45) 
b. Practica the two abstract facts 
(74,} Learning about nine 2 from 9; 7 and 2 
a'.. Like ( 4.5 ) 
b. Practice the two abstract facts; 
(75) More about nine 5 from 9; ~and 5 
a. Like (~5) 
b. Practice the two abstract facts: 
( 76) Nine 6 from 9; 3 a1 d 6 
a .• Like (45> 
b. Practice the two abstract facts; 
( 77) M'ore about nine 1 from 9 ;: 8 and 1 
a. Like (~.5) 
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b. Practice the two abstract facta 
(78) Niine 8 from 9; 1 and 8 
Si .• Like <45> 
b • Practice the two abstract facts. 
. ( 79) Nine 7 from 9 ;; 2 and 7 
a. Like ( 4-5> 
bJ. Pra.c tic:e; the two abstract fa,cts:. 
72-73. Ntl.ne; 1 from 9; 8 and 1; 2 f'ro:rm 9; 7 and 2:;· 3 from 
9; 6 and 3• ,_, L~ from 9 ;: 5 and 4;; 5 from 9;; 4 and 5; 6 from 
9; 3 and 6 ;' 7 from 9 ;; 2 and 7; 8 from 9; 1 and 8. 
Look at the pictures and the vertical a:bstract ex-
amples_ and then tell the answers. 
74..-75:. Nine--aJ.l the addition facts for 9--reversals pre-
sen ted 
Read the stories; and look at the vertical abstract 
examples and then tell the answers .• 
( 80) Subtra.ction practice--facts for nine 
Like (69} 
(81) Addition practice:--facts for nine 
Like (70i) 
(82) Enough more to make nine. 
Like (59) 
76. How Many in All? 
Like 32 
77. Counting Together--addition reversals :f'or nine 
Look at the pictures and the vertical amstract ex-
amples and then tell the answers. 
78-79. Counting Away--subtraction reversals :f'or nine 
Look at the pictures and the vertical abstract ex-
amples and then tell the answers>. 
80. How Many A:t>e Left? subtraction :f'acts :f'or seven, 
eight, and nine. 
Like 71 
81. How Many Are Le:f't? subtraction reversals :f'or nine. 
L.ook at the pictures and the vertical abstract ex-
amples and then tell the answers. 
82. A. Movie 8 and 1 ;_; 1 :f'rom 9 ;. 1 and 8. 
Like 5.8 
83. The s .tory a:bout Nine 
Tell the addition and subtraction s.tories for ea'Ch 
picture. 
84. How Many in All? 
Like 42• only using dots instead of' pictures:: 
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8.5. How Many Are Left? 
Like 43 only using dots instead of pictures 
(83) Mlxed practice 
W:rite the figure answers to the abstract, vertical 
examples:. 
( 84) More aibou t ten 2 from 10 ;; 8 and 2 
a. Like ( 4.5) 
b. Practice the two abstract facts 
( 8.5) '!ten 4 from 10,; 6 and 4-
a· .• Like C45) 
b. Practice the two Slbstract facts 
(86) Learning about ten .5 from 10; .5 and .5 
( 87) Learning more about ten 3 from 10 ;: 7 and 3 
(88) T.en 7 from 10 ;, 3 and 7 
(89) Ten 8 from 10 ;. 2: and 8 
(90) Ten 9 from 10 ;; 1 S'l.d 9 
(91) More about ten 1 from 101 ;_~ 9 and 1 
(92) More &bout ten 6 from 10);; 4 and 6 
86. Ten 
Like 30--~i th no vertical algori S!lllS>. 
87. Number Stories; 4 and 6 ;; 2) from 10 ;; 7 and 3 ;: 3 from 
JLO 
Look a_t the pictures and read the stories, and then 
55 
tell the answers. 
88-89. Counting Together 
Look at the pictures,, the questions ("nine and one 
are how many?"), and the vertical algorisms and then 
tell the answers. 
(93) The additions about ten. 
Look at the pictures and the vertical algorisms 
and then write the rigure answers. 
90-91. Counting Away--the subtractions ror ten 
Look at the pictures, the q_uestions1 (Ex. "Four 
rrom ten is how many?·"), and the vertical a:lgorism and 
then tell the answers. 
(94) The subtra.ctions about ten 
Use dots to find the subtractions about ten and 
then write the figure answers. 
92'. Toys:--addi tion reversals ror the ten facts. 
Look at the pictures and the vertical abstract ex-
amples and then tell the answers. 
93. More about Ten--subtraction reversals for the ten 
ra.cts, 
Look at the pictures and the vertical abstract ex-
amples and then tell the answers. 
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9~. Show and Tell 
Read the stories, show what happens on the black-
board, and then tell the answers:. 
95. Number atories' 
Look at the pictures, read the stories:, look at 
the vertical algorisms, snd then tell the answers. 
(95) Practice 
Write the figure answers to the addition examples. 
(96) Practice 
Write the figure answers to the subtraction ex-
amples .• 
96. Number S.tories .. 
Look at each picture and then tell the number 
stort . about each. 
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Chapter I. How Many~' (pages !:!:-21) 
~-5. A. Birthday Party 
Count the objects to find how many. 
(1) Fun at the Party (counting) 
Count the objects to find how many. 
( 2) How Many (Reviewing small groups) 
Draw a ring around the written figure that tells 
how many ther•e are in each group. 
61. The Pet Show 
Match the written figures (1, 2, and 3) with the 
number words; (one, two, and three). 
7. Off' to School 
Extend 6 to include four 
8. Five Pennies; 
Extend 7 to include f'ive 
9. A. Nickel 
Equate f'ive pennies to a nickel. 
10'. Figures 1 to 5 
See the semi-concrete representations of' 1 through 
5 and see how' to write the f'igures 1 through 5. 
11. Jack's Toys 
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Count the groups of objects and write the figure 
answers on a sheet of paper. 
12. Jack and His Rabbits; 
Extend 8 to include six. 
13. Jane Saves: 
Extend 12 to include s:even. 
14. At the Fruit Stor~ 
E~tend 13 to include eight 
15. Jane's Chickensi 
Extend 14 to include nine. 
16. Figures; 6 t:o 9 
17. At the Fa.rm 
Like 11 
18. Ice Cream and Cookies, 
Extend 15 to include 10). 
The OJ is. c:alled Z'.ero 
(3) Writing How:· Many (What figures: tell) 
Write the figures telling how many in ea,ch group 
(1 through 10) 
C4) How Many Do I S.ee? 
Like ( 3) 
6 0 
(5) Bird Families (Reproducing a number) 
Draw enough more objects so that each picture will 
have a given number of objects .• 
19. A. Dime 
Equate ten pennies to one dime. 
20. Here Comes the Band 
Tell the position of objects in a series (ordinals--
first through fifth and last) 
21. The Band Plays 
Like 20. 
Chapter 2 How Many More? How Many Less (pages 22-12) 
22. How Many More? 
Look at the picture and see that there are more ob-
jects of one group than of another. 
2.}. How Many More? 
Look at the picture. Tell how many objects there 
are in one group. Tell how many objects in another 
group. Match the two groups one-to-one. Count the~ ex-
cess. Summariz~ the arithmetical statement. (Ex. Eight 
is three more than five). 
(6} One More 
Write the figure that tells how many objects are_ in 
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the group. Draw one more object. Write the figure that 
tells how many objects are now in the group. 
(7) lJlwo More 
Write the figure that tells how many of the objects 
in a group are red. Color two more objects red. Write 
the figure that tells how many of the objects are now: .. 
red in the group. 
(8) Three More 
Like (7) 
(9) How Many More? 
Like 23 
Also write the figures. in the summarized statement 
(Ex. 8 is j more than 5). 
(10) (11) How Many More?. 
Look at the picture. Write the figures that tell 
how many objects there are in one group and how many 
objects there are in another group. Ma.tch the two 
groups one-to-one. Count the excess and write the fig-
ure to show the exc~ss. 
(12) (13) How Many Mor.e? 
Like (9) only using dot pictures instead of ob-
ject pictures:. 
(14) (15) At the Picnic 
Match the two groups one-to-one. Count the excess 
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and write the figure to show the excess. (Ex. Ten is 
more than eight.) 
24. How Many Less? 
Look at the picture. Count the objects in one 
group. Count the objects in another group. Tell ho~ 
many more in one group than in the other and tell how 
many fewer in one group than in the other. (In other 
words count the excess and the deficiency) Summarize 
the arithmetic statement. (Ex. Eight is, two more than 
six. Six is two less than eight.) 
a5. More and Less 
Like 24 
(16-17) Pennies, Nickels, and Dimes; 
a. Equate five pennies to a nickel, ten pennies 
to a dim~ and two nickels to a dime and sea how much 
each will buy. Write the figure answers to various· 
equa.ting questions'. 
b. Tell which is more using various combinations 
of nickels! and pennies' and a dime. 
(18) Counting Money 
Write the figures. telling how much in all. (Ex. 
count a;. nickel and three pannies;--nThink: five and 
say: aix., seven, eight cents."·) 
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(19) Pennies to Spend 
Tell what given amounts of pennies, a nickel and 
pennies, and a dime can buy in a, picture store. 
2.6. In the SWiing s; 
Like 24-
27. The Brownies 
Like 24 
28-29. A.t the Fa:..rm 
Like 24 
30'-3JL. More and Le s.s; 
Like 24 only the procedure is now simplified to 
the picture matched one-to-one and to the q~estion~ ho~ 
many more and how many less; ( exce.s.s and deficiency}. 
32. Fun at Home 
Like 24 
33. Draw; a Picture 
Like 24 only the pupil draws the picture ma.tching 
the objects one-to-one. 
34-. You Dram- the Picture; 
Problema--Like 33 
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35,. Finding the Answer 
Like 24 only the procedure is now simplified to 
the q_uestion (excess and de'ficiency} with no picture. 
(Ex. "Four is how many more than two?"i) 
Chapter l We &tudy Groupa (pages lQ-~) 
36-37. We Learn about Four. 3 and 1;; 2 and 2; 1 and 3. 
Tell how.· many objects are in the group. "Move 
one objec;t to the right. The groups now show three and 
one. Three and one are how many? We say, 'Three and one 
are four. 1 11 
3$. Two and Three. 2 and 1; 1 and 2; 1 m.d 1. 
Like 36-37 
39. We Learn about Five 4 and 1; 3 and 2; 2 and 3;; 1 
and 4. 
Like 36-37 
40:. Pictures of Six 5 and 1;; 1 and 5; 4 and 2; 2 and 4;: 
3 and 3. 
Tell how many objects are in the top row. Tell 
how many objects are in the bottom row. Tell how many 
objectsJ are in the group. Then ask, "Five and one are 
how manyz·n: 
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4J.. Seven 
3 and 4 . 
6 and 1 •· 1 and 6 · c and 2" • 2 and c • 4 and 3 • " ,;;; , ;;;, ' ,
Like 4o only using different colors instead of top 
and bottom row;s to distinguish the two parts of the 
group. Then finally tell what you know about seven. 
4?. Eight 
Like 41 
4.3. Nine; 
Like 40: only introducing the domino pattern in the 
II ft' top and bottom .. ~ows. 
Chapter ~ Counting Together (pages 44-2l) (The 12 Addi-
tions) 
44.. Counting Together 
Look at the pictures and read the story. 
Rather than counting tw:o groups of three and two as 
one, two, three, four, five; count them together: "Three 
and two are five."· 
45 • With Figures 
Write the figures; to represent the pictures and tha 
s·tory--the abs:tract algorism for the aemi-concrete re-
presentation. 
( 20) How M·any in All? 
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Look at the picture. Tell how many objects or one 
color and how mm y of another color. Then write tha 
rigure to tell how many objects in all. 
46. We Put Things· Together 3 md 2;; 1 and 4; 4 and 1; 
2 and 3 
Read the story and write the rigures step by step 
that tell the story. 
47 • Pets 3 and 2; 4 and 1 ;: 2 and 3 ; 1 m d 4. 
Read the story and write the figures step by step: 
that tell the s.tory and then tell the answer to the pro-
blem. 
48-49. Fun on Wheels 2 and 1; 1 and 2;· 1 and 1; 
Like 47 
50. We Learn about Six: 2 and 4; 3 and 3; 4 and 2:; 
.5 and 1;; 1 and .5. 
Like 47. 
S).. How Many in Each Group? (combinations of six) 
Like 47 
52. We Work in a Group 2 and 2; 3 and 1; 1 and 3. 
Like 47 
.53. A G~e 
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Write the figures telling the story on a dot card. 
(Ex. tt:How many dots: are at the left? How- many dotf£ are 
at the right? How many dots are on the card?'" Write 
the story. 
Chanter ,2 Counting Away (Pages ~-Q1) The 15 Subtractions 
54. Counting Away 
Ask--how· many objects are here, how many were taken 
away, how many were left, and then ask the qu estion ar-
ithmetically.. {Ex. "One from five is how many? One from 
five is four.") 
{ 2·1) How Many Are Left? 
Draw a certain number of objects, cross out or take 
away a given number of them, and then write the figure! 
answer t o show how many are left. 
5·5. With Figures 
Write the figures to represent the pictures and t he 
story--the SJbstract a lgorism {wr:I.te the _ sign meaning 
" t ake away or f r omn} for t he s.emi-concrete representa-
t ion. 
S6 . Show and Te l l (using combinations if five} 
"First, we show a group. Then we take some away 
from the g roup. Last, we tell how many are left." 
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57. P'laying Show and Tell (Using combinations of six) 
Like 56 
58. How Many are Left?· 4-2;. 4-3; 4-1. 
Look at the pictures, read the story, look at the 
vertical abstract algori sm, and tell the answer to the 
qu e stion. (Ex. Two from four is how many?) 
S9. Fun in t he Snow 5-2; 5~3 r 5-4. 
Like 58 
6oi. Jip) 6-1; 6-3 ;; 6-2. 
Like 58 
61 . Six Little Puppies 6-4~ 6-5; 6-2. 
Like 5-8 
62-63 .• We T.ake Away 4-1 ; 4-2; 4-3; 3-1 ; 2-1; 3-2·. 
Like 58 
64-65. We Buy and Sell 4-1;, 4-2; 3-2;: 3-1;: 2-1. 
Like .58 
66. Pennies to Spend 5-4; 5-3;. 5-·1; 5-2. 
67. Number Stories; 6-2; 6-4;; 6-1. 
Like 58. 
Chapter 6. We Add and We Subtract (pages 68-§j) 
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~B-2_9. At the Airport; 
Look at the pictures, read the story, 1.ook at the 
vertical abstract algorism, and tell the answer. 
10.. 'llhinking Things Together 
Look at each picture and tell at number story about; 
each picture. 
71. The Airplanes Take Off. 
Look at the pictures, read the story, look a.t the 
vertical, abstract algorism, and tell the answer. 
72. Thinking Things Away 
Look at each picture and the abs.tract, vertical al-
gorism and tell a. number story about each picture. 
73 .• Thinking Together and Thinki~g Away. 
Look at the picture and think (Ex. ":Three and one 
are four. One from four is three":). · Write the addition 
(vertical abstract algorism) and the subtraction that the 
picture shows. 
(22:} Counting Things Away 
Like 71 
(23) Counting Things Together 
Like 69 
74. The Whole Story about Five 
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~. Look at each row of pictures and tell the addi-
tion and subtraction story. (Ex. "One from five is; 
four. Four and one are five."·) 
b. Write the answers to the abstract, vertical al-
gorisms. 
(24) Counting Away and Counting Together (Answering any 
number question) 5-3; 3 and 2). 
Look at the picture, tell the story, and write the 
vertical, abstract algorism. 
Draw a given number of dots and take Away by cross-
ing out or put together a given number of dots to find 
the answer. Then practice the vertical abstract al-
gori sm 6 times;. 
(25) Counting A.way and Counting Together (Practice) 5 - 4; 
1 and 4,.. 
Like ( 24) 
( 26) C,ounting Away and Counting Together (Finding the 
answer) 5 - 1; 4- and 1. 
Like ( 24> 
(27) The Whole Story about Five 4 and 1;: 1 and 4;: 
5 - 4; 5 - 1; 3 and 2:; 2 and 3; 5 - 3; 5 - 2. 
Using dot representa.tions, write the answers to the 
vertical abstract algorisms. 
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75. How Many in All?.· 
Read the story, look at the pictures, look at the 
vertical abstract algorism, and write the answers. 
(28) Counting Together (Finding the answer} 
Look at the vertical abstract algorism, look at the 
pictures, write the figure answer and then read the 
"complete" answer. (Ex. "Three and one are four.") 
76. How Many Are Left?. 6--2· 6-3· 6 11 • 6-1· 6-c ' ' ...,.., ' /• 
Look at the picture, read the story, look at the 
vertical abstract algorism, and tell the answer. 
( 29) Counting Away (N-iunber S.torieS\) 
Tell the number story in your own words, tell the 
story using the language of arithmetic, and tell the 
story that the figures tell. 
( 30·) Together and Away (Review) 
Look at the picture, look at the vertical abstract 
algorism, and then write the figure answers. 
(31) Counting Together and Counting Away 
Write the figure answers to the vertical examples. 
(15 additions and the 15 subtractions) 
77. The Whole S.tory about S,ix 
Like 74-
(32} Counting Things Away and Counting Things Together 
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6-4;· 2' and 4. 
Like (22-23) 
(33) Away and Together 6-3; 3 and 3 
Like 24 
(34) Away and Together 6-5; 1 and 5 
Like ( 24) 
(35) Away and Together 6-1; 5 and 1 
Like ( 24> 
78. Thinking Together 
Think and say the addition that each domino shows. 
79· 'Dhinking Away 
Think and say the subtra.ction each dot card shows. 
(36) Counting A.way and Counting Together 6-2;. 4 and _2. 
Like (22-23) 
(.37) Counting Away and Counting Together 
W·ri te the figure answers to the vertical examples. 
Use dots to find the answer if you do not know it. 
80-81. Nwnber Stories (addition) 
Read the story, look at the pictures, look at the 
vertical, abstract algorism, and tell the answer. 
82-83. More Nwnber S.tories (subtraction) 
Like 80-81 
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Chapter 1· Seven, Eight, and Nine (pages ~-21) The 21 
Additions and the 21 Subtractions. 
84-85. We Learn about &even 
2 and 5 ; 4. and 3 ; 3· and 4. 
6 and 1 •· 1 and 6 • c- and 2 · 
r ' / ' 
Read the stories, look at the pictures, look a .t the 
vertical, abs:trac.t a:lgorisms, and see the addition re-
versals,. 
86. Wood fort he Fire 4 and 3;: 3 and 4~ 7-4; 7-3. 
Read the stories:, look at the vertical algorisms, 
and tell the answers;. 
87. The Whole Story about Seven 
Like 74 
( 38) Adding and Subtra.cting 4 and 3 r 7-3 
Discuss the meaning of adding and subtracting. Read 
the story, look at the algorism and the dot picturesJ. 
(39) Thinking Away and Thinking Together. 7-2; 5 and 2; 
7-4;; 3 and 4. 
Look at the pic:ture, read the story, look at the 
vertical algorism, and write the figure answer. 
88. The Fox and the Grapes 7-2;, 7-5; 7-1. 
Like 82'-83 
89. Together and Away 
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Tell the two additions and the two subtractions 
for each domino picture. 
(40) Away and Together 7-5; 2 and 5; 7-6; l m d 6; 
6 and 1;. 7-1. 
Like (39) 
(4,l) Additions and Subtractions about Seven 
a. Write the two additions and the two subtractions 
for each domino picture. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical ex-
amples. 
C42-) Stories about S.even 7-3; 7-4; 7-2:; 7-5. 
Read the stories, look at the pictures and vertical 
algorisms, and write the figure answers. 
Begin to get a hint of the horiz;ontal example 
(Ex. 3 from 7 is _). 
( 43) Draw More: 
Look at the picture and see a given number of ob-
jects, draw. a given number more, write horiz;ontally how 
many there are ( 4 and 3 are _.) and then write the ver-
tical algorism. 
90. Additions about Eight 7 and l; 6 and 2; 2 and 6; 
5 and 3; l and 7 ; 3 and 5. 
Like 70 only with the vertical algorism given for 
each picture. 
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91. How Many in All? (addition about eight) 
Draw a given number or objects. Draw a given num-
ber more. Write the vertical algorism and the answer. 
92. Subtractions about Eight 
8-6; 8-7. 
8-3. 8-2 ° 8-4o 8-~ 0 8-1· 
' , , ./' ' 
Look at the pictures, read the stories, look a.t the 
vertical algorisms, and tell the answers. 
93,. The Whole Story a·bout Eight 
Like 74 
( 44-4.5> Learning about Eight 8-3; .5 and 3 ;· 8-4; 4 m d 4; 
8-2;. 6 and 2; 8-7; 1 and 7. 
Like C42) only addition and subtraction and the two 
are related (8-3; .5 and 3--problems one after the other). 
<46-47) More about Eight 8-5;; 3 and 5; 8-6; 2 and 6; 
7 and 1; 8-1; 8-1; 4- and 4; 8-4. 
a. Like C44-45> 
b. Write the figure answers to the abstract, ver-
tical examples .• 
C48} Adding and Subtracting w.ith Eight (Practice) 
Like (30) 
(49) Enough More to Make Eight 
a. Draw a ring around all the brown dots at the 
left and enough more black ones at the right to make 
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eight in all. 
b. Complete and read the arithmetic sentence. (Ex. 
"5 and are 8 • " ) 
(50) Thinking Away and Thinking Together (Eight) 
Look at the vertical abstract example, think and 
write the dot explanation, and write the figure answer 
to the example. 
(51) Write the &tory (Review.) 
a .• Like (50) 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical abstract 
example. 
(52) Let's Practice (Review) 
Like (50)--only ~sing picture objects instead of 
dots. 
(53) BUying at the Lunch Room 
Write the figures and the addition for each given 
lunch. 
(54) The Whole S;tory about Eight (Related additiona 
and substractions.) 
a. s .ay and write the figure answers to the vertical 
additions and subtractions that each picture shows. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical abstract 
examples. 
(55) Practice 
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Write the fi gure answers to the vertical abstract 
examples. 
94, Number s ·tories about Dolls 3 and 6; 3 from 9; 6 and 
3; 6 from 9. 
Like 86 
9.5 . The Boys Bring Cars .5 and 4; 4 from 9 ;- 4 and 5 ;-
5 from 9. 
a .• Like 86 
b. s ,tudy the vertical abstract facts on 94 and 95. 
96-97. Marbles: 7 and 2; 7 from 9; 2 and 7; 2 from 9; 
8 and 1; 1 and 8; 1 from 9; 8 from 9. 
a. Read the story, look at the pi cture, and tell the 
answe r . 
b. Study the vertical abstract facts. 
98. The Whole Story about Nine 
Like 74 
(56'-57) The Par-ty 5 and 4; 4 from 9; 3 from 9; 6 from 9; 
6 and 3 ; 3 and 6. 
Like <44-45> only the pupil writes the vertical al-
gorism. 
(,58) At the Farm 8 and 1; 1 from 9; 4 and 5; 5 from 9; 
2. from 9; 2 and 7. 
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a. Like (4J+-45) 
b. Practice the abstract, vertical examples. 
(59) At the Zoo 7 f'rom 9 ;: 7 and 2; 8 f'rom 9; 1 and 8. 
a. Like ( 44-45-) 
b. Practice the absxract, vertical examples. 
(60) The Subtractions about Nine 
Draw the picture explanation and write the verti-
cal algorism f'or each story. 
( 61) Additions and Subtractions about Nine. 
Like (54) 
(62:) Counting Away and Counting Together 
Like (50) 
( 6).) Number s~toriea 3 f'rom 9; 5 and 4;: 1 from 9; 6 and 3. 
Like ( 4,2) 
99. Together and Aw.ay 
Like 89 
Chaoter 8 We Must Remember· (pages 100-113) 
IOQ;. Finding the Answer 
Like 45 
lO 1.. Do You Know?· 
Cover the answers and then say the answers to the 
vertical abstract addition examples. 
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1Q2. Cards for Addition 
Write the addition question in figures, on one side 
of the card and the dot explanation on the back. · 
l.OJ • We Try Again 
a:. s ,ay the answers to the vertical abstract addition 
exarnples. 
b. Say the answers to the abstract addition ex-
a...'llples pla.ced on a wheel--one number in the center and 
various numbers around the edge. 
1.01!;. Finding the Answer· 
Write the ~uestion (vertical abstract algorism) and 
then draw. dots to show how many. Cross, out dots to show. 
how many are taken, and then tell how many are left. 
(Sample question--nFive from eight is how many?'"1) 
]0;_5. Do ~au Know? 
Practice--cover the answers to the vertical, ab-
stract, subtraction algorisms and tell the answers. 
106. Cards .. for Subtraction 
A. device--make number cards to help learn the sub-
tractions that are not known. On the front of the card 
write the vertical, abs,tract algorism or subtraction 
question. On the back make a dot picture of the ques-
80 
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tion and show the vertical abstrmc.t algorism with its 
answer. 
107. W.e Try Again 
a. Tell the answers to the vertical abatract, sub-
traction algorisms. 
b. A. game device--using a number wheel subtract 
the number in the middle from each number around the 
wheel. 
108. c ·an You Tell? C4 and 2; 2· frdm1)~;; 2' and 4; 4 from 
6) 
Read the s,tory, look at the vertical, abstract al-
gorism and tell the answer. 
109. Tell a Story 
Say and write the one addition and the one subtrac-
tion that each picture shows. 
110,-111.. To Make Sure 
Say and write the vertical abstract algorisms of 
the two additions and the two subtra·ctions. that ea.ch 
domino shows. (when the numbers are the same we have 
only one addition and one subtraction) 
112. T.o Help us Remember 
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Say and write the answers to the vertical abstract 
algorisms. 
113. Now Do You K..t'low? 
Like 112 
Chapter .2. A. Group of Ten (pages 114-125,) 
114. A Group of Ten 
Count the objects in the picture and see that they 
are a. group. The pyramid dot picture of ten is: intro-
duced her9l. 
115. We Learn about Ten 9 and 1 •· 1 and 9 • I from 10 •· ~ ~ ~ 
9 from 10 ;; 8 and 2;; 2 and 8 ;: 8 from ].0·;; 2 from 10:·. 
Make a group of ten using blocks, remove a given 
number from the group, look at the vertical algorism and 
then tell how many are left. 
116. More about Ten 3 and 7, 4 and 6, and 5 and 5 
addition and subtraction combinations 
Like 115 
(64) Pets 4 and 6; 6 from 10;: 4 from 10; 6 and 4. 
Look at the picture, read the story, and then write 
the answer to the vertical algorism five times. 
( 65J S-tudying Ten (addition and subtraction) 
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Look a.t the ve:rtical abs,tract algorism, look at the 
do t picture, and write the answer. 
117. Toys to sell ( + and - combinations of 10) 
Read the story, look at the picture illustration, 
and tell the answer. 
118-119. Fruit for the Picnic ( + and - combination of 
10) 
Like 96-97 
(66-67) Selling Tickets 
Tell and write how many had, s.o1d, and left . Then 
write the answer to the abstract, vertical a1gorism. 
120. The Whole Story aillou t Tan 
Like 74 
(68) The Whole S;tory about Ten 
Look rut the domino picture, 
and the 2. subtractions, and write 
abs:tract, vertical algori sm. 
( 69) Practice (review;) 
think the 2 additions 
the answers to the 
Write the answer to the vertical abstract algorisms. 
121. Can You Find Out? 
Like 117. 
122. Fun in the Park 
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a.. Like 117 
b. Tell the answer to the abstract vertical al-
gorisms. 
123. The Boys Fish 
Like 117 
(70-71) Do We Add or Subtract? 
Read the story, look at the picture;, write A. or S 
to tell whether to add or subtract, then write the ver-
tical, abstract algorism with its answer. 
(72) Do You Add or Subtract? 
Read the story and write A or S to tell whether to 
add or subtract. 
(73) The Christmas Tree; 
Read the story, look at the picture, look at th~ 
vertical, abs.tract algorism, and write the answer. 
(74) Finding Answer~ 
a. Read the story, look at the picture, and write 
the vertical abs . tract algorism. 
b. Write the answers to the addition and subtrac-
tion ver-tical, abs;tract algorisma. 
(75) Hunting Easter Egg$ 
Read the story, look at the picture, and write the 
answer. 
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124-12S. How Many More? Ho~ Many Less? 
Read the ~uestion, look at the picture, and tell 
the answer. (Ex. ":Ten is how many more than f'our? 
Four is: how many less. than ten."·) 
(76) Making Columns to Add 
Put 9 blocks on your desk, put them in three groups 
to show each of' the given columns, and then add each col-
umn and write the answer. 
( 77) Making Columns, to Ad<ffi 
Take ten blocka and put them in three groupa in 
as many ways as you can. Make a picture to show: each 
w.ay, write the figures to show each way, and then a:dd 
and write the answer. 
(78) Making Col~~a to Add 
Like 77 only using 8 blocks and 7 blocka. 
(79) Adding Columna 
Add and W:·ri te the answers to the vertical abstract 
columns to 10. 
Chapter 10 We Use Money (pages 12b-.J:.12.) 
126. Equate a. nickel to f'ive pennies, a dime to ten pen-
nies, and a dime to two nickela. 
127. We Count Money 
8 5 
~ 
I 
Count orally the nickel and pennies as five--six, 
seven cents and count orally the pennies and nickel as 
one, two, three,--eight cents. 
128. At the Candy Store 
a. ¢ meana cent introduced. 
b. Read the atory, look at the picture, look ~t 
the vertical, aibs.tract algorism, and tell the answer. 
c. Write the answers to the vertical, abstract al-
gorisms. 
129. We Use Money 
Like 128 b and c. 
130. Money 
Like 128 b and c. 
131. Money comes and goes 
Like 128 b and c 
132.-133. The Popcorn Man 
~ike 128 b and c 
134. We Count Our Change 
a. The w.ord , .. change'~ introduced. 
b. Read the story and count the change. 
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135. P'laying 3;tore; 
Like 134-
Chapter ll Eq;ual Groups and Equal Parts, (pages. 136-149) 
(Eight division questions and eight multiplication ques-
tions are introduced in this chapter p. 139.) 
136-137. Counting by Twos 
Count orally the various given objects pictured by 
tw.os. 
138. At Lunch {The idea of dividing is introduced) 
Read the story, look at the pictures, and then tell 
how many groups, how many in each group, and then an-
swer such questions as 11 Two fives are how many?" and 
How many fives are in ten? n: 
139. At Camp. 
Like 138 '"Five twos are how many?·"· and "How many 
twos are in ten?. 111 
( 80-81-821) Equal Groups 
Like ~38 (write the answers to the questions) 
"How many twos are in eight?"' "Four twos are how many?" 
(Twos in eight, four, six, and ten: fours in eight;. and 
fives. in ten) 
140. Bunches of Carrot~ 
87 
Like 138 (Twos in six and threes in nine) 
( 83,) Equal Groups 
Like 13:8 (write the answers to the questions) 
(Threes in nine and threes in six) 
141. We Ride 
Like ~38 (Twos in ~our and threes in six) 
14.2. Equal Groups 
Like 138 (Twos in eight and ~ours in eight) 
(84,) Equal Groups (6divisions) 
Use blocks to write the answers to the questions. 
(Ex. "How many twos are in ~our? II Twos in ~our _. -) 
(85) Eq[Ual Groups (8 multiplications) 
Use blocks to write the answers to the questions. 
(Ex. "Four tw:os are how many? n Four twos are _. J 
14,3. Find the Answer (Equal groups) 
Read the story, look at the picture, and then tell 
the answer. 
(86) Equal Groups 
Draw: a ring around parts to show equal groups and 
then write the answer. (Ex. "How many twos are in six?") 
(87) E_qual Groups 
Read the qp.estion (Ex. "How many twos are in ~our?"), 
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find the picture that answers the question and draw a 
line from the picture to the question and then write the 
figure answer to the question. 
144. One Half 
Introduce one half, two halves, and whole and show 
that the two halves. of a. whole must be the same size. 
145. HalveS; 
Tell which pictures, show one-half of a. whole. 
(88) Sharing Things 
Generally like 144 
146. Finding the Answ.er (Division) 
Read the story, look at the picture, and tell the 
answer. (Ex. "How many bunches did she mBJke? How many 
f ours in eight?") 
147. Finding the Answer (Multiplication) 
Generally like 146 
148 . Six Pears for Two Boys (Division) 
Introduction to half of a group. 
Read the story and look at the picture. 
14.9. One Half of a Group 
8 9 
Generally like 148 only here the pupil is to an-
swer the question each problem asks. 
( 89) Sharing Things; 
Show and tell how. you would share a given number 
of objects: with a. friend. 
Chapter 12' Nillnber s;tories; (pages 150-16,3) 
(90) Problema 
a. Read the story, look at the picture, and write 
the figure answers. to these column addition problems;. 
b. Write the figure answers to the abstract, ver-
tical, column addition algorisms. 
(91) Questions. about Ten 
a. Read the story and then write the figure answer. 
b. Write the figure answers to the abstract ver-
tical + and - · algorisms. 
c:. Write the figure answers telling how many equal 
parts: in a group and how much arr>e the number of parts: 
times the siz·.e of the part (division and multiplica.tion) 
150. N!umber s :tories; 
See that a number story has two parts: one part 
tells something and the other part asks. a question. 
We answer the q1,1estion. We use what it tells to find 
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the answer to the question. 
151. Thinking Away 
a . Read the number story and then write the figure 
answer. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical ab-
stract algorisms. 
152. How Many Are Left? 
Read the story~ look at the vertical algorism, and 
then write the answer. (We subtract to find how many 
are left.) 
1$@. Balloona (addition and subtraction number stories) 
a. Read the s;tory and write the ans.wer. 
b. Write the answers. to the + and -, abstrac:t, ver-
tical algorisms. 
154. Thinking Together 
Like 151 
155. How Many in All? 
Like 152 (We add to ·find how many in all.} 
156. How Many More? 
Like 152~ (We subtract to f'ind how many more.) 
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157. The School Play 
Like 152--addition and subtraction number stories 
158. Jack - 0 - Lanterns: 
Like 153 BJ .• 
159. Jack Goes< Fishing 
Like 152 (We subtract to rind how many fewer.) 
160.:-161. How Many More Are Needed? 
Like 152: (We subtract to find how many more are 
needed.) 
162. N,u.mber S'tories; 
Like 153 a. and b. 
163. What Does the Question Ask? 
Like 153 a. 
Chapter 1J. The Teen. Numbers: (pages l:§-173) 
(92) Groups to Ten 
Write the number name and the rigure that tell how 
many in each group. 
Ten is a special number---a single group, a single 
name,, and two figures;. 
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Count rationally the objects in tne picture from 
1 through 20. 
166-167. Ten and More 
An introduction to place value--example twelve (12) 
means ten in the top row of pictures and two in the bot-
tom row of pictures. 
168. What Numbers Mean 
a.. T.ell what a teen number means (like 166-167) 
b. Make a dot picture of the teen numbers using a 
pyramid of ten. 
(93) Ten to Twenty 
Like 166-167 
(94) The Teens; (A. teen number is a ten and so many more.} 
Write what the teen numbers mean. Ex. The fig-
ures, 17, s.ay seventeen, or 1 and 1 ten. 
(95) The Teens 
a. Write the number name and the figures for each 
teen number--from the pyramid pictures and the stick 
(bundle of ten idea) pictures. 
b. Make a. picture of given teen number. 
169. Counting Long _Ago 
Read and find out how people counted long ago by 
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making scratch marks in the sand. 
170. A B<etter Way to Count 
A better way to count is to make scratch marks in 
columns--tens and ones. 
171. More Than Ten 
Like 170;. 
172. We Write Numbers 
People made scratch marks in columns for a long 
time. Then they learned to write numbers with figures 
in columns. 
173. How Many Cents;'l 
C-ount the cents: in each box--a dime and more pennies 
in each box. 
Chapter ll:k We Mleasure {pages llb!.-183) 
174. We Measure 
Look a.t the picture 8.1J.d tell what the children areJ 
doing. 
175. The Foot Ruler 
See how a foot ruler is used to measure the length 
of something. 
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176. The Foot Ruler 
Using the foot ruler draw lines of various (feet) 
lengths. 
177. An Inch 
See that the ruler is made up or 12 inches,. (There 
are 12 inches in 1 foot.) 
178. How Many Inches.? 
a. Draw linea of a given (using inches) length. 
b. Tell how long given objects are (in inches.} 
179. Pint and Quart 
a. S·ee that a hal'£ pint and a cup are the same, a 
pint holds two cups, and a quart is the largest of the 
three. 
b. Discuss what we buy in pints·, quarts, and in 
hal'£ pints. 
180. A Doz:.en 
See that a doz.en is 12 things. (There are lZ 
things in a doz:en. ) 
(96} Dozen 
a. Count and write the 'Eigure showing how many ob~ 
jects there are in a given picture. 
b. Draw.· a doz·en given objects. 
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c. Draw a ring around Yes or No to determine the 
size o:f a. doz·.en. (Ex. --"'Is a dozen fewer than sixteen?") 
181. What Time Is It? 
See Where the hands of the clock point on the hour. 
182. We Learn to Tell Time 
(When the long hand of the clock points to 12, the 
short hand tells the hour) 
Look a.t the clocks and tell the time. 
183. Wha.t T.lme? 
Tell which clock shows a given time. 
(97) Our Clock 
Cut out the hands of the clock, pin them to the 
clock face, and make the clock show given times .• 
(98) What ~ime Is It? 
Wri~e the figures that show Where the long hand 
points, where the short hand points, and the time the 
clock s.aya. 
(99) Telling Time: 
a. Write the time that each clock shows. 
b. Make the hands; of each clock show a given time. 
Chapter ~ Eleven and Twelves (pages 184-!22) 
184-185. We Learn about Eleven 9 and 2.; 2 and 9; 
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8 and 3; 3 and 8; 7 and 4; 4 and 7. 
Generally like 114-115. 
186-L87. We Learn about Twelva 9 and 3; 3 and 9; 8 and 
4 ;: 4 and 8 ; 7 and 5 ;: 5 and 7; 6 and 6. 
Generally like 114-115. 
188-189. Jim's Way 
Use dots to find the additions. EJ.even is a pyr-
amid of ten and one; break down the pwramid to find the 
additions of eleven. 
190- 191. Subtractions about Eleven 
Generally like 188-189 
( 100.•101) s .tudying Eleven 
Count out ten and one buttons. Pull down one of 
the ten and put it with the one; you now have nine and 
two. Now think nine away;- nine from eleven is two. 
192-193. Subtractions about Twelve 
Generally like 188-~89 
(l0i2-103)' s .. tudying Twelve 
Like ( 100-lOlL) 
(104) Eleven 
Generally like { loo;-JLOl) 
The four facts are presented together--horizontally 
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(in wor d form Ex. 9 and 2 are __ ) and vertically (The 
abstract algorism) 
(105) Tw.elve 
Like (I04) 
194-19S Joe's Way 
Make ten dots and two dots in a l i ne to show twelve. 
Put your pencil between the ten dots and two dots and 
then move your pencil one dot to the left; there are 
nine dots on one side of the pencil and three dots. on 
the other side. Hence 9 and 3 are 12;: 3 and 9; 3 from 
12; and 9 from 12. 
196. We Find the Answers: 
Look at the picture, read the story, look at the 
dot representation and the vertical, abstract algorism, 
and then tell the answer. 
197. Finding the Answer 
Like 196 only with teen numbers as answers. The 
semi-concrete representations for addition problems. 
are built to ten and so many ones left over. Ex. 8 and 
4 resolves to 10 and 2. 
198. Do You Know? 
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Practice--write the answers. (1 through ; lOJ) to the 
vertical, abstract, addition examples. 
199. Do You Know? 
Practice--additions (11 through 12) 
200-20JL. How Many in All 
Read the problem and write the answer. ( answ.ers 
through 12.) 
202. How Many are Left? 
Generally like 200-201. 
203. Finding the Answer 
Read the number story, look at the abstract, ver-
tical, subtraction algorism, and solve the problem by 
s.emi-concrete representations. Ex. 7 from 12 resolves 
to 7 from 10 is 3 and then 3 and 2 are 5. 
204. Do You Know? 
Write the answers to the 4.5 vertical abstract ex-
amples whose minuends of ten or less. 
205. Do You Know? 
Write the answers to the vertical abstract ex-
amples whose minuends are eleven and twelve. 
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Chapter 11 The Other Teen Numbers (pages 206-219) 
206-207. Thirteen 
Generally like 114-115 
208. Subtractions about Thirteen 
Generally like 114-115 
209. The Whole Story About Thirteen 
Generally like 74 
(106) Studying Thirteen 
Like (100-10:1) 
210-211. Fourteen 
Generally like 114-115 
(107) S-tudying Fourteen 
Like (100-101) 
(108) Finding Answers; 
7 
The figures; ~ ask, "Seven and five are how many?'t: 
Using blocks to find the answer 7 and 5 resolve to 10 
and 2 or twelve. Find the teen answers to the verti-
cal, abstract, addition examples according to the above 
method ·. 
(109 )Finding Answers; 
12 
· The figuresl .::5', a.sk, "Five from t welve is how many?" 
Twel ve meansi t en and two; fi~ from ten is five; and five 
100 
and two are seven. Find the answers to the teen, ver-
tical , abstract, subtraction examples according to the 
a;bove method. 
212-213. Fifteen 
Generally like 114-115 
(110) Studying Fifteen 
a. Like ( 100;-10] .) 
b. Write the answers to the vertical, abstract ex-
amples,. 
2:1L~. Jane Learns about Sixteen 
Generally like 114-115 
( 111) Studying S:isteen 
a. Like ( 100:-101) 
b. Write the answers to the vertical, abstract ex-
amples:. 
2:15. Seventeen 
Generally like 114-115 
( 112) S-tudying Seventeen 
a. Like (100-101) 
b. Write the answers to the vertical, abstract ex-
ample a:. 
216. Eighteen 
Boston Un i versitv 
School ot Educat ~ 
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Generally like 114-115. 
(113) Studying Eighteen 
a. Like (100-101) 
b. Write the answers to the vertical, a.bs.tract ex-
amples .• 
217. Joe's Wa.y (fourteen) 
Like 194-19$ 
cl8. We Use Joe's Wa.y (more about fourteen) 
Like 194-195 
219. Try Joe' a Wa.y (thirteen, twelve, fifteen, sixteen) 
Like 194-195 
2.20·. We Think the Answer 
See how to think answers (Ex. Eight a.nd five a.re 
ten a.nd how many?.) 
221.. Think the Answer 
Use dots to think the answers. to the aJbs:tra.ct, ver-
tical examples. (Like 22D) 
(114,) 'Ifen a.nd How Many More? 
Like 220. 
2.22 _ . Do You Know? 
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Like 220--say the answers if you can;; if not, use 
dot pictures. 
223. Number Cards 
M;ake a number card f'or each addition question that 
you do not know. On the front write the vertical, ab-
stract question. On the back write the dot representa-
tion circling the dots: to show ten and how many more 
and also write the abstract, vertical algorism. 
224. Do You Know.? 
C'over the answers w1 th a piece of paper and say the 
answers to the teen, vertical, abstract algorisms .• 
22$. Thinking the Answer 
14 
Think the answer to -8 as fourteen is ten and four. 
Eight from ten is two. Two and four are six. Use a dot 
picture to show this method. 
226. Thinking the Answer 
Find the answers to the teen, abstract, vertical 
subtraction examples using the dot pictures. 
(115) &ubtracting from a Teen 
Like 226 
22.7. Do You Know?. 
Say as many answers as you can to the teen, ab-
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stract, vertical, subtraction examples. If you do not 
know the answers, do not guess:, use dots to find the an-
swer. 
( 116) Working and Thinking Answers, (teen additions m d 
sub tra.c ti ons) 
Like 226 
(117) Working and Thinki~g Answers (teen addition and 
subtraction) 
Like 226 
(118) " 
(119) 
(120} 
(l21) 
II 
2:28. Number Cards: 
Make a number card for each subtraction question 
that you do not know. On the front write the vertical, 
abstract ~uestion. On the back write the dot representa-
tion circling the dots to show the minuend subtracted 
from ten and then the remainder from the ten and the 
ones give the answer. Also write the abstract, verti-
cal algorism on the back of each card. 
229. Dominos 
Tell the two additions and the two subtractiona 
104. 
that each domino shows. 
2.30j. A Number Game 
The game is played as i'ollows :: One child says, "I 
am thinking of' two numbers that make i'ourteen. What 
are they?" The children then give various combinations 
oi' i'ourteen until the correct one is given. 
231. Do You Know? 
Say the answers to the teen, vertical, abstract 
addition and subtraction examples;. 
(122) Thinking the Answer 
Think and then write the answers to the teen, ver-
tical, abstract, addition examples. (Ex.. To a.dd 8 and 
6 thii?-k eight and two are ten; wite 1 in the ten's; 
place;: think two from sJ.x is four;; write 4 in the one's 
place; hence eight and six are fourteen.) 
(123) 'Tihinking the Answer 
Think and then write the answers to the teen, ver-
tical, abstract, subtraction examples. (Ex. To subtract 
8 from 14 think eight from ten is two; think two and 
four are six; write 6 in the one's placer henc~ eight 
from i'ourteen ia six. 
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2:32. Lunch at S·chool 
Read the number story, look a:t the picture, and then 
write the answer to each problem. 
2:33. At Lunch 
Read the number story, look at the picture, look at 
the vertical, abstra.ct example ji and then write the an-
swer to the problem. 
234. A Valentine Party 
Read the number story and write the answer to each 
problem. 
2:3.5. Valentines; 
Like 234,. 
236-237. We Buy Toys 
Like 234 (number stories: using cents) 
238. Things You Should Know 
Like 234 (number stories using dozens, inches, and 
feet) 
(124) Ea~ning and Spending Money 
Like 234 (number stories using pennies,) 
(~2.5) Do We Add or Subtract? 
Like 234 (write the algorism and whether you added 
or subtracted.) 
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(126) Studying the T:eens 
Write the figure answers to the teen vertical, ab-
s,tract, addition and subtraction examples:. 
2:39. The Additions; 
Cover the answers tot he 81, vertical, abstrac:t 
additions and say the answers;. 
( 127) Addition Q;,uestions_; 
Write the figure answers to the 81, vertical, ab-
stract additions. 
24,0. The Subtractions 
The same idea as 239. 
(128) Subtraction Q.uestions 
The s:ame idea a:.s; ( 127.) 
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metic, Book One, Teacher's Edition. 
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Unit 1 
Understanding Numbers to 10 
1-3·. One-to-one correspondence 
a~ Answer orally questions asked by the teacher to 
show the existence of a one-to-one correspondence between 
two groupe~ 
b~ Draw lines to show the existence of a one-to-one 
correspondence between two groupe showing "enough" and 
"more than enough"~ 
c~ Draw more of one group to produce a one-to-one 
correspondence with another group~ 
4~ Rational counting to 10 
a. Do rote counting by means of poems~ 
b~ Do rational counting by counting the number of 
objects in eaeh picture. 
5. Tl!irme--~, M many!§. 
a. Draw a circle around one group to show that it 
has "more" than another group~ 
b. Draw "as many as" in another group. 
6. The number 1 
a~ Draw lines from the written figure to pictures 
of one object~ 
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b._ Draw lines around one object in a group·-of 
objects._ 
c. Practice the written figure 1. , 
d. Draw a picture of one object~ 
7._ The number 2 . 
a. Draw lines from the written figure to groups 
of two objects._ 
b. Draw two objects._ 
c. Draw what is needed to make two objects~ 
d. Draw lines around two objects in a group of 
objects~ 
e._ Practice the written figure 2._ 
f. Write the figure to show the size of the group--
1 and 2 (rational counting)._ 
8-. Terms--top and bottom 
a. Make specific marks to show the top and bottom 
objects on given pictures._ 
b. Draw certain objects in a picture at the top 
and the bottom. 
9-11·. The number 3 
I 9. a._ Draw lines from the written figure . to groups 
of three objects._ 
b._ Draw three objects. 
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10~ a. Draw more to make three objects• 
b. Draw lines around three objects in a group of 
objects..-
11e a• Practice the written figure 3. 
b. write the figure to show the size of the group--
1, 2, and 3 (rational counting). 
12~ Tijrms--left and right 
a. Make specific marks to show left and right 
objects in given pictures. 
b. Draw specific objects to the left and right 
of a given picture• 
13-15~ The number 4 
13~ a. Draw lines from the written figure to groups 
of four objects. 
b. Draw four objects~ 
14-. a. Draw enough to make four objects· • . 
b. Draw lines around four objects in a group 
of objects~ 
15. a. Practice the written figure 4~ 
b. With the figure to show the size of the group--
1, 2, 3, and 4 (rational counting). 
16-18. The number 5 
16-. L!ke 13 a and b. 
17. a ·. Draw more to make five objects·. 
lll 
b. Like 14 b-. 
18·. Like 15 a and h. 
19. Money--pennies and nickels 
a. Draw lines to show the existence or a one- to-
one correspondence between two groups - pennies and 
marbles·. 
b. Draw enough or one group to produce a one-to-
one correspondence with another group·. 
c. Equate pennies and a nickel to show a five-to-
one correspondence. 
d-. write the figure to show the size or the group. 
20. Test--the numbers to five. 
a. write the figure to show the size of the group 
- 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (rational counting)-. 
b. Make semi-concrete illustrations of the written 
figures 1 through 5· 
21. Teet--rational counting to 10 
Oral testing. Tell the number - size of the group. 
22-24. The number 6 
22. Like 13 a and b. 
23. a. Like 17 a. 
b. Like 14 b. 
24. Like 15 a and b. 
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25-. Te st--terms 
a. Draw specific objects to show position (top 
and bottom) in a given picture-. 
b. Draw specific objects to show position (left 
and right) in a given picture-. 
c. Draw a line around a group to show that it 
bas more and then draw more to produce as- many as 
another group. 
26-·28. The number 7 
26 . Like 13 a and b. 
27. a. Like 17 a. 
b. Like 14 b-. 
28. Like 15 a and b. 
29-31-. The number 8 
29-. Like 13 a and b-. 
~0'. a. Like 17 a. 
b. Like 14 b. 
:31. Like 15 a and b-. 
32. Terms--~ and under. 
a. Make specific marks to show position (over and 
under) in a given picture-. 
b. Draw specific objects to show position (over 
and underl in a given picture. 
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3:3.2.35. The number 9 
33.. Like 13 a and b. 
34. a.. Draw more to make nine objects. 
b. Like 14 b. 
J~. Like 15 a a.nd b~ 
36-38~ The number 10 
36. Like 13 a and b~ 
37. a. Draw more to make ten objects. 
b. Like 14 b. 
38-. Like 15 a and b~ 
·39. Money--pennies, nickels, and dimes 
a. Review page 19. 
b. Equate pennies a.nd a dime to show a ten-to-
one correspondence. 
c. Write the figure to show the size of the 
group·. 
40. T§st--counting; writing numbers 
Write the figures to shOi., the size of the group---
1 through 10 (rational counting)~ 
41. T~st--understanding numbers to 10 
Make a semi-concrete illustrations of the written 
figures 1 through 10. 
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46~ The meaning or group 
a. Draw a circle around the given pictures that 
show a group - two . or more. 
b. Draw a picture of a group~ 
47~ Comparison--larger and smaller groups 
a. Draw colored circles around given groupe to 
show size - larger and smaller. 
b. Draw a smaller amount of one group~ 
48. Comparison--largest and smallest groupe 
a. Write the figures to show the size of two 
groupe~ 
b. Draw colored circles around the two given 
groups to show size - larger and smaller. 
c. write the figures to show the size of three 
groups. 
d. Draw colored circles around the three given 
groups to show size - · largest and smallest. 
49-55. Groups--discovery of different ways of forming 
groups ~• 10 
49. a. Ask: "Ho\f many red helicopters are there?" 
"1". "How many black helicopters are there?" 11 1". 
"How many helicopters are there in the picture?" ''2". 
b. write the figure showing the size of the whole 
group - an introduction to the whole story of two and 
11 6 
three. (Zero is not included)~ 
50~ Like 49 a and b - an introduction to the whole 
story of four and five. 
51. Like 49 a and b - an introduction to the whole 
story of six. 
52. Like 49 a and b - an introduction to the whole 
story of seven-. 
53. Like 49 a and b - an introduction to the whole 
story of eight~ 
54. ~ke 49 a and b - an introduction to the whole 
story of nine~ 
55~ Like 49 a and b - an introduction to the whole 
story of ten. 
56. Terms--first, next, and last 
a. Draw colored lines under the rows of pictures 
on the page to show· the positional terms first, next, 
and last~ 
b. Draw colored lines around given objects in each 
row to show position - first, next, and last~ 
57. T~rms--above and below 
a. Make specific marks to show the position (above 
and below) of objects in given pictures·. 
b, Draw certain objects in a picture to show 
position (above and below). 
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58. Understanding numbers from 11 to 20 
a. Count the objects in each picture - range from 
11 through 20-. 
b. Discuss the fact that 11 means 10 and 1 more 
and so on. 
59. Rational counting to 20 
a. Tell how many are to taught to the child. 
b. Count rationally and tell orally the number in 
the given illustrations-. 
60. writing numbers to 20 in sequence 
a.. Practice the written figures 1 through 20 in 
sequence-. 
b-. write the missing figures 1 through 20 - first 
the odd and then the even figures. 
61-62. Understanding tens and ones in numbers from 11 to 
20 
61. Write the figures to show the size of the group 
(11 through 20) beginning with the base 10~ 
62-. Draw enough more than ten objects to show the 
size of the written figure - 11 through 20. 
63. Counting by fives and tens to 20 
a. Equate five pennies to the written figure 5 and 
so on by fives through 20-. 
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b. Substitute nickels for the groups of pennies 
and write the figures by fives through 20. 
c. Equate ten pennies to the written figure 10 
and so on by two through 20. 
d. Substitute dimes for the groups of pennies and 
write the figures by tens through 20. 
64·. Test--sequence of numbers from 1 to 20 
a. Read orally the written figures 1 through 20·. 
b. Write the figures 1 through 20. 
c. Fill in the missing written figures 1 through 
20. 
Unit 3 
Learning to Add 
65. Discovery--one grouping of 4 2 and 2 
a. Ask: "How many monkeys are in the oar?'' "2 11 ~ 
"How many monkeys are out of the car?" "2". "How 
many monkeys are there in the picture?" "4~ 
b. write the figure showing the size of the whole 
group. 
c. Draw 2 balls. Draw 2 balls - vertical form. 
d. Write the figure showing the size of the whole 
group (o)~ 
66~ Addition--2 and 2 are 4 
1 19 
a. From the pictures write the answers to the 
horizontal algorism. 
b. From the pictures wr.ite the answers to the 
vertical algorism. 
67. Discovery--grouping 2 things 1 and 1 
~ke 65 a, b, c, and d. 
68. Addition--1 and 1 are 2 
Like 66 a and b-. 
69. Discovery--two groupings of_ 3 2 and 1; 1 and 2 
Like 65 a, b, c, and d .• 
70-71. Addi tion--·2 and 1 are 3; 1 and 2 are 3; practice 
a. Like 66 a and b. 
b. Practice these ~acts with illustrative pictures 
and written figures--the vertical form of algorism. Here 
the word is substituted for the picture to tell what is 
being added. 
72-. Terms--longer and shorter 
a.-. Make specific marks to show the size (longer 
and shorter) of given objects-. 
b. Draw objects longer than and shorter than 
given objects-. 
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73. Discovery--two groupings of 4 3 and 1; 1 and 3 
Like 65 a, b, c, and d~ 
74-75. Addi tion--3 and 1 are 4; 1 and 3 are 4; practice 
a. Like 66 a and b. 
b. Practice these facts with illustrative picture4 
and the written figures - .vertical form of algorism. Here 
the words are substituted for the pictures to tell what 
is being added. 
76-77~ Counting by 50 by ones and tens; writing numbers 
to 50 in _sequence 
76. a. Count rationally the objects in rows of ten. 
b. Read the written figures 1 through 50 by ones 
and by tens. 
77. a ·. Write the figures 1 through 50. 
b. Write the missing numbers~ 
c. Count and write the figure~ by tens through 50. 
78. Meaning ·of two-place numbers extended 
Write the figures to show the size of the group -
the illustrative pictures are based on tens and ones~ 
79. Discovery--two groupings of 5 4 and 1; 1 and 4 
Like 65 a, b, c, and d. 
80-81. Addition--4 and 1 are 5; 1 and 4 are 5; practice 
Like 66 a and b and 70-71 b. 
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82. Oral number stories; practice 
a. Like 65 a and b. 
b. Practice - write the figures to show how many 
there are in all using ~he vertical form of the algorism 
in semi-abstract form (the word is substituted for the 
picture to tell what is being added)~ Ex. 
83-84. Telling time to the hour 
2 rabbits 
1 rabbit 
rabbits 
83~ write the time each clock shows. Ex. 4 
84. Draw the hour hands on the clocks for specific 
times. 
85. Discovery--two groupings of 5 3 and 2; 2 and 3 
Like 65 a, b, c, and d. 
86-87. Add1 tion--3 and 2 are 5; 2 and 3 are 5; practice 
Like 66 a and b, except the words are substituted 
for the pictures to tell what is being added. 
88. Oral number storie~; practice 
Like 82. 
89. Fractions (one-half of an object) 
a. Color one-half of an object~ 
b. Mark the object showing one-half. 
90. Discovery; addition--3 and 3 are 6 
a. Like 65 a, b, c, and d. 
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b. Like 66 a and b. 
91. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 82. 
92. Number words--~, two, three 
a. write the figure and see that it means the 
same as the number word. 
b. Draw lines from the number words to the pictures~ 
c. Draw specific objects showing the number words. 
93. ~Bintenance--numbers to 50; number words ~' two, 
three 
a. Review - write the figures from 1 through 50. 
b. Review - write the missing even figures from 
31 through 50~ 
c. Review - write the figures for the number words--
one, two, three. 
94. ~Bintenance and extension--meaning of two-place 
numbers 
Like 78. 
95. Discovery--two groupings of 6 5 and 1; 1 and 5 
Like 65 a, b, c, and d. 
96~97. Addition--5 and 1 are 6; 1 and 5 are 6; practice 
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96. Like 66 a and b. 
97~ Like 81. 
98. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 82 
99-100. Money--the quarter and half dollar; counting by 
fives and tens 
99. a. Equate pennies by groups of fives and nickels 
to a quarter. 
b. Equate pennies by groups of tens, dimes, and 
quarters to a half dollar. 
c. Write the figures to show the size of the groups. 
100. a~ Equate nickels and quarters, dimes and half-
dollars, and quarters and half-dollar through the 
functional usage. "1 apple costs a nickel. How many 
apples will 5 nickels buy?" 
b. Write the figures showing how many in a group. 
101. Discovery--two groupings of 6 4 and 2; 2 and 4 
Like 65 a, b, c, and d. 
102-103. Addition--4 and 2 are 6; 2 and 4 are 6; 
practice 
102. Like 66 a and b. 
103. Like 81 
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104. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 82~ 
105-106. Counting by ones and tens to 100; writing 
numbers to 100 in sequence 
105. a. Count orally the objects to 100~ 
b. Count orally the objects by tens to 100~ 
106. a. Read orally the written figures from 1 through 
100 by ones, even numbers, odd numbers, and tens·. 
b. Write the :figures from 1 through 100 in vertical 
columns of ten. 
107. Number words--four, five, six; maintenance o:f Qrut, 
two, three 
a. Write the :figure showing the size of the group 
and see that the written figure means the same as the 
number word~ 
b. Draw lines from the number words to the pict~res 
of the equivalent size and write the figures to show the 
size of the groups. 
108. Test--the 15 known addition facts 
a. The teacher tells the picture story and the 
pupil writes the figure answer. 
b. The pupil writes the figure answers to the 
vertical algorism in semi-abstract form. Ex~ ~ ~~~~= 
ducks 
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Unit 4 
Learning to Subtract 
109. Discovery; subtraction--2 from 4 is 2 
a. Ask: "How many children?'' "4". "How many are 
boys?" "2"-. "How many are girls?" 112 11 • 
b. Write the ~igure that tells how many are left 
in the picture story - horizontal algorism. Here the 
pictures tell what is being subtracted. 
c. Write the figure that tells how many are left 
in the picture story-- vertical algorism. Here the words 
are substituted for the pictures to tell what is being 
subtracted. 
110. Discovery; subtraction--1 ~rom 2 is 1 
Like 109 a, b, and c. 
111-112. Discovery; subtraction--2 from 3 is 1; 1 from 3 
is 2; practice 
111. Like 109 a and b. 
112. Practice - write the figures to show how many 
are left using the vertical form of the algorism in semi-
abstract form. Ex. i ~~~~8 Here the words are substituted 
duck 
for the pictures to tell what is being subtracted. 
113. ~Aintenance--terms 
a. Draw specific objects to the left and right of 
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a given picture. 
b. Draw a circle around one group to shmv that it 
has "more" than another group. Then draw "as many as" 
the one that has the circle around it. 
c. Make specific marks to show the top and bottom 
objects in a given picture·. 
d. Draw colored rings around given objects in a 
row to show position - first, next, and last. 
114-115. Discovery; subtraction--3 from 4 is 1; 1 from 
4 is 3; practice 
114. ~ke 109 a and b~ 
115. Like 112. 
116. Oral number stories; practice 
a. The story is told by the teacher and then the 
pup~1 writes the figure to show how many are left. 
b. Practice - like 112~ 
117. Yaintenance- - sequence of numbers; meaning of two-
place numbers 
a. In horizontal form write the figure that comes 
before and after given figures. 
b. write the figures that tell how many in the 
pictures of bundles of tens and ones. 
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118. Reading numbers to 150 
a. Read orally the written figures 1 through 150 
in vertical columns of ten·. 
b. Tell the number that comes before and after a 
given number-. 
c. Draw the number of objects that the number 
words say. 
119-·120. Money--one dollar; counting by tens 
119. a. Equate piles of ten pennies, dimes, quarters, 
and half-dollars to one dollar. 
b. Write the figure showing how many of each are 
equated to one dollar. 
120. a. Say, ''One penny or one cent will by one marble. 
How many marbles will one dollar buy?" Write the figure 
showing how many-. 
b. Follow the same procedure .for dimes, quarters, 
and half-dollars. 
121-122. Discovery; eubtraction--4 from 5 is 1; 1 from 
5 is 4; practice 
121. Like 109 a and b. 
122. Like 112 
123. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 116. 
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124. Maintenance--telling time to the hour 
Like 83 and 84~ 
125-126. Discovery; subtraction--3 from 5 is 2; 2 from 
5 is 3; practice 
125. Like 109 a and b. 
126. Like 112·. 
127. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 116. 
128. r~intenance--numbers; number words 
Like 117 a and 107 b. 
129. Maintenance--number sequence to 150 
Follow the dots according to the written figure 
sequence (101-150) in order to draw a picture. 
130-131. Discovery; subtraction--3 from 6 is 3; oral 
number stories; practice 
130. Like 109 a, b, and c. 
131. Like 116. 
132. Maintenance--one-half; terms 
a. Like 89 a and h. 
b. Like 57 b. 
c. Like 72 b. 
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133-134. Discovery; subtraction--S from 6 is 1; 1 from 
6 is 5; practice 
133. Like 109 a and b 
134. lake 112 
135. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 116. 
1J6. Maintenance--money 
Write the figure to show how many given objects 
at a certain price (5~, 10~, 25~, and 50~) can be 
pruchased 'tfith a given amount of money (25~, 50~, 
$1.00, and $1.00) respectively~ 
137-138. Discovery; subtraction--4 from 6 is 2; 2 from 
6 is 4; practice 
137. Like 109 a and b. 
138. Like 112. 
139. Oral number stories; practice 
Like 116. 
140. Test--the 15 known subtraction facts 
Like 116 
141. Tests--time; the fraction one-half; terms 
a. Time - like 83. 
b. One-half - like 89 b. 
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c. Left-right; larger-smaller - like 12 b and 45 b~ 
d. First, next, last - like 56 b~ 
142. Test--the 15 known addition facts 
Like 82. 
143. Tests--two-place numbers; money 
a. Two-place number~ - like 117 b~ 
b. Money - like 136. 
144. Test--the 15 lmown subtraction facts 
Like 116. 
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Morton, Robert L. and Gray, Merle. Making Sure of 
Arithmetic, Book Two, Teacher's Edition. 
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Telescoped Reteaching 
Unit 1 
Understanding Numbers to 10 
1. Rational counting to 10 
Count rationally certain like objects in a given 
picture. 
2-3. Numbers and number words to 10 
2. a. Practice the written figures 1 through 5. 
b. Write the figures and draw pictures of the 
number words one through five. 
c. Write the figures for the number words. 
3. Like 2 a, b, and c for the written figures 
and number words six through ten. 
4. Identifying and comparing groups 
a. Write the figure to show the size of the group 
- 1 through 5. 
b. Make specific marks to show which of two groups 
is larger, smaller, or the same as another group. 
5-6. Discovery--groupings of 2, 3, and 4 2 and 1; 1 and 2; 
1 and 1; 2 and 2; 3 and 1; 1 and 3 
5. a. Ask: "How many dogs are in the box? (2) How 
many dogs are out of the box? (1) How many dogs? (3). 11 
b. Write the figure showing the size of the whole 
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group. 
c. uD.raw 2 balls. Then draw 1 more ball" -
vertical form. 
d. write the figure showing the size of the whole 
group (c). 
6. Like 5. 
Unit 2 
Learning to Add; the facts having sums of 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 
7-8. Addition--the fiPst three facts 2 and 2; 2 and 1; 
1 and 2 
7. From the pictures write the answers to the 
horizontal algorisms - here pictures instead of figures 
are used. 
8. a. From the pictures write the answers to the 
vertical algorisms. 
b. Practice ·the three facts. E 2 00 x. 1 0 
balls 
9-11. Addition--three more facts; readiness for problems. 
9. Like 7 
10. Like 8 only substitute words for pictures to tell 
what is being added. 
11~ write the fi gure to show the size of the whole 
groups. "'How many dogs are 3 dogs and 1 dog? -----." 
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12. Discovery--groupings of 5 4 and 1; 1 and 4; 3 and 2; 
2 and 3 
Like 5 
13-14. Addition--four more facts; practice 4 and 1; 
1 and 4; 3 and 2; 2 and 3 
13. Like 7 - only using figures and substituting 
words for the pictures to tell what is being added. 
14. Like 10. 
15. Maintenance--numbers to 10 
a. write the figures for the number words. 
b. Draw lines from the number words to the pictures 
of the equivalent size and write the figures to show the 
size of the group. 
c. Write the figures 1 through 10~ 
16. Problems using known facts. 
Like 14 - except in two problems where the whole 
problem is stated instead of just seeing and discussing 
orally that which is happening.. Ex. "Two dogs are 
eating . Three more dogs . are coming . Then how many dogs 
will. be eating?" 
17. Fractions {one-half of an object) 
a. Write the figure showing how many pieces in a 
whole that is cut in half. 
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b. Color half an object. 
c. Put a mark on the object showing two equal 
pieces or the object cut in half. 
d. Draw lines from the words "in half" to the 
pictures showing the objects cut in half. 
18-19. Discovery--groupings of 6 5 and 1; 1 and 5; 
4 and 2; 2 and 4; 3 and 3 
18. Like 5 a and b. 
19. a~ Like 5 c and d. 
b. Read the number words and write the corresponding 
figures. 
c. Write the figures 1 through 10. 
20-21. Addition--five more facts; problems 
20. Like 8 a - substitute words for the pictures 
to show what is being added. 
21. a. Tell oral stories and then ~Tite the figure to 
show how many in all. 
b. Practice - write the figures to show how many 
there are. Ex. 3 cows 2 cows 
cows 
22. Problem solving 
a. Read the problem: "John made 5 ponies. Bob 
make 1 pony. How many ponies did the boys make?" 
b. Draw the picture of the story. 
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c. Write the figure to show how many. 
23. Test- -one -half; number symgols and words; addition 
facts 
a. Draw a line from the words "in half" to each 
object. 
b. Read the number words and write the corresponding 
figures. 
o. Write the figures 1 through 10. 
d. Write the figure to tell how many there are in 
all. Ex. 1 dog (vertical algorism). 5 dogs 
dogs 
Unit 3 
Learning about the numbers 11- 20, and money 
24-25. Numbers to 20 
24. a. Count the objects at the top of the page. (20). 
b. See that 11 is ten and 1 more. 
c. Draw pictures of the ones as the numbers from 
11 through 20 are built up. 
25. a. See the bundle of ten and the ones as the 
numbers are built up from 11 through 20~ 
b. Write the figures showing the tens and ones of 
each pictured-number. 
c. Write the written figure of the number (vertical 
form). 
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a. write the . figures from 1 through 20 (horizontal) 
form). 
26-27. Money--cent, nickel, dime; counting money by 5's 
and lO's 
26~ a. See that a penny, nickel, and dime mean the same 
as 1 cent, 5 cents, 10 cents, respectively. 
b. See that one cent, five cents, a nickel, ten 
cents, a dim~, and two nickels may be written as lp, 5p, 
5p, lOp, lOp, lOp, respectively and see the amount of 
one object that each can buy in relation to one another. 
Write the figure that tells how many objects each can buy. 
c. Write the number of cents ,each coin represents 
using the cent sign to label each response~ 
27. a. Count the pennies by fives, write the figure 
for each pile of five and write the figure to show how 
much money in all~ 
b. Equate (a) to nickels and do the same thing as 
in (a). 
c. Count the pennies by tens, write the figure for 
each pile of ten, and write the figure to show how much 
money in all~ 
d. Equate (c) to dimes and do the same thing as in 
(c)~ 
28. Problems with money 
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Read the number story silently and write the figure 
to show how much in all. Ex. "Buy a ball for 1 cent. 
Buy a wagon for $ cents. How much will you pay? i. 11 
Unit 4 
Learning to subtract 
29. Discovery--groupings of 2, 3, and 4 2-1; 4-2; 3-2; 
3-1; 4- 3; 4-1 
Read ea ch question and write the figure answer. 
Ex: "How many boats are in the water? (2) 
How many of the boats are blue? ill 
How many are not blue? (1)." 
30-31. Subtraction-:..fhe first three facts 4-2; 3-2; 3-1• 
30. a. Look at the pictures. The first picture tells 
how many in all. The second tells how many went away 
and how manny were left. write the figure to show how 
many were left. (horizontal form) 
b. Then review and condense (a) into one sentence. 
Ex: 11 2 girls from 4 girls is _girls. 11 Write the 
figure answer. 
31. a. Look at the picture; read the sentences; and 
write the figure to show how many are left. (vertical 
form) Ex: "Take 2 boats from 3 boats. 
Tell how many are left." 
3 boats 
2 boats 
_boats 
b. Without pictures, write the figure to show how 
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many are left. Ex: 3 beds 2 beds 
_bed 
32-34. Subtraction--three more facts; problems 2-1; 4-3; 
4-1 
32. Like 30 
33. Like 31 
34. Problems - look at the picture; read the problem; 
and write the figure to show how many are left. 
35·. Discovery--groupings of 5 5-4; 5-l; 5-3; 5-2 
Like 29 
36-37. Subtraction--four more facts; problems 
36. a. ~Trite the figure amwer to the horizontal form. 
ex: "4 kittens from 5 kittens is __ kitten." 
b. Write the figure answer to the vertical form. 
Ex: 5 kittens 4 kittens 
kitten 
37. a. Money problems - like 34. 
b. Like 31 b-. 
38. Discovery--groupings of 6 6-5; 6-1; 6-4; 6-2; 6-3 
Like 29. 
39-40. Subtraction--five more facts; problems 
39. Like 36. 
40. a. Without a specifi c· -picture for each problem, 
read the problem and write the figure that tells how 
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many were left. 
b. Like 31 b. 
41. Ordinals--first, next, last; test on subtraction facts 
a. Look at the animals in the row; read the questions; 
and put a circle around the answer. Yes or no - that tells 
the correct position - first, next, and last. 
b. Test - like 31 b. 
42. Time--to the hour 
a.. Write the figure to show what time it is. 
b. Make the clocks tell the time. 
Unit 5 
Learning more ~bout numbers and money 
43-45. Numbers to 100--decades; counting by lO's; writing 
symbols; place value 
43. a. Count the vertical columns of ten by ones and 
then write the figures by tens at the bottom of each 
column. 
b. vlri te the figures by tens through one hundred 
horizontally. 
44. a. Read the figures from 1 through 100 in vertical 
columns of ten. 
b. Write the figures from 1 through 100 in vertical 
columns of ten. 
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45. a. See the bundles of tens and onei~. Write the 
figures showing the tens and ones of each pictured-
number. 
b. Like (a), however, only bundles of tens are 
pictured and the ones are written as zero. "Zero ones 11 
means "no onesn. 
46-48. Money-- counting money by 5's and lO's; quarter, 
half- dollar, dollar 
46. a. Count the pennies by tens and write the figure 
showing how much money. 
b. Equate one dollar to 100 cents. 
c . Count the dimes as tens and write the figure 
showing how much money. 
d. . Equate one dollar to 10 dimes~ 
e. Write the figures showing the cents or dimes 
in one dollar. 
47. a. Count the pennies by fives and write the figure 
showing how much money* 
b. Count the nickels as fives and write the figure 
showing how much money. 
c. Equate a quarter to 25 cents and 5 nickels. 
d. Count the pennies by tens and write the figure 
showing how much money. 
· e. Count the dimes as tens and write the figure 
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showing how much money~ 
~. Equate a half dollar to 50 cents and 5 dimes. 
g. Write the figures showing the cents or nickels, 
and the cents or dimes in a quarter and a half-dollar 
respectively. 
48. a. Equate a half-dollar and quarters, a dollar and 
quarters, a dollar and half-dollar and write the figures 
showing how many in each. 
b. write the figures showing the cents or dimes or 
quarters in a half-dollar and the cents or dimes or 
quarters or half-dollars in one-dollar~ 
New Work of the Year 
Unit 6 
Relationship between addition and subtraction 
49. Measurement--to the inch 
Measure certain objects and draw pictures of specific 
lengths. 
50-54. Addition and subtraction--reteaching of known facts 
in related groups 3 and 3; 6-3; 2 and 4; 6-4 
50. Look at the picture, r~d the problem, solve the 
problem put down in vertical form, m$-rk whether you added 
or stibtracted. 
< 51. Like 50 of introduce the + sign and the - sign 
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and write the signs in the problems. 
52. Like 51 
53. A Add or subtract as the signs tell you. Write 
the figure answers. (vertical problems) 
54~ Addi:t,ion and subtraction problems. Here the 
vertical abstract form is introduced for the first time. 
55. Problem solving--choosing the process 
Read the problem and write the figure answer. 
56. Measurement--half pint, pint, quart; test of addition 
and subtraction facts 
a. Equate 1 half pint and 1 glass, 1 pint and 2 
glasses, and 1 quart and 2 pints. 
b. Test of abstract, vertical addition and subtraction 
facts. (15+ and 15-) 
57. Discovery--two groupings of 8 4t4; 8-4 
a. Read and answer: 
"How many turtles are in the water'? 4 
How many are out of the water'? 4 
How many turtles are there? 8ft 
b. Read and do: t'Draw 4 turtles. Then draw 4 more 
turtles." Then write the figure to· show how many turtles 
were drawn in all. 
c. Read and answer: 
"How many turtles a:rethere? 8 
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How many of the turtles are green? 4 
How many are black? · 4 
58. Two related facts ~4; 8- 4 
a. Look at the picture. Write the figure answer 
to the horizontal and vertical forms for the two related 
facts -. 
b. Write the two new facts in abstract, vertical 
form. 
59. Discovery--two groupings of 10 5+5; 10-5 
Like 57. 
60-61. Two related facts; problems 
6o·. Like 58. 
61. a. Write the figure answers to the reading problems. 
b.. Write the figure answers to the vertical abstract 
examples. 
62. Discovery--four groupings of 7 6+1; 1+6; 7-6; 7-1 
Like 57 .. 
63-64. Four related facts; problems 
63. Like 58 .. 
64. Like 61. 
65.. Problems--how many more, how much more, how much less 
Write the figure answers to problems asking such 
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questions as how many more, how much more, and how much 
less. 
66'. Maintenance--numbers to 100; money 
a. Write the figures showing the equivalence of a 
pe~~y, nickel, dime, .quarter, and a half-dollar to cents. 
b. Write the figures telling the tens and ones in 
given numbers-. 
c. Write the figures in vertical form from 1 
through loo-. 
67. Time--to the half hour 
a. write the figure to show what time it is. 
b. Make the clocks tell the time. 
68. Discovery--four groupings of 7 4+3; 3+4; 7-4; 7-3 
Like 57. 
69-70. 
69. 
70. 
Four related facts; ; problems 
Like 58. 
Like 61-. 
71. Discovery--foun groupings of 8 7+1; 1+7; 8-7; 8-1 
Like 57-. 
72-73. Four related facts; problems 
72. Like 58. 
73. Like 61. 
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74. Discovery--four groupings of 7 5+2; 2+5; 7-5; 7-2 
Like 57. 
75- 76. Four related facts; problems 
75. Like 58. 
76. Like 61. 
77. Fractions (one-fourth) and review one-half 
a. Answer the questions about halves and fourths 
using circled yes-no responses. 
b. Color one- half and one-fourth an object. 
c. Draw lines f'rom the words "halves., and "fourths" 
to the pictures showing the objects cut into halves and 
fourths. 
78-79. Maintenance--liquid measure; money; test on 
addition and subtraction 
78. a. write the figure answer to liquid measure 
written problems (one-half pint, pint, and quart). 
b. write the figure answers to social application, 
written, money problems. 
79. a. Write the figures equating cents, nickels, dimes, 
quarters, half-dollars, and a dollar to one another. 
b. write the figure answers to the vertical abstract 
examples. 
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Nnit 7 
Column addition; new addition and subtraction ~acts 
80-81. Column addition using known ~acts 
80. a. Discuss the pictures. Read the · stories. Trace 
the. vertical figure examples and write the figure 
answer. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical column 
addition examples. 
81. a. Write the vertical figure examples and answers 
to the column addition number stor~es. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical column 
addition examples. 
82. Discovery--four groupings of 9 8+1; 1+8; 9-8; 9-1 
Like 57. 
83-84. Four related facts; problems 
83. Like 58~ 
84~ a~ Like 61. 
b. write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples. 
85. Discovery--four groupings of 8 6-..2; 2..-6; 8-6; 8-2 
Like 57. 
86-87. Four related facts; problems 
86. Like 58. 
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87. a. Like 61. 
b. Write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples. 
88. Column addition; maintenance of time 
a. Read the number stories. Wbite the figures and 
write the figure answers to the column addition number 
stories. 
b. Draw lines from the words telling the time to 
the clock face showing the equivalent time~ 
89. Discovery--four groupings of 8 5+3; 3+5; 8-5; 8-3 
Like 57. 
90-91~ 
90. 
91. 
Four related facts; problems 
Like 58. 
Like 61~ 
92~ Counting by 2's 
a. Write the even figures which are missing from 1 
through 20. Then read the figures you wrote. 
b. Count pictured objects by twos through 20 and 
write the figures showing how you counted and how much 
or how many you counted in all. 
93. Problems--how many more are needed; how much more 
is needed 
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Write figure answers to written problems asking 
uhow many more are needed" and "how much more is needed". 
94. Reading numbers to 200 
a. Write the missing figures from 1 through 100 
on a vertical chart. 
b. Read the figures from 1 through 100 and on a 
continued chart from 101 through 200. 
95. Discovery--four groupings of 10 9+1; 1+9; 10-9; 10-1 
Like 57~ 
96-97. Four related facts; problems 
96. Like 58. 
97. a. Like 61. 
b. Write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples. 
98. Discovery--four groupings of 9 7+2; 2+7; 9-7; 9-2 
Like 57. 
99-100. Four related facts; problems 
99. Like 58~ 
100. a. Like 61. 
b. write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples. 
101. Discovery--four groupings of 9 6~3; 3~6; 9-6; 9-3 
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L1.ke 57 
102-103. 
102~ 
103 .. 
104-105. 
Four related facts; problems 
Like 58~ 
Like 61._ 
Maintenance--the inch; one-half and one-fourth; · 
problems; test 
104~ a._ Measure the objects pictured and write the 
figures in inches. 
b. Write the figure answers to measurement problems 
asking how much longer·. 
105·. a. Make specific marks on the pictures showing 
one- half and one- fourth. 
b. Read the sentences and circle the answers (one-
half or one-fourty) to the questions._ . 
c. Write the figure answers to the vertical, 
abstract, addition and subtraction examples. 
d. Write the figure answers to the vertical, 
abstract, column addition examples. 
Unit 8 
Addition and subtraction of two-place numbers 
106-107. Addition of two-place numbers 
106._ a ._ Write the figures showing the place value (tens 
and ones) meaning of two-place numbers ·. 
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b. Read the number story and the explanation. write . 
the two-place figure answ~r. 
107. a. ~~ite the figure example and answer to two-place 
story pDoblems. 
b. write the figure answers to two-place, vertical, 
abstract examples. 
108. Discovery--four groupings of 10 8.2; 2~8; 10-8; 19-2 
Like 57. 
109-110. Four related fae'ts; problema 
109. Like 58. 
110. a ·. Like 61 only w1 th one column addition problem 
included·. 
b. write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples ·. 
111. Discovery--four groupings of 9 5+4; 4+5; 9-5; 9-4 
Like 57. 
112-113. Four related facts; problems 
112. Like 58. 
113. a. Like 61 only with one column addition problem 
included. 
b! write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples. 
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122. Meaning of two-place numbers; ~ 
From pictures count the tens and ones and write 
the two-place figure. The same procedure is followed 
in a picture where there are zero ones. 
123. Addition of two-place numbers 
Like 107. 
124. Column addition problems 
Like 81 a. 
125. Maintenance--numbers to 200; ordinals 
a. A table of contents is pictured. Tell and write 
on which page certain stories begin. 
b. Diseuse the stories as to position (first 
through fifth and last). 
126. Addition and subtraction--problems; examples; 
column addition 
a. Like 61. 
b. Write the figure answers to the column addition 
examples. 
127. Fractions (one-third) 
a. Answer the questions about halves, fourths, 
and thirds using circled yes-no responses~ 
b. Draw lines from the words "halves", 11 fourthe 11 , 
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and "thirdsn to pictures showing objects cut into halves, 
fourths, and thirds. 
128. Test on addition 
a. Write the figure answers to one-place number 
stories. 
b. Write the figure answers to one-place, vertical, 
abstract examples. (45 addition facts) 
129. Test on subtraction 
a. Write the figure answers to one-place number 
stories-. 
b. Write the figure answers to one-place, vertical, 
abstract examples. (45 subtraction facts) 
130-131. Subtraction of two-place numbers 
130. Like 107 a. 
131. Like 107 (subtract instead of add the examples 
(b)). 
132. Addition and subtraction--problems; examples; 
column addition 
a. Like 61- only with two column addition problems 
included. 
b. Write the figure answers to the one-place, 
vertical, addition and subtraction examples. 
c. Write the figure answers to the one-place, 
1-
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vertical, column addition examples. 
133. Counting money 
a. Count pennies by twos through 20. 
b. Count nickels and pennies and write the figure 
telling how much money. 
c. Count dimes and nickels and write the figure 
telling how much money~ 
d. Count dimes, nickels, and pennies and write 
the figure telling how much money~ 
134-135. Addition and subtraction of two-place numbers--
problems; examples 
134. Read the number story, write the vertical examples, 
decide whether to add or subtract, and write the figure 
answer. 
135. a. Write the figure examples and answers to two-
place number stories. 
b. Write the figure answers to two-place, vertical, 
abstract examples. 
136-137. ¥aking change 
136~ Write the :figures showing what you think and how 
you count in making change from a dime. 
137. write the figures showing what you think and how 
you count in making change from a quarter. 
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138. Addition and subtraction of two-place numbers--
problems; examples 
Like 135. 
139. Test on time and fractions 
a. :tvrake the clocks tell given times~ 
b. Color objects showing halves, fourths, and 
thirds. Write the figures showing how many halves, 
fourths, and thirds in a whole~ 
140. Test on addition facts 
Like 128-. 
141. Test on subtraction facts 
Like 129. 
142. Test on meaning of two-place numbers; money 
a. Write the figures telling the tens and ones in 
given two-place numbers-. 
b. Count nickels and pennies and dimes, nickels, 
and pennies and write the figure telling how much money. 
c. Write the figures equating one dollar to cents, 
or dimes, or quarters, or to half-dollars-. 
143. Test on column addition 
a. write the figure examples and answers to one-
place column addition stories. 
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b. Write the figure answers to one-place, vertical, 
abstra ct, column addition examples - sums through 10~ 
144. Test on addition and subtraction of two-place numbers 
Like 135~ 
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Class lesson 1 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to count from 1 to 5, 
and to recognize terms of comparison--big, little, 
longer, shorter, more, less; and terms of location 
- first, second, third~ 
Look at the picture and discuss the picture as the 
purpose suggests. 
Class lesson 2 
PURPOSE: Fingers were once used to show how many. 
One of the earliest methods of showing how many was 
counting by finger matching. .The use of the 10 
fingers led to the development of the decimal number 
system which ie based on tens. Small numbers can 
very easily be shown by the fingers on 1 hand. At 
first the number is found by matching a finger with 
an object, one for one~ Later the child learns to 
show how many by holding up fingers without counting 
directly. The direct relation between numbers 1 to 
5 and their position in the series can also be 
presented by matching the number with a corresponding 
finger, using the thumb to mean 5. 
Look at the picture and diseuse the picture ae the 
purpose suggests~ 
Seat lesson 1 
PURPOSE: Counting groups of 5 objects or lees and 
recognizing groups similar in number. 
Look at the pictures and mark the pairs of pictures 
that have the same number of objects~ 
Seat lesson 2 
PURPOSE: Matching to find. the group picture which 
shows the same number as the number of fingers held 
up~ 
Mark the picture that shows the pictured finger--
representation·. 
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Class lesson 3 
PURPOSE: Cave men and Indians used pictures to show 
how many. Long before number systems were invented 
or before figures were devised for expressing quantity, 
people used pictures to show how many. This picture 
of the message of the Indian chief is an illustration 
of the procedures used·. 
Look at the picture and answer oral questions asked 
by the teacher as to how many, ordinal number (first 
through third), and more, most, fewer, and fewest. 
Seat lesson 3 
PURPOSE: To tell a number fact through a pictured 
message such as the early cave men and the Indians 
used. 
Draw Indian picture messages without use of word or 
number. 
Class lesson 4 
PL~POSE: Long ago records of how many were kept with 
concrete objects. The use of fingers in counting is 
adequate for the expression of small numbers, but 
this method does not provide a record of any kind~ 
When people first had possessions, they began to use 
such crude methods of recording as are shown in this 
picture. Later, numbers and other forms of record 
were devised. Matching was the basis of the record. 
Discuss how each basket pictured (with stones 
matched one-to-one to the objects) contains a record of 
the number of animals the Indian boy sees. 
Seat lesson 4 
PURPOSE: To provide experience in one-for-one 
matching of stones and objects in a manner similar 
to that used by primitive man. 
Mark the picture in each row that shows a one-to-one 
, I 
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series. 
c. ~ark the box that shows a given number of dots. 
d. Mark a given written figure. 
e. Mark the pie picture ~bat shows one quarter or 
one-fourth gone. (also one-half) 
f. Write given figures. 
Exploratory Readiness Test II 
Showing How Many 
Listen to the teacher read a number story and then 
mark the pennies or other objects pictured to show how 
many in all or how many are left or one-half dozen. 
Cla ss lesson 6 
PURPOSE: T._ach the children to count from 1 to 10-. 
Vocabulary used: time of year, first, last, tall, 
short, more than, the same number, most, team, second, 
both, fewest, big, little, ahead, behind, one by one, 
together. 
Look at the picture and discuss the picture as the 
purpose suggests. 
Seat lesson 6 
PURPOSE: To r eview the four ways of showing how 
many as used before numbers were invented: namely, 
picturing the objects themselves, using fingers, 
using stones, and using tally marks. 
Mark the fingers, stones, or tally marks that show 
the same number as the picture shows. 
Class lesson 7 
PURPOSE: Teach the numbers 1, 2, and 3 by developing 
the number symbols; what the symbols are called; how 
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to recognize concrete groups of 3 or less objects, 
such as the circus pictures here. 
a. Count the number of objects in the pictures 
(one through three). 
b. Using three sets of flash cards (pictures, 
written figure, and number word) match them with the 
number of objects pictured. 
Class lesson 8 
PURPOSE: To teach the numbers 4 and 5 by developing 
printed symbols; what they are called; how to write 
them; and how to recognize concrete groups of 4 or 
5 objects-. 
Like Class lesson 7 a and b. 
Seat lesson 7 
PURPOSE: Practice in writing numbers 1, 2, and 3; 
recognizing number names one, two, three; associating 
group picture, number, printed name of number, and 
semi-concrete ball groupings of the numbers from 1 
to 3. 
a. Look at the picture showing one (two or three) 
obj ect, at the written fi gure 1 and at the number word 
-
one, trace the semi-concrete dot representation of one 
and trace the written figure of 1. 
b. Look at the written number one and trace the 
written fi ~ure 1 seven times. 
c. Write the figure representation of the given 
written word. 
Seat lesson 8 
PURPOSE: Practice in ,Nriting numbers 4 and 5; 
recognizing number names four and five; associ-
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ting group picture, number, printed name or number, 
and semi-concrete groupings or number for both 4 
and 5. 
Generally like Seat lesson 7 a, b, and c. 
Exploratory Readiness Test III 
Vocabulary of Measurement - A~ 
a. ?viark the shortest object. 
b. r-1a.rk the square-shaped object. 
c. Mark the picture showing one-half. 
d. Mark the picture that is about 6 feet tall'. 
e. Mark as many pennies as there are in a nickel·. 
f. Ilfark as many nickels as there are in a dime. 
Vocabulary of ?vieasurement - B·. 
a. !>1ark the picture of the things that we; buy by 
the pair. 
b. :M.ark the picture of the things that we buy by 
the dozen. 
c. IuJa.rk the picture of the thing that we buy by 
the pound. 
d. Mark the picture of the thing that we buy by 
the loaf. 
e. Nark the picture of the thing that "'e buy by 
the yard~ 
f. ~~rk the picture of the thing that we buy by 
the quart. 
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Class lesson 9 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to recognize and to 
make correctly a semi-concrete grouping of any 
number from 1 to 5. All during this year this 
arrangement of circles for each group will be kept 
the same~ It is essential not only to be able to 
count objects in any grouping such as may be found 
in a straight line, in a circle, or in scattered 
arrangement, but also to recognize a familiar 
grouping such as : : as 4 without counting. Have 
the children say the number as you shovr each card 
picturing these groupings, just as they recognize 
words at a glance in a flash card drill. Teach 
them to draw accurately these particular circae 
groupings·. 
a. Trace the dot representation of the given v~itten 
number word. 
b. Do (a.) and check the correct written number word 
describing the given dot picture. 
c. Write the dot representation and the written 
fi gure from the given ~l'lri tten number 1-rord. 
Seat lesson 9 
PURPOSE: Matching group pictures, number figures, 
and number names of numbers from 1 to 5; a review 
exercise. 
a. Look at the picture and draw a ring around the 
correct written figure answer. 
b. Draw line~ matching the written figure to the 
given semi-concrete dot representation and the given 
written number words. 
Class lesson 10 
PURPOSE: Teach pupils to follow number directions 
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calling for the drawing of a specified number of 
objects. 
Seat lesson 10 
PURPOSE: To follow written directions calling for 
the drawing of a specified number of objects~ 
Example: "Draw 3'picture of :fish' in the 'picture 
of bowl'~" 
Exploratory Readiness Test IV 
Recognizing and Using Measuring Devices - A. 
a. Mark the picture showing a ruler. 
b. ~1a.rk the picture showing a penny. 
c. Mark the picture showing a quart. 
d. :tJf.ark the picture showing a gasoline pump. 
e. Mark the picture that shows the thing we use to 
measure milk when ,.,e cook. 
f. ~1a.rk the picture that shows the thing we use to 
tell how heavy something is. 
Recognizing and Using Measuring Devices - B. 
a. Mark the picture that sho't"'s a thermometer·. 
b. Mark the picture that tells how :fast an auto-
c. Mark the picture that is used to tell what date 
it is. 
d. Mark the picture that shows the thing that is 
used to measure potatoes~ 
e. Mark the clock that shows 10 o'clock. 
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f. l~rk the clock that shows one-thirty or half-
past one-. 
Class lesson 11 
PURPOSE: Teach the numbers 6 and 7 d.eveloping the 
printed symbols, what they are called, how to v~ite 
them, and_ how to recognize concrete groups of 6 and 
7 objects. 
Like Class lesson 7 a and b. 
Class lesson 12 
PURPOSE: Teach the number 8 by developing the printed 
symbol, what it is called, how to write it, and how 
to recognize groups of 8 objects-. 
Like Class lesson 7 a and b-. 
Seat lesson 11 
PURPOSE: Practice in writing the numbers 6 and 7, 
matching number, number name, concrete group of the 
number, and semi- concrete group of the number·. 
Like Seat lesson 7 a, b, and c. 
Seat lesson 12 
PURPOSE: Practice in writing the number 8, matching 
the number, number name, concrete group of 8, and 
semi-concrete group of 8-. 
Generally like Seat lesson a, b, and c. 
Class lesson 13 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to recognize and make 
correctly a semi-concrete grouping of any number 
f'rom 4 to 8. 
Like Class lesson 9 a, b, and c-. 
Seat lesson 13 
PURPOSE: To associate semi-concrete groupings of 
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number with number names and number symbols; to 
make semi-concrete groupings for numbers~ 
Like Class lesson 9 a, b, and c. 
Class lesson 14 
PURPOSE: Teach the number 9 by developing the 
printed symbol, what it is called, how to v~ite it, 
and how to recognize concrete groups of 9 objects. 
Like Class lesson 7 a and b. 
Class lesson 15 
PURPOSE: Teach the number 10 by developing the 
printed symbol, what the symbol is called, how to 
write it, and bow to recognize concrete groups of 
10 objects·. 
Like Seat lesson 7 a, b, and c~ 
Seat lesson 14 
PURPOSE: Practice in writing the number 9, matching 
the number, number name, concrete group of 9, and 
semi-concrete group of 9. 
Like Seat lesson 7 a, b, and c~ 
Seat lesson 15 
PURPOSE: Practice in writing the number 10, matching 
the number, number name, concrete group af 10, and 
semi-concrete group of 10~ 
Generally like ieat lesson 7 a, b, and c·. 
Class . 1-esson 16 
PURPOSE: Give the children practice in making a 
semi-concrete grouping for each of the numbers from 
1 to 10·. 
Seat lesson 16 
PURPOSE: To make a semi-concrete group picture for 
any number from 1 to 10. 
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Draw the semi-concrete dot representation of the 
given number figures-. 
Class lesson 17 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to use the counting frame 
to find how many. An excellent device for teaching 
the children the one-to-one relationship in counting 
is the counting frame -shown in this picture. Similar 
counting rods are found on children's blackboards 
and tables. Counting to 10 with meaning can be 
taught by means of this simple counting frame. Groups 
of any size from 1 to 10 can be shown on the frame-. 
Counting can be shown from right to left and the 
r.everse. Groups can be combined, such as 2 and 3. 
Position can also be shown as: the firstbkll, the 
second ball. The children sould try to provide such 
a counting frame for use in the class discussion. 
This counting f rame can be used at any time to find 
how many there are in 2 groups; for example, in 
findinP.: how much 3 cents and 2 cents are. 
Seat lesson 17 
PURPOSE: Counting and recognizing groups of numbers 
from 1 to 5. Counting objects in a row of 10 (beads 
on a counting frame)-. 
Write the number figure to show how many green and 
black beads in each row (combinations of ten). 
Class lesson 18 
PURPOSE: Teach the sequence of numbers from 1 to 
10, and provide an actual situation where tally marks 
are needed in keeping score. 
Seat lesson 1$' 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in seeing number sequence 
of numbers from 1 to 10. 
Write the figures showing which number comes after, 
before, and between two numbers-. 
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Class lesson 19 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to associate semi-
concrete groupings of numbers with the number 
name and number symbol of the numbers from 7 to 10. 
Make semi-concrete groupings for these numbers, 
and show that 8 is 2 fours, 9 is 3 threes, and 10 
is 2 fives. 
Seat lesson 19 
PURPOSE: To associate semi-concrete groupings of 
numbers with the number names and number symbols 
of the numbers from 7 to 10, and to make semi-concrete 
groupings of the numbers. 
a. Trace the balls, read the number word, and write 
the number figure· • . 
b. Trace the balls and draw a ring around the 
1~itten number word answer. 
c. From the given written number word, make the 
balls, and write the number figure. 
Class lesson 20 
PURPOSE: Teach cardinal and ordinal numbers to 10·. 
Cardinal numbers, such as 1, 2, and 5 are used to 
express groups. Words like first, second, and fifth 
are used to express position. The first use of 
numbers is called the cardinal form; the second, the 
ordinal form. The first use tells how many; the 
second tells vvhere. The picture of the children and 
puppy sea ted on the stairway offers a splendid means 
of teaching both uses and. forms of the numbers from 
1 to 1o·. 
Discuss the picture from the cardinal aspect (1 
through 10) and the ordinal aspect (first through tenth) ·. 
Seat lesson 20 
PURPOSE: To provide experience in applying ordinal 
'. 
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numbers and to teach the meaning and recognition 
of first, gecond, third. 
a. Draw a toy taken from a given row of toys to 
whow position (first, second, third). 
b. Dra1-r lines from the positional words (first, 
second, and third) to the objects in a row·. 
Class lesson 21 
eu.RPOSE: Provide practice in applying number sequence. 
Draw lines following the written figures to make a 
surprise picture~ 
Seat lesson 21 
PURPOSE: To draw a specified number of objects for 
the numbers from 6 to - 10~ 
Like "Seat lesson 10 example"~ 
Class lesson 22 
PURPOSE: Teach matching and comparison. The purpose 
of this page is to extend the meanings of the numbers 
1 to 4. It also introduces the concept of comparison 
of groups by matching techniques. The meanings of 
more than, less than, enough, not any more, and the 
same as are extended. 
Discuss the picture with reference to the vocabulary 
given in the "purpose". 
Seat lesson 22 
PURPOSE: Associating the printed number symbol with 
a concrete group; associating printed name of number 
with the number symbol. 
a ·. Look at the picture and draw a ring around the 
written figure that tells how many. 
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b. Draw a line from the dot representation to the 
written figure-. 
Class lesson 23 
PURPOSE: Teach that one varies in its meaning. It 
can mean 1 single object, such as 1 chair, or it 
can mean 1 group of similar objects, such as 1 row 
of chairs. TI1is concept is vital to an understanding 
of place value in our number system. In the number-
Ill, the 1 at the right means 1 single, separate one·. 
The 1 second from the right means 1 group of ten 
joined into a larger unit. The 1 third from the 
right means 1 hundred which is 10 of the tens joined 
into a larger unit. These ones vary in their meaning 
according to their place or position tn the number. 
In readiness for this concept of place value, the 
lesson today teaches one as 1 apple, 1 bunch of 
radishes, 1 box of berries, 1 pot of tulips, 1 bunch 
of grapes, and 1 bunch of carrots. 
Seat lesson 23 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of the single and 
group meanings of one to the drawing of pictures 
-to show the two meanings-. 
Example: "Draw 1 'picture of- apple'. 11 and "Draw 
one 'picture of box of crayons'." 
Class lesson 24 
PURPOSE: Teach that two varies in meaning. It can 
mean 2 single objects, such as 2 chairs, or it can 
mean 2 similar groups of objects, such as 2 rows of 
chairs. This is further preparation for the concept 
of place value needed in understanding the twos in 
the number 222. 
Seat lesson 24 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of the single and 
group meanings of two to the drawing of pictures 
showing these meanings. 
Like "Seat lesson 23 example". 
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Class lesson 25 
~POSE: Teach that three varies in its meaning. 
It can mean 3 single objects such as 3 chairs, or 
it can mean 3 similar groups of objects such as 3 
rowe of chairs. This is further preparation for 
the concept of place value needed in understanding 
a number like 333. 
Seat lesson 25 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of the single and 
group meanings of three to the drawing of pictures 
showing these meanings~ 
a. Like "Seat lesson 23 exampleu~ 
b. Example: 11 Draw 2 big 'picture of tree's · and 
1 lihtle 'picture of tree'. ___ 'picture of tree's in 
all ... 
Class lesson 26 
PURPOSE: Teach that four varies in meaning. It 
can mean 4 single objects, such as 4 chairs, or it 
can mean 4 similar groupe of objects, such as 4 rowe 
of chairs. This is further preparation for the 
concept of place value. Show that four may also be 
grouped in various ways, as 4 ones, 2 and 2, 1 and 
3, 3 and 1~ 
Seat lesson 26 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of the single and 
group meanings of four by drawing pictures to show 
these meanings~ . 
a. Like "Seat lesson 23 example". 
b. Draw 2 'picture of ball's ' and 2 more 'picture 
of ball's · • 'Picture of ball' e · in all? __ -." (An 
introduction to the combination of four - 2 and 2, 3 and 1, 
1 and 3, and 1 and 2 and 1.) 
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Class lesson 27 
PURPOSE: Teach that five varies in meaning. It can 
mean 5 single chairs, or it can mean 5 similar groups 
of objects, such as 5 rows of chai~s. This is further 
preparation for the concept of place value. Here 5 
boxes of candy eggs introduce the concept of 5 tens. 
Show also that 5 may be grouped in various ways, as 
1 and 4, 4 and 1, 2 and 3, 3 and 2·. 
Seat lesson 27 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of the single and 
group meanings of five to the drawing of pictures 
to show these meanings~ 
Like Seat lesson 26 a and b~ 
Class lesson 28 
PURPOSE: FUrther develop the children's number 
vocabulary: Terms of comparison of size--largest, 
middle-sized, smallest; terms of location--first, 
second, third, in between, top, bottom, the last; 
terms of quantity--the most, an equal number of, 
how many more than, a pair, in all, two together; 
terms of shape--triangle. 
Discuss the pictures with reference to the vocabulary 
in the "purpose'". 
Seat lesson 28 
PURPOSE: To follow written directions based on terms 
of comparison of size, such as largest, and terms of 
location, such as first ·. 
Draw lines from the given positional words (first, 
second, thrid) and the given comparitive words (largest, 
middle-sized, smallest) to the given pictures~ 
Class lesson 29 
PURPOSE: Continue the development of vocabulary: 
terms of comparison of speed-•faster, slower; terms 
of place--front, back; terms of quantity--most often, 
f 
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the same, more. 
Discuss the picture "''i th reference to the vocabulary 
given in the "purpose" ·. 
Class lesson 30 
PURPOSE: Continue the development of vocabulary: 
terms of quantity--pair, both, together; terms of 
location--right, left. 
Like Class lesson 29 comment·. 
Seat lesson 29 
PURPOSE: Following written directions based on 
discussion in Class lesson 29, to point out number 
groupings within a number of objects, such as 2 
front wheels and 2 baC~ wheels as a grouping of 4 
wheels. 
a. Example: "Draw· something that has 3 'picture 
of wheel's ' . Color it." 
b. Example: "In your picture look to see that 1 
'picture of wheel' and 2 'picture of wheel's are 
'picture of wheel's · . " 
Seat lesson 30 
PURPOSE: To show pairs of objects by completing 
pictures in which only one of the objects in the 
!)B.ir is shown. 
Make each picture show a pat~. 
Class lesson 31 
PURPOSE: Show in 3 pictured situations the meaning 
of addition for each of the following: 1 and 1; 
2 and 1; 1 and 2. 
Write the figure under each of three pictures 
describing the action shown. Example: " __ eats, 
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__ cones, __ in all. 11 
Seat lesson 31 
PURPOSE: To show in 3 pictured situations the meaning 
of addition for each of the following: 1 and 3; 3 
and 1. 
a. Like Class lesson 31 comment·. 
b. Write the figures in a sentence summary of the 
pictures. Example: "I saw __ 'picture of squirrel's • 
I saw ~1 squirrel'.come. I saw 3 'squirrel's . and 
--'~quirrel'. I sa,.- __ 'squirrel's in all." 
Class lesson 32 
PURPOSE: Give the children practice in counting 
from 1 to 25. 
Using a picture of children jumping make believe 
that the child jumps to 12 • . Count the jumps together 
the 'l.•ray the children in the picture did, and so on 
through 25·. 
Class lesson 33 
PURPOSE: Teach number vocabulary: terms of comparison 
of size--larger, more, less, the same length, just 
as long as; terms of weigbh--heavier, balance; terms 
of location--up, dmm, higher, lo'llrer; terms of quantity 
--both, equal, equal pairs. 
Like Class lesson 29 comment~ 
Seat lesson 32 
PURPOSE: To 'll~ite the numbers from 1 to 30. 
a. i~ite over each of the number figures from 1 
through 30 (horizontal form). 
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b. Write the number figures 1 through 15, et 
cetera through 30·. 
Seat lesson 33 
PURPOSE: To provide vocabmlary practice in the 
use of terms of location--up, down, higher, lower. 
Like Class lesson 29 comment. 
Class lesson 34 
RJRPOSE: Teach the use of number scale from 1 to 
10 in locating numbers, and teach how number combi-
nations may be learmed from a number scale. 
a. Discuss the names of the writteK figures on 
the number scale (1 through 10). 
b. Discuss what number comes after a number, 
before a number, and between two numbers. 
Class lesson 35 
PURPOSE: Provide an additional form of visualization 
of number combinations and the added learning factor 
of manipulation or actual handling of concrete 
materials. 
Use a peg board (vertical-1 through 10 holes) an.d 
two-colored pegs to deacribe oral number stories told 
by the teacher. 
Seat lesson 34 
PURPOSE: To show in 3 pictured situations the 
meaning of addition for 2 and 2. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b~ 
Seat lesson 35 
PURPOSE: To teach number sequence from 11 to 20. 
. ' 
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Like Seat lesson 18 comment. 
Class lesson 36 
PURPOSE: Show the children how we read the calendar 
The calendar is an excellent example of the systematic 
use of numbers that is within the experience of all 
children. ¥any concepts are involved in its complete 
use, including reading numbers, serial idea, number 
of days in a month, in a week, names of days and 
months and years. The calendar helps us to keep 
track of time, to plan activities, and in general 
to co-operate with others. Children can learn to 
read and use the calendar by direct practice ~nth it 
in their daily activities. This unit serves as a 
basis for the development of a unit on the calendar. 
The discussion is here limited to the reading of 
the calendar for a February of 28 days. February, 
a month of many holidays, adds to the interest in 
the montll. 
Discuss the reading of dates (first day through 
the twenty-eighth day) and the days of the week. 
Seat lesson 36 
PURPOSE: To make a weather calendar; to provide a 
motive for reading the date each day of the mont~; 
and to record the l,qeather. 
After the calendar has been marked and kept for a 
montl;l·, count the number of rainy days and so on. 
Class lesson 37 
PURPOSE: Introduce the concept of place value in 
numbers from 10 to 19. In the number 11 there are 
2 ones. But they do not have the same value. In 
our number system each fi gure in a number has value 
according to the place it holds in the number. For 
example, in the number 11, the right-hand fi gure 
means onesJ .. the left-hand figure means 10 ones joined into 1 ten. Thus the number 11 means 1 ten 
and 1 6ne. 
Discuss and demonstrate 10 ones being made into 1 
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bundle of ten. 
Class lesson 38 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of place value in 
numbers from 10 to 19. To prepare readiness for 
the second exercise on page 66 of the text. 
Discuss and demonstrate more than ten ones being 
made i nto a bundle of 1 ten and so many ones. 
Clas s lesson 39 
PURPOSE: Extend the concept of place value in 
numbers from 10 to 19 and prepare readiness for 
the third exercise on page 66 of the text~ 
Li ke Class lesson 38 comment~ 
Class lesson 40 
PURPOSE: Extend the concept of place value in 
numbers from 10 to 19. 
a. Write the fi gure telling how many ones pictured 
(10). See that they are put together; then write the 
fi gure telling how many ! ten' (1). 
b. Like (a) 
c. Look at the pictures of 1 bundle of ten and a 
g 1 ven number of ones and 1'fri te the fi gures telling how 
many 'ten', hovr many ones, and how many in all. 
Seat lesson 37 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of place value of 
numbers from 10 to 19 to the drawing of pictures 
to illustrate the meaning of these numbers ·. 
Seat lesson 38 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of place value of 
-
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numbers from 11 to 19 to the drawing of pictures to 
illustrate the meaning of these numbers. 
Seat lesson 39 
PURPOSE: To extend the concept of place value of 
numbers from 11 to 19 to the drawing of pictures to 
illustrate the meaning of these numbers. 
Seat lesson 40 
PURPOSE: To sum up the 2 illustrations of place 
value learned in lessons 37, 38, and 39 by drawing 
pictures to illustrate their meaning. 
Given the written figure, see the picture of 1 
bundle of ten, draw the additional ones, write the 
figures telling the number of 'ten', the number of ones, 
and the number in a11·. 
Class lesson 41 
PURPOSE: Show in 3 pictured situations the meaning 
of subtraction for each of the following: 3 take 
away 2, 3 take away 1, 2 take a-r.,ray 1. 
Like Class lesson 31 comment - only the idea of 
going away is expressed and the number left is determined. 
Seat lesson 41 
PURPOSE: To show in 3 pictured situations the meaning 
of subtra ction for each of the following: 3 take 
away 1, 3 take away 2~ 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b - subtraction instead 
of addition. 
Blass lesson 42 
PURPOSE: Teach 0 as a remainder. Show this in 3 
pictured situations for each of the following: 2 
take a-r.,ray 2, 3 take away 3. Teach 2 uses of zero: 
.. 
•, 
(1) as a place holder, as in the number 10 to 
indicate no ones in the ones' place; (2) as a 
remainder in 2 take away 2. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b - subtraction. 
Seat lesson 42 
PURPOSE: To give further visualization of the 
meaning of subtraction by showing 3 pictured 
situations for each of the following: 1 take away 
1, 2 take away 1. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b - subtraction·. 
Class lesson 43 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to tell time by the 
hour. Many children in the first grade can tell 
time by the hour. The systematic study of the clock 
offers an excellent opportunity for teaching number 
relations, including counting, reading numbers, 
sequence of numbers, and concepts of measurement 
involved. In the picture, the pendulum makes it 
possible to show how a certain number of counts 
are necessary to show that a minute has passed. 
The pendulum shown is one that swings at the rate 
of once a second. In many schools there are clocks 
which have second hands that complete a round of 
the face of the clock each minute. When the 
children are able to count to 60, an interesting 
exercise consists of counting by the second to see 
how long a minute is~ 
Discuss the picture about going to bed according 
to the "purpose". 
Class lesson 44 
PURPOSE: Teach the concept of the length of one 
daytime and one nighttime and of an interval of 
an hour. 
~me picture as Class lesson 43 - discuss the 
picture according to the "purpose". 
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Seat lesson 43 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in number sequence of 
numbers 1 to 12 needed in tellimg time. 
From the blackboard co py the written figures and 
then ~~ite the figures telling what comes after, before, 
between two numbers separated by one number, and between 
two numbers separated by two numbers. 
Seat lesson 44 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in reading the clock 
on the hour. 
a. Write the figures on each clock face. 
b. Write the figure telling the time each clock 
shows. 
Class lesson 45 
PURPOSE: Begin work on the construction of a clock-
f a ce with movab~e bands. 
Class lesson 46 
PURPOSE: Continue work on the construction of a 
clockface with movable hands. Two procedures are 
suggested for this lesson. The teacher may choose 
either one. Plan I is suited to smaller groups of 
children who cut and pa ste well and who have acquired 
ability to follow oral directions accurately. It 
requ ires a longer number class period than some 
programs permit. Plan II is better suited to very 
large classes or for children who need much personal 
supervision in construction work. It is more 
practical for a short number c~ass period. 
Class lesson 47 
PURPOSE: Complete work on the construction of a 
clockface with movable hands. Cut out long and 
short hands to fasten with a brad. 
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Class lewson 48 
PURPOSE: Provide opportunities for children to show 
the hours on a clockface with movable hands. 
According to Class lesson 45, 46, 47, and 48 make 
a clockface with movable h~nds. 
Seat lesson 45 
PURPOSE: To apply number sequence to the discovery 
of what picture you draw when you join con secutive 
numbers with lines. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment~ 
Seat les son 46 
PURPOSE: To extend the meaning of subtraction by 
showing pictured situations for each of the follow-
ing : 4 take away 1, 4 take away ~' 4 take a1~y 3~ 
Like Class lesson 31 comment (subtraction)~ 
Seat lesson 47 
PURPOSE: To practice the visualization of number 
concepts·. 
On the bJ..a.ckboard you see 6 clowns. Each clown 
wants a number on his hat. Draw 6 clowns. Then ~~ite 
the fi gure on each hat that matches t he number of 
button s on his suit~ 
Seat lesson 48 
PURPOSE: To culminate the knowledge of telling 
time by completing clockfaces and making the hands 
show a specified hour. 
a. ~~ite the fi gures on each clockface. 
b. Make each clock show the time (by drawing the 
hour hand). 
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Class lesson 49 
PURPOSE: Teach vocabulary: terms of comparison of 
quantity--the same number, the most, the fewest, the 
same, an equal number; terms of location--upper left-
battd, upper-right hand, lower left-hand; lower right-
hand; terms of quantity--dozen, both, all; other 
terms--buy, sell. 
Like Class lesson 29 comment·. 
Class lesson 50 
PURPOSE: Teach vocabulary: terms of comparison of 
length--short, long; terms of size--larger, the 
largest, the smallest;terms of comparison of quantity--
how many more than; terms of location--at the left, 
at the right; terms of comparison of length--the same 
lemgth, equal in length. 
Like Class lesson 29 comment·. 
Seat lesson 49 
PURPOSE: To provide vocabulary practice for: terms 
of com~rison of quantity--the most, more than, the 
smallest number of; terms of location--first, second, 
third; terms of quantity--dozen. To learn kinds of 
things sold by the dozen. 
a. Draw a given number of eggs in a given nest. 
(a, b, and c) 
b. v~ite the letter telling which nest has the 
most and so forth. 
c. Write the letter telling the ordinal position 
(first, second, third)~ 
d. Count the pictured objects in a dozen and write 
the figure telling how many. 
Seat lesson 50 
PURPOSE: Up to this point all combination groupings 
have shown one meaning only. You have some. Some 
more are added to those you have already. The 3 
pictured situations for one combination showed the 
above meaning. For example, a boy has 2 airplanes. 
He receives 1 new airplane for his birthday. This 
adds to the airplanes he already had. The lesson 
presents another meaning of addition: Separate groupe 
are joined together~ 
Look at the picture and then write the figures 
telling how many in all, how many big, and how many 
little. (up-down; ~ with-with no; black-white) 
Class lesson 51 
PURPOSE: Teach vocabulary meanings of: terms of 
length--long, short; terms of location--at the right, 
at the left·. 
Discuss the picture objects to the left and right; 
objects, long and short. 
Seat lesson 51 
PURPOSE: To test knowledge of number vocabulary by 
following written d.irect~ons based on understanding 
these terms ·. 
Make specific marks on the given pictures to show 
long - short and left - right·. 
Class lesson 52 
PURPOSE: Extend the concept of place value in 
numbers from 20 to 39. 
a. Discuss and write on the blackboard the 
representation of a bundle of ten as one card or stick 
depending on its place to determine its value. 
b. Make pictures for each of given numbers written 
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on the blackboard (range of 21 through 39). 
Seat lesson 52 
PURPOSE: To extend visualization of tens and ones 
from use of cards to pictures of single sticks and 
bundles of sticks-. 
From the given pictures of bundles of tens and ones, 
write the figures showing the number of tens, ones, and 
the number in all-. 
Class lesson 53 
PURPOSE: Provide situations calling for the use of 
numbers from 1 to 40. 
Discuss according to ¥anual. 
a. Touch and count each child in the room and write 
the figure on the board. (count girls, boys, etc.) 
b. See the figures 21 through 40 written on the 
blackboard. Discuss ability to find pages more quickly 
1n a book due to familarity of what comes before and 
after a number·. 
c. Discuss '"hat happens when turning to a given 
~~e in a book. Open the book, look at the page, decide 
whether to turn toward the back or the front of the book 
to find the desired page. 
d. Discuss oral number stories told by the teacher. 
A given object costs 25 cents. The child has 23 cents. 
"Is this just enough money? Not enough? More than 
enough?" 
"t 
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e. Count the days on the calendar for a given 
month. 
Seat lesson 53 
PURPOSEf To write correctly the numbers from 1 to 40. 
a. Trace the figures 11 through 20. 
b. Write the fi gures 11 through 20. (a) then 
(b), 21 through 30; 31 through 40; 1 through 40. (horizontal 
form) 
Class lesson 54 
PURPOSE: Extend the concept of place value in 
numbers from 40 to 59. 
Like Class lesson 52 comment - range 40 through 59. 
Seat lesson 54 
PURPOSE: To extend visualization of tens and ones 
from use of cards to pictures of single sticks and 
bundles of sticks. 
Like Seat lesson 52 comment. 
Class lesson 55 
PURPOSE: Provide situations calling for the use of 
the numbers from 1 to 60. 
Generally like Class lesson 53 a, b, c, and d .• 
Seat lesson 55 
PURPOSE: To write correctly the numbers from 1 to 
6o·. 
Like ieat lesson 53 a and b - 41 through 50; 51 
through 60; 1 through 60~ 
.. , 
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Class lesson 56 
PURPOSE: Children buy candy at a candy shop. This 
situation illustrates a simple buying experience 
that many children have. The numbers involved are 
small, andtbeir meanings have all been developed~ 
Here the numbers are to be read as .they are used in 
a simple social situation. The concepts of' buying,· 
selling, prices, change, money, clerk, store, and ~ 
others can be introduced in an interesting, meaning-
ful way. The numbers involved are all small. The 
simple sums used are known by many children when 
they enter school. Now the purpose of' the teacher 
should be to make them meaningful by use of concrete 
materials, such as pennies, buttons, and markers ·. 
Discuss the store picture according to the "purpose" 
and manual. 
Seat lesson 56 
PURPOSE: To provide buying situations in which 
children must match the amount they have to spend 
with the article this money will buy~ 
In the box beside a given number of pennies, draw 
a picture showing what the pennies will buy with reference 
to the objects displayed in the store picture - Class 
les son 56". 
Class lesson 57 
PURPOSE: Teach the combinations of coins which may 
be used to apy for articles costing 10 cents or less~ 
a. Discuss the size of a group of pennies as to 
which will bu~ fewest, more, how manymore, and so forth. 
b. Equate five pennies to a nickel and ten pennies 
to t wo nickels and a dime~ 
Class lesson 58 
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PURPOSE: Teach the combinations of coins which 
could be used to pay for articles costing 15 cents 
or less~ 
Seat lesson 57 
PURPOSE: To choose coins needed to pay for an 
article costing 10 cents or less. 
Looking at the picture of the object to be purchased 
and the coins one has, mark the coins one would use to 
buy the object. (objects 4 cents through 10 cents and 
the money consists of 1 nickel and 5 pennies) 
Seat lesson 58 
PURPOSE: To choose coins needed to pay for an 
article costing 15 cents or less~ 
a. Like Seat lesson 57 comment. (objects 10 cents 
through 15 cents and the money consists of various forms 
of 15 cents) 
b. Put a cross on the most in each box. Example: 
"10 cents, 13 cents, 12 cents ·." 
Class lesson 59 
PURPOSE: Teach the combinations of coins which are 
needed to pay for an article costing 20 cents or 
less ·. 
a. Like Class lesson 57 a~ 
b. Equate 20 pennies to 1 dime, 1 nickel, and 5 
pen..n.ies ·. 
Seat lesson 59 
PURPOSE: To choose the coins needed to pay for an 
article costing 20 cents or less~ 
, 
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Like Seat lesson 57 comment·. (objects 15 cents 
through 20 cents and the money consists of 1 dime, 1 
nickel, and 5 pennies) 
Class lesson 60 
PURPOSE: The picture shows Bobby and Mary. They are 
planning to buy a birthday present for their mother. 
They have 1 dime, 2 nickels, and 5 pennies. They 
must count their money to see if they can buy one of 
these gifts. Excellent practice in counting by tens, 
fives, and ones is provided in this activity. This 
lesson also teaches counting by tens to 50. 
a. Discuss how much money the children have and 
what they can and cannot buy due to the amnunt of money 
they have·. 
b. Count 5 dimes by tens and write the figare telling 
how many cents in all. Then pretending the children 
have more money discuss (a) ·. 
Seat lesson 60 
PURPOSE: To select coins needed to purchase articles 
costing 20 cents or less-. 
a. Count the money pictured in each box. 
b. Find a picture of what you can buy \'lith it-. 
c. Draw in each box the picture of what you can 
buy. 
Class lesson 61 
PURPOSE: Show groupings of two in social situations; 
the number 6 arranged in different ways; and the 
convenience of orderly arrangement in counting. 
Discuss the picture according to the "purpose"-. 
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Seat lesson 61 
PURPOSE: To group separate things by twos; to see 
twos in a row of separate objects~ 
a. Write the figure telling how many objects 
pictured in all~ 
b. :r.-r.ake a ring around each two·. 
c. Write the figure telling how many twos. 
Class lesson 62 
PURPOSE: Show meaning of counting by twos, i.e., 
counting two at a time, naming every other one~ 
a. Write the figures 1 through 4~ 
b. ~eke a ring around every other one~ 
c. Write the figures for every other one. 
d. Use method a, b, and c for 1 through 6, 1 through 
8, and 1 through 10~ 
Seat lesson 62 
PURPOSE: To show the meaning of' counting by twos. 
Like Class lesson 62 a, b, c, and d. 
Class lesson 63 
PURPOSE: Teach the child to count by twos to 20;; 
to write by twos to 20. The work is presented in 
social situations in which grouping by twos occurs~ 
a. Write the figures in each circle (under each 
group of two) counting the objects by twos. Then write 
the figure telling how many in all~ 
b. Write the figures in the empty boxes. (the 
odd figures are given 1 through 19) 
1 9 2 . 
c. Write the figures by twos from 2 through 20~ 
Seat lesson 63 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in counting and 
i'lri ting by twos. 
Like Class lesson 63 a. 
Class lesson 64 
PURPOSE: In many of their activities children must 
share things in various ways. The methods may be 
random and largely trial and error. They may, how-
ever, by systematic and meaningful. This picture 
presents a situation in which things are shared in 
several ways commonly used in daily life. The major 
methods are dividing groups into parts and dividing 
wholes into parts·. The first method is shown by 
dividing 4 cookies among 4 children. The second 
method is shown by dividing apples into parte and 
changing a quart of milk into cupfuls. 
Seat lesson 64 
RJRPOSE: To show the following groupings of 5: 
l ; ·.and 4, 4 and 1. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b~ 
Class lesson 65 
PURPOSE: Children know many concepts of measurement, 
but there is no assurance that they have a clear 
conception of the process of measurement. Measure-
ment means the determination of how ofter a given 
definite unit, such as a cup, is included in some 
larger unit, in this case a quart. In this study 
a child is to learn the process by which the number 
of cups in a quart may be found. Two methods of 
teaching this concept are given in this lesson. In 
one method the larger container is emptied into a 
number of smaller containers of equal size, in this 
case, measuring cups. In the other method the smaller 
continer is emptied repeatedly into a larger container .. ' 
The procesa of conversion or transformation from · 
larger to smaller units, and vice versa, is also 
demonstrated here~ 
; r 
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Seat lesson 65 
PURPOSE: To give further visualization of the meaning 
of addition by showing 3 pictured situations for each 
of the following: 2 and 3, 3 and 2~ 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b, however, in "a" draw 
the objects showing "how many in .all 11 in the third 
picture. 
Class lesson 66 
PURPOSE: Teach half of one whole; how to cut 
things into halves. 
a. Look at the pictures and discuss how to cut 
various objects in to halves. Then do it~ 
b. Look at each picture and tell the two facts 
that prove that the object has been cut into halves. 
c. Look at each picture and tell why (using the 
two facts to prove halves) these are not halves in 
each picture~ 
Seat lesson 66 
PURPOSE: To give training in recognizing halves; 
to provide practi ce in separating things into halves·. 
a. Color the things that are cut in half. 
b. Draw a .. line to show each object cut in half. 
Class lesson 67 
PURPOSE: Teach the concept of half of a group and 
show the children how to share a number of things 
equally with other children. 
a. Dramatize the sharing of groups of t hings 
between two boys·. 
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b~ Then write the figures to show how many each 
gets. 
Seat lesson 67 
PURPOSE: To show groups of 2, 4, 6, or 8 objects 
divided in half; to have the children write how 
many are in one of these halves. 
On the blackboard you see in the boxes marked (a) 
some pictures of pennies. If each of 2 children wants 
half of these pennies, picture (b) shows how many each 
child can have. On your paper write how many pennies 
each would have. 
Class lesson 68 
PURPOSE: Teach the children to find half of a group 
of 2 to 8 objects, and prepare them to do this page 
as a Seat Lesson·. 
Discuss how to find half of a group. Use the black-
board to draw 4 boys. Draw a ring around half of the 
boys. Half the boys are inside the ring. Half the 
boys are outside the ring. Two boys are half of 4 boys~ 
Seat lesson 68 
PURPOSE: To find half of a group of 2, 4, 6, or 8 
objects. 
a. Draw a ring around half of the things in each 
picture. 
b. Put a cross on the dot picture that shows 2 is 
half of 4. Then 1-rri te the letter (a, b, or c) identifying 
the picture to show: "Picture_shows 2 is half of 4. 11 
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Class lesson 69 
PURPOSE: Review the concept of place value in 
numbers to so-. 
Generally like Seat lesson 40 a, b, and c-. 
Seat lesson 69 
PURPOSE: To give further visualization of the 
meaning of subtraction by showing 3 pictured situations 
for each of the following : 5 take away 1, 5 take 
away 4 ·. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b (subtraction). 
Class lesson 70 
PURPOSE: To discuss some of the measures the child 
observes about him in his home life; to teach 
counting by tens to 100; to read by tens to 100; 
to s ee u ses of halves; (optional) to see uses of 
fourths ·. 
a. Discuss uses of 'teaspoon, tablespoon, set of 
measuring s poons, mea suring cup, and clock in cooking . 
b. Discuss how gasoline is measured by the gallon. 
Equate a gallon to four quarts. 
c. Discuss the use of the speedometer. Write 
the figure telling the speed each speedometer shows. 
Sea t lesson 70 
PURPOSE: To write the numbers correctly from 51 
to loo-. 
Under each written figure (from 51 through 100) 
is a box. Write the fi gure in each box. 
Class lesson 71 
PURPOSE: To teach the value concept of tens and ones 
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with dimes and pennies. To teach that 10 pennies 
have THE SAME VALUE as 1 dime. Therefore 10 pennies 
can be EXCHANGED FOR 1 dime because the two amounts 
ARE OF EQUAL VALUE. To teach that we can call 1 
penny 1 ONE. We can call 1 dime 1 TEN. To teach 
that 23 can be shown with 2 dimes and 3 pennies, 
because 2 tens can be shown with 2 dimes, and 3 ones 
can be shown with 3 pennies. 
a. Discuss how dimes and pennies have the same 
value as tens and ones ·. 
b. Look at each picture sho~Qng dimes and pennies 
and ~~ite the figures telling the number of tens, ones, 
and the number in a11·. 
Seat lesson 71 
PURPOSE: To review grouping and counting by twos. 
a. Put a ring around each group of two. Count the 
groups by twos. Then write the fi gure telling how many 
in all. 
b. Write the figures by twos from 2 through 20. 
Class lesson 72 
PURPOSE: Point out social situations in which 
weighing is involved, and encourage children to 
tell about their observations of or participation 
in weighing activities~ 
Discuss the uses of weighing·. 
Seat lesson 72 
PURPOSE: To give further visualization of the 
meaning of subtraction by showing 3 pictured 
situations for each of the following: 5 take away 
2, 5 take avray 3·. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b (subtraction). 
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Class lesson 73 
PURPOSE: Introduce inch and foot as units of measure~ 
a. Discuss the picture with reference to inches 
and feet. Measure the children in the room. Then 
discuss tallest and shortest children~ 
b. Use the ruler (inches) to measure paper and 
other objects~ 
Seat lesson 73 
PURPOSE: To give further visualization of the meaning 
of subtraction by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 4 take away 4, 5 take away 5. 
Like Seat lesson 31 a and b (subtraction)~ 
Class lesson 74 
PURPOSE: To discuss and show units in which groceries 
are sold; to give meaning to the vocabulary required 
to deal with grocery store situations; to learn of 
the measures employed by the grocer·. 
Discuss the grocery store picture as to how various 
t hings are sold, the cash register, fruits, vegetables, 
canned goods, and then play a counting game with the 
things seen in the store (example: 11 F'tnd all the things 
that show two of a kind.") ~ 
Seat lesson 74 
PURPOSE: To show the units by which groceries are 
sold. 
On a sheet of drawing paper, show in as many 
different ways as you can how groceries are sold. Draw 
one picture to show each way. You might draw a bunch 
' , . 
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of radishes to show bundles. 
Exnloratory Achievement Test I 
Knowledge of Numbers 
a. Mark a given written figure-. 
b. Mark the number that comes after a given figure-. 
c. Mark the number that comes before a given figure. 
d. From an oral given series, 1.vri te the figure 
that comes next (ones). 
e. Like {d) tens. 
f ·. Like (d) - fives. 
g. Like (d) - twos-. 
h. Mark the number of pieces it would take to 
make a \<Thole-. 
i. Ivia.rk the picture that shows one-fourth full. 
Class lesson 75 
PURPOSE: The following final 3 Class Lessons provide 
a survey of the kinds of stores which serve the 
community. In all, 18 kinds of stores will be discussed 
to show holr<r buytng and selling are necessary parts 
of our daily experiences. The contrast of types 
of stores found in rural areas, small towns, and lar~e 
cities should be brought out. Measures used in 
different kinds of stores should be discussed. 
Relationship of clerk to customer and kinds of workers 
in stores, such as clerks and cashiers, are to be 
pointed out-. 
Seat lesson 75 
PURPOSE: To determine in which store one would 
find specified articles for sale. 
Using the pictures on Class lesson 75 as a reference 
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write the kind of a store in which the given pictures 
of things would be purchases. 
Class lesson 76 
PURPOSE: Same as Class Lesson 75 Purpose. 
Seat lesson 76 
PURPOSE: To determine in which store we would 
find specified articles~ 
Like Seat lesson 75 comment~ 
Exploratory Achievement Test II 
Shovring Ho't-T :Many 
a. Listen to the oral story; then mark the number. 
of pictured objects left, how many for a dime, and the 
objects less. 
b. Y~rk the clock showing a given time. 
c. write the figure telling the answer to the 
oral number story. (How many left?) (How many in all?) 
(How much needed?) (Gave half away - how many?) (Given 
the price of one object - how much do two cost?) 
Exploratory Achievement Test III 
Vocabulary of Measurement 
a. Put crosses on as many pennies as there are in 
a nickel. (nickels in a dtme). 
b. Put crosses on as many cups as there are in a 
quart. 
c. Put a cross on the pie of which one-fourth has 
, _, 
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been eaten. 
d. Put a cross on the triangle. 
e. Put a cross on the t hing that is sold by the 
pound. 
f. Put a cross on the thing that is sold by the 
pair. 
g. Put crosses on as many eggs as there are in a 
h. Put a cross on the picture of a thing that you 
think is nearest a foot long~ 
Class lesson 77 
PURPOSE: Like Class Lesson 75 PUrpose. 
Seat lesson 77 
PURPOSE: To determine in which store one would 
find specified articles~ 
Like Seat lesson 75 comment·. 
Exploratory Achievement Test IV 
Social Phase - Use of Precision Instruments 
a. Put a cross on the thing we use to tell what 
time it is. 
b. Put a cross on the thing we use to measure how 
long a room is. 
c. Put a cross on the thing that tells us ,.;hat 
day of the month it is. 
d. PUt a cross on the thing we use to tell us how 
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warm or cold a room is. 
e. PUt a cross on the thing we use to help us see 
the stars better~ 
f. PUt a cross on the thing we use to tell us how 
heavy we ~ are·. 
g. PUt a cross on the thing the man reads in 
your home to find out how much electricity you are using. 
Merton, Elda L. and Brueckner, Leo J. Finding Numbers, 
Text-workbook for Grade Two, Teacher's Edition. 
' ( .. 
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Class lesson 1 
PURPOSE: To call to the attention of the children 
the part which numbers play in their games; to 
provide motivation for a review of counting. 
Discuss the picture according to -the "purpose". 
Class lesson 2 
PURPOSE: !o draw upon the experience of children in 
us i ng numbers in their work and play; to encourage 
f~se discussion of such situations. 
Discuss the pictures and see how numbers are used 
in each instance. 
Seat lesson 1 
PURPOSE: To review correct information of numbers 
from 1 to 10 as presented in grade one. 
a. Practice the writing of the figures 1 through 10. 
b. Write the figures 1 through 10·. 
Seat lesson 2 
PURPOSE: 'lo review the association of each number 
from 1 to 10 with the correct number name. 
Draw lines from the written figures to the written 
number words. 
Class lesson 3 
PURPOSE: To draw upon children's experiences of how 
they use numbers in their work and play; to encourage 
free discussion of such situations~ 
Discuss the pictures and see how numbers are used 
in each instance. 
Seat lesson 3 
PURPOSE: To follow written directions calling for 
~ .. - . 
. . 
... 
-~04. 
the drawing of a specified number of objects. 
Example: "Draw 5 blue 'picture of egg .. ' s ~ in 
the 'picture of a nest 1 •. "" 
Exploratory Readiness Test I 
Knowledge of Numbers 
PURPOSE: This page contains the first of five parts 
of an arithmetic readiness test. Each part consists 
of a series of items ranging from easy to difficult~ 
The purpose of the test is to enable the teacher to 
study the experience background of the children in 
the field of arithmetic and their familiarity with a 
number of the uses of arithmetic in daily life. 
Experiments have shown .that there is a high correlation 
between the results of this readiness test and 
achievement tests, such as coordinated scales of 
attainment in arithmetic, administered at the end of 
the year. A suitable test for measuring pupil 
achievement at the close of the year, similar in 
nature to the readiness test, is provided on Pages 
121, 122, 123, 126, and 128 of this book. 
a. Put a · cross on a given written figure. 
b. Put a cross on the largest number~ 
c. Put a cross on the number that means 4 dollars. 
d. Put a cross on the number that means 47 cents. 
e. Write a dictated figure. 
f. vlri te the next number in a series. (tens) 
~- Write the next number in a series. (fives) 
h. Read the number word and then write the 
corresponding figure. 
i. Read the word (one-half) and then write its 
figure representation. 
/· 
. ,. , ,; 
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Exploratorl Readiness Test II 
Showing lfow Ma.nl 
a. Listen to the oral story read by the teacher 
and then put a cross on each picture to show how many 
are left, in all, cents in all, and how many more cents. 
b. Listen to the story and then put crosses in 
the empty row to show how many in all. 
c. Draw a ring around the pieces to show half of 
a group~ 
d. Listen to the story and then write the figure 
answer. 
e. Write the figure showing that a dime is how 
many cents more than a nickel~ 
f. write the figure that tells how many halves 
can be cut from 2 wholes. 
Class lesso.:rl/ ·4 
PURPOSE: To give meaning to the following terms of 
comparison (many of which are a review of the 
vocabulary of comparison developed in grade one): 
higher lower 
younger older 
heavier lighter 
shorter 
more 
larger 
longer 
fewer 
smaller taller 
wider narrower 
Look at the pictures and discuss the vocabulary 
listed in. the purpose. 
Class lesson 5 
PURPOSE: To continue giving meaning to terms of 
• . 
. . ' 
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comparison, including the additional terms: faster, 
slower; thicker, thinner; farther, nearer; outside, 
inside. 
Comment like Class lesson 4. 
Seat lesson 4 
PURPOSE: To extend c~mparisons to 3 objects of 
different heights; to make comparisons of highest 
and lowest. 
Look at the pictures and specifically mark the 
highest and the lowest. 
Seat lesson 5 
PURPOSE: To look for rectangular, square; and 
ctrcular shapes in the environment in which children 
work and play~ 
Look at the pictures and make specific marks telling 
the shapes - oblong shape, square shape, and circle. 
Class lesson 6 
PURPOSE: To use the ordinal numbers from first 
through fifth. 
a. See that the figures (1 through 5) also· mean 
a place in a series and are equated to the ordinals first 
through fifth. 
b. Specifically color pictures in a row to show 
position in a series (ordinals)~ 
Seat lesson 6 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in using ordinal numbers. 
See on the blackboard nine blocks (three by three) 
with a number in each. Practice use of ordinal numbers 
by writing ~igures according to teacher dictation. (Ex: 
second row, third number) 
Exnloratory Readiness Te'st III 
Showing How Many 
a. Read the sentence and write the ~igure showing 
how many. (Ex: "3 and 2 are_.") 
b. Look at the bundles o~ tens and the opes and 
then write the ~igure telling how many tens, how many 
ones, and how many in a11·. 
c. Look at the coin picture, count the money and 
write the ~igure telling how many cents in all~ 
d. Read the sentence and write the ~igure showing 
take away. (Ex: "5 take away 1 __ • ") 
e. Look at dot pictures and mark the one showing 
hal~ of a given group~ 
Exploratory Readiness Test IV 
Vocabulary o~ Measurement 
a. Mark the picture showing one-fourth gone. 
b. ~mrk the line which is closest to an inch. 
c. Look at the drawings and speci~ically mark the 
one that shows a circle. 
d. Look at the groupe of letters and mark the one 
that means "in the morning" or "be~ore noon". 
e. ~mrk the coin that is worth ten cents~ 
._, .···r ' 
' I . 
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f. Mark the picture of a compass. 
g. Mark the thing that is sold by the dozen. 
h. Mark the thing that is sold by the yard. 
i. Mark the thing that is sold by the bushel. 
Class lesson 7 
PURPOSE: To count and read the numbers from 1 to 
100; to teach the meaning of numbers from 1 to 100; 
to introduce the concept of place value. 
The figures from 1 through 100 are presented in a 
horizontal chart·. The work is explained in conjunction 
with a set of place-value charts made up of 3 card 
holders labeled "ones'', "tens", and "hundreds". 
Class lesson 8 
PURPOSE: To continue teaching place value of the 
numbers 1 to 100. 
Continue according to Class lesson 7 comment. 
Seat lesson 7 
PURPOSE: To ~ite any 10 consecutive numbers from 
1 to 100. 
Example: "Write the numbers from 21 to 30. 11 
"Write the numbers from 83 to 92." 
Seat lesson 8 
PURPOSE: To write the numbers from 1 to loo-. 
Write the figures on a horizontal chart from 
through 100. 
Exploratory Readiness .Test v 
Recognizing and Using Mea surl n g::·. Devices -A 
1 
I ' 
' · 
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a. Make a cross on the thing we used to find how 
tall a boy or girl is. 
b. !l..a.ke a cross on the thing we used to tell how 
fast an automobile is going. 
c. Make a cross on the thing the farmer usee to 
measure the number of apples he picks. 
d. Make a cross on the thing we use to tell us 
whether we have a fever~ 
e. Y~ke a cross on the thing we use to measure 
the milk for making a cake. 
f. Make a cross on the thing we use to tell the 
way or the direction the wind is blowing. 
Exploratory Readiness Test V 
Recognizing and Using Measuring Devices B. 
a. Make a cross on the thing used to tell how long 
to boil an egg. 
b. Make a cross on the thing that is sometimes 
used to tell what time it is. 
c. Make a cross on the thing that makes tiny things 
look larger. 
d. V..a.ke a cross on the thing some clerks use to 
find how much we should pay for the things we buy at 
the grocery store. 
e. Make a cross on the thing that is used to 
measure the gasoline we buy at a filling station. 
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f. Make a cross on the thing that is used to tell 
which way is north. 
Class lesson 9 
PURPOSE: To review through pictures, activities, 
and discussion the meaning of half of a whole thing; 
to empbasize:. that to get half of a whole we start 
with one whole and cut or divide it into two equal 
parts or pieces; to teach the name half and how to 
read half or 1/2~ 
Look at the pictures, diseuse cutting ~ whole into 
two halves, and then do it. (With scissors and two sheets 
of paper, cut one sheet into two halves and then by 
putting the two halves together and. on top of the whole, 
see that two halves are as much as the whole.) 
Class lesson 10 
PURPOSE: To extend the meaning of the fraction concept 
to include: whole things cut in 2 pieces that are not 
equal are not cut in half; halves of different whole 
things may not be the same in either size or shape; 
halves that are equal in size come from the same whole 
thing; halves that are alike in shape come from the 
same whole thing. 
Like Class lesson 9 comment only here using papers 
and objects of different shapes such as a circle, a 
triangle, an apple, a banana, and so forth. 
Seat lesson 9 
PURPOSE: To emphasize the significant meanings of 
half of a whole. 
a. Look at each picture and draw a line under 
"whole" or "in half" to tell what each picture shows. 
2'11 
b. Look at each picture and draw a line under 
"yes" or "no" to tell whether the picture shows an 
object cut in half. 
Seat leseon 10 
PURPOSE: To extend comparisons to 3 objects of 
different sizes; to make comparisons with the terms 
largest and smallest~ 
Look at each picture showing three objects and 
mark the largest and the smallest specifically. (Example: 
"Put x on the largest, ColoB the smallest" and vice 
versa.) 
Class lesson 11 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in writing numbers from 
1 to 100 from dictation; to apply place value of 
numbers to finding correct pages in books. 
The teacher dictates three lists of numbers and the 
pupil wri tee the figures in a row on his paper. Then the 
figures are written on the blackboard by the teacher and 
the children may correct their work. 
Seat lesson 11 
PURPOSE: To extend comparisons to 3 objects of 
different lengths; to make comparisons with the 
terms shortest and longest. 
Like Seat lesson 10 comment - here 11 shor~t " and 
''longest"~ 
Class lesson 12 
PURPOSE: To teach counting by 2 1 s to 50; to show 
the meaning of counting by 2's. 
a. Count orally the beads from 1 through 50. 
b. To count faster, count orally the beads (every 
other one which is black) by 2's through 50~ 
c. Look at the figures from 1 through 50. See that 
some of the figures are missing. Count the beads and 
look at the figures to find out which figures are missing. 
write the missing figures. (!he missing figures are the 
even figures - · 2 through 50) 
Class lesson 13 
PURPOSE: To provide as many opportunities as possible 
to count by 2's~ 
Look at the picture of the American flag. Count the 
stripes by ones and then faster by twos. Count and write 
the figures telling the number of stars in the flag. 
Seat lesson 12 
PURPOSE: To count by 2' s; to write by 2' s to .t;O~ 
Count the objects in the pictures by twos and wtite 
the figures as you count. 
Seat lesson 13 
PURPOSE: To extend comparisons to 3 objects of 
different widths; to make comparisons with the terms 
widest and narrowest~ 
Like Seat lesson 10 comment - here "narrowes.t" and 
''widest". 
Class lesson 14 
PURPOSE: To teach the meaning of counting by lO's. 
Zl3 
Using concrete objects discuss counting bundles 
of tens by ones and a faster way by tens. 
Seat lesson 14 
PURPOSE: To count by lO's in a meaningful situation 
which helps the child to see the actual quantitative 
value of a number such as 40 or 60. 
a. Count orally the objects pictured from 1 through 
100. Then count faster by tens. 
b. Look at the pictures of the dimes. Write the 
figures telling the number of "tens" and the "cents" 
each shows. 
c. Look at the pictures of the piles of ten 
pennies and write the figure telling how many pennies. 
d. Count the piles of ten pennies and write the 
figure under each pile as you count. 
Class lesson 15 
PURPOSE: To teach counting by 5's to 100; to show 
that counting by l's to 100 would take a long time, 
by 2 1 s would be faster, by 5 1 s would be still faster, 
and that counting by lO's would be the fastest way 
to count to roo·. 
Gennerally like Seat lesson 14 comment. 
Seat lesson 15 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in counting by 5's, 
2' a, and 10' a·. 
a. Look. at the pictures and write the figures you 
say when you count by 5's. 
b. On the horizontal number chart put a ring 
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around the numbers you say when counting by fives from 
1 through 100. 
c. Write the figures by 2's from 2 through 50. 
d. Write the figures by lO's from 10 through 100. 
e. Write the figures by 5's from 5 through 100. 
Class lesson 16 
PURPOSE: To give children practice in telling time 
on the hour and half hour. 
Cut out the hands and clock, attach the moveable ~ : :;:,, ~':.:. 
to the cloclr:, and then discuss the position of the bands 
for telling time on the hour and half hour. 
Seat lesson 16 
PURPOSE: To read the clock when the hands point to 
the hour or to the half hour. 
Look at the clocks and write the figures telling the 
time. ("Write half past 8 like this, 8:30. This means 
30 minutes past 8.") 
Class lesson 17 
PURPOSE: To extend the lmowledge of addition facts 
learned in grade one. Children learned number facts 
in addition through the fives ty means of concrete 
pictures of actual objects. They read: 2 birds and 
1 bird ~ 3 birds. No abstract number signs were 
introduced. The number fact was read in a meaningful 
sentence, from left to right, as a sentence is read. 
In grade two: (1) The children will review these 
facts with semi-concrete illustrations such as 
cir.cles, blocks, and box shapes. (2) They will 
substitute the abstra ct number sign + for the word 
"and". They will substitute the abstra ct number 
sign ;;:; for the words "is" and "are". (3) For a while 
they will still read the number facts horizontallyt 
and from left to right, as a sentence is read. (4J 
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They will learn to think the addition fact without 
naming the concrete objects; for example, 1+1 :::. 2. 
(1 and 1; 1 and 2; 2 and 1.) 
Fill in the blanks: (When you see .a. say "andn) 
a. See "'picture of ball' ... ' 
_ball s." 
I 
picture of ball : 
b. See 11 1 ball • 1 ball= __ balls." 
c. See 11 1 • 1 :: II 
--· 
d~ See 11 1 + ~ 2. It 
Seat lesson 17 
PURPOSE: To apply the new learnings in Class Lesson 
17 to the addition facts about the number 4. 
3 and 1; 1 and ~; 2 and 2. 
a. Generally like Class lesson 17 comment. 
b. Write the figures answers to the abstra ct, 
horizontal algorisms. 
Class lesson 18 
PURPOSE: To acquaint children with a social need of 
using ordinal numbers first through sixth; to show a 
need of counting ordinal numbers in reverse, as sixth, 
fifth, fourth, etc,; to review concepts such as 
higher, lower, in between, etc·. 
Discuss the pictures with Deference to the ordinals 
first th.rough sixth and concepts as "higher, lower, in 
between, etc." 
Seat lesson 18 
PURPOSE: To apply the new learnings in Class Lesson 
17 to the addition facts about the number 5. To 
teach the child to draw his own number picture to 
show each number fact. 
Generally li'ke Class lesson 17 comment only here the 
/ ., 
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pupil d·raws given objects in Class lesson 17 a.. 
Class lee son 19 
PURPOSE: To extend the knowledge of subtraction facts 
learned in grade one. In grade one children learned 
the subtraction facts through the fives by means of 
concrete pictures of actual objects. No abstract 
signs were introduced. The number fact was read in 
a. meaningful sentence, from left to right, as a 
sentence is read. In grade two: (1) They will review 
these facts with semi-concrete illustrations such as 
circles, blocks, and box shapes. (2) They will 
substitute the abstract sign - for the words "take 
away". T~y will substitute the abstract number sign 
for the words 11 is 11 or "are". (3) For a while they will 
still read the number facts horizontally and from left 
to right, as a sentence is read. (4) They will learn 
to think the subtraction fact without naming the 
concrete objects; for example, 3 - 2 1. 
2 take away 1;, 3 take away 1. 
Fill in the blanks: 
a. See "2 'picture of ball's' • __ balls. 11 
b. II f t ~ See 1 picture of .balls ball crossed out. __ left~ 
c. See "2 balls - 1 ball __ ball." 
d. See tt2 - 1 . It 
--· 
Seat lesson 19 
PURPOSE: To apply the new learnings in Class Lesson 
19 to the subtraction facts about the number 4. 
4-1; 4-3; 4-2. 
Like Class lesson comment. 
Class lesson 20 
PURPOSE: To review the meaning of quart and to 
introduce the terms pint and half pint. 
a. Discuss the pictures with reference to quart, 
pint, and half-pint. 
b. Write the figures telling how many quarts and so 
forth. 
Seat lesson 20 
PURPOSE: To apply the new learnings in Class Lesson 
19 to the subtraction facts about the number 5; 
to teach the child to draw his own number picture 
to show each number fact. 
Generally like Class lesson 19 comment only here the 
pupil draws the objects in (a). (Example: "Draw 5 
'picture of square's in a row. Cross out 1 'picture of 
square' to take it away.") 
Class lesson. 21 
PURPOSE: To begin the study of the number sums of 
the sixes. The meaning of these new number facts 
is shown concretely with illustrations for each of 
the following: 1 and 5; 5 and 1. 
a. Look at the three pictures in a vertical series 
and write the figures under each picture telling (1) how 
many, (2) how many more, and (3) how many in all. 
b. Then write the figures in the summary statement 
telling how many, how many more, a statement of how 
many and how many more, and how many in a11·. 
Seat lesson 21 
PURPOSE: To provide further visuAlization of the 
meaning of addition by showing 3 pictured situations 
for .each of the following: 4 and 2; 2 and 4. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment. 
Class lesson 22 
PURPOSE: To teach children how to read correctly 
the telephone numbers important to them in their 
own community. 
I . 
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a. Discuss the pictures and the four kinds of 
telephones (old to new). 
b. Discuss the use of a telephone book and write 
certain telephone numbers that you should know on this 
page. (home, school, fire station, police, and best 
~lends. 
Seat lesson 22 
PURPOSE: To make semi-concrete illustrations for 
the new addition number facts of sums of 6; to use 
the abstract number signs, + and ~ • 
5 and 1; 1 and 5; 4 and 2; 2 and 4. 
Like Seat lesson 20 comment·. 
Class lesson 23 
PURPOSE: To train the children to be alert to number 
situations in their environment; to discuss the 
numbers involved in a group of pictures showing 
number situation. This lesson may require 2 class 
periods. 
Discuss the pictures with reference to all the 
number situations thus far known. 
Seat lesson 23 
PURPOSE: To provide fUrther visu!lization of the 
meaning of addition by showing 3 pictured situations 
for 3 and 3~ To provide review practice on addition 
number facts taught in previous lessons. 
a. Like Class lesson 21 comment~ 
b. Write the figure answers to the horizontal, 
abstract algorisms. 
Class lesson 24 
. -.I, _,.' f 
.. }'( .· 
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PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning 
of subtraction with illustrations for each of the 
following: 6 take away 1; 6 take away 5. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction·. 
Seat lesson 24 
PURPOSE: To provide further visualization of the 
meaning of subtraction by showing 3 pictured 
situations for each of the following: 6 take away 
2; 6 take away 4. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction. 
Class · .lesson 25 
PURPOSE: Counting by l's; counting by 3's to 15; 
seeing groups of twos and threes; using ordinal 
numbers; using terms right and left, middle, ~' 
fewer. 
Discuss the picture according to the ideas set 
forth in the purpose. 
Seat lesson 25 
' PURPOSE: To provide further visualization of the 
meaning of subtraction by showing 3 pictured 
situations for each of the ~ollowing: 6 take away 
3; 6 take away 6. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction. 
Class Lesson 26 
PURPOSE: To provide practice and repetition on all 
t~e addition and subtraction facts through the sixes. 
All these number facts have been presented concretely 
in previous lessons. 
Game 1 
There are five jack-o-lanterne numbered 1 through 
5. To play the game help each jack-o-lantern to find 
its partner. Any 2 jack-o-lanterns whose numbers 
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together will make 5 in all are partners. Hence the "-5 
in all" game. Then in the same way play the "6 in all" 
game. 
Game 2 
Look at the picture of the merry-go-round. To earn 
a ride you must say correctly the number in all for the 
abstract, horizontal, addition algorism in each circle·. 
Game 3 
Look at the picture of the puppet show. Like Game 
2 comment - here subtra·ction. 
Game 4 
Look at the picture of the slide. Like Game 2 
comment - here addition in one row, subtraction in the 
other-. 
Seat lesson 26 
PURPOSE: To train children to make their own number 
pictures of the subtraction number facts of sixes; 
to use the semi-concrete illustration; to use number 
signs - and -: • 
6-1; 6-5; 6-2; 6-4; 6-3. 
Like Seat lesson 20 comment. 
Class lesson 27 
PURPOSE: To introduce the vertica l form of an 
a ddition number fact and to relate it in meaning 
to the previously taught forms of expressing the 
same addition facts. 
a. Like Class lesson 21 comment - here the 
pictures are horizontal instead of vertical. 
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b. After the horizontal, abstract, addition algorism 
is presented the vertical algorism is stated. 
c. Vertical dot pictures (domino pictures) are 
presented with the vertical, abstract algorism beside it-. 
Seat lesson 27 
PURPOSE: To show the meaning of a vertical addition 
number fact by associating it with a semi-concrete 
illustration of the number fact ·. 
Look at the dot picture and the vertical, abstract 
example and then write the figure answer. 
Class lesson 28 
PURPOSE: To discover ways of combining coins to 
make a purchase of things that cost lp, 5p, lOp, 
and 15,l. This lesson may be extended into several 
lessons-. 
Choose the things in the picture that you would 
like to buy. When you buy something, you must know how 
to pay for i te 
Class lesson 29 
PURPOSE: To give meaning to the addition number 
facts for the sixes in vertical form. 
Look at the vertical domino arid the vertical, 
abstract algorism with its answer. 
Seat lesson 28 
PURPOSE: To show the meaning of the vertical 
addition number fact by making a semi-concrete 
dot illustration for the number fact. 
Make a domino picture and write the figure·ans•er · 
to each abstract, vertical algorism. 
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Seat lesson 29 
PURPOSE: To recognize an addition number fact in a 
semi-concrete illustration of that number fact~ 
From the domino number story, write the vertical, 
abstract addition algorism complete with the plus sign. 
Class lesson 30 
PURPOSE: To teach the new ordinal names, sixth, 
seventh, and eighth~ To show. the meaning of 
ordinal numbers as related to direction, introducing 
these concepts; 
( 1) 
(2) 
Ordinal numbers are terms used to show location 
or position in a row or lin.e~ 
First depends on whether you are counting from 
the left or from the right. · 
Color a picture specifically and then discuss the 
ordinal. position of each object in the picture·. 
Seat lesson 30 
PURPOSE: To follow directions requiring location of 
objects designated by ordinal numbers. 
a. Color the cars of a grain specifically according 
to written directions. (Example: "third- yellow") 
b. Look at the cars and write the ordinal word 
number telling the position of specifically colored cars. 
Class lesson 31 
PURPOSE: To introduce the vertical form of a 
subtraction number fact and to relate it to the 
previously taught forms of expressing the same 
subtraction fact~ 
Generally like Class lesson 27 comment - here 
subtraction. 
• I 
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Class lesson 32 
PURPOSE: To provide a manipulative activity for 
better understanding of the meaning of a subtraction 
number fact in vertical form. 
Play a take away game with the numbered houses. Use 
a large sheet of paper with a heavy black line drawn 
acrose the middle and 6 disks. Put 5 disks in the upstairs 
of the make-believe house and 1 downstairs. Put your 
arms around the whole house to show how many in all~ 
Cover the upstairs 5. Tell how many are left. Redemonatrate 
and write the vertical, abstract algorism on the board 
step by step. Continue with other examples. 
Seat lesson 31 
PURPOSE: To associate a vertical subtraction number 
fact with a semi-concrete illustration of the number 
fact-. 
Look at the domino, subtraction,number story and 
the vertical)abstract algorism and write the figure 
answer. 
Seat lesson 32 
PURPOSE: To review counting by 5's to 25 and counting 
by lO's to 70; to review buying with nickels and dimes. 
From the blackboard: "Draw 5 'pictures of ice 
cream cone's in a row. One 'picture of ice cream cone' 
is 5 cents. Buy 2 'picture of ice cream cone's. _cents." 
and so forth. The same idea is used with another object 
costing 10 cents. 
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Class lesson 33 
PURPOSE: To give through illustrations and 
dramatizations the meaning of zero as a remainder 
of a subtraction number fact and as a number which 
shows nothing at all. The presentation may require 
2 class periods. The meaning of zero as a place 
holder in our number systems was presented in Class 
Lesson 7 and 8 of this book. 5-4; 6-6. 
a. Like Class lesson 21 comment - subtraction -
here the objects pictured are drawn by the pupil. 
b. See that zero is a number. Write it 0. It 
means not any at all. Look at the vertical, abstract, 
subtraction algorisms and see that when you take away 
all, you have zero left. 
Seat lesson 33 
PURPOSE: To show the meaning of the vertical 
subtraction .number fact by the use of semi-
concrete illustrations. 
Look at the vertical, abstract, subtraction algorism 
with its minus sign, draw the dot picture, and write the 
figure answer to the algorism. 
Class lesson 34 
PURPOSE: To teach children to count from 101 to 120; 
to teach them to recognize these numbers; to teach 
them to write these numbers correctly; to show the 
meaning of the numbers from 101 to 120; to teach 
place value applied to 3-figure numbers~ 
When we teach the meaning of our number system to 
children, we have three important concepts to 
present: 
1~ Our number system is based on tens; hence it is 
called the decimal system of numbers. 
I . 
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2. In our number system, the position a figure holds 
in a number _tells the value of the figure in this 
number 
3. In our number system we use the number 0 as a place 
holder. 
With the use of the 3-place value charts described 
in Class lesson 7 comment, discuss the number system 
from 101 through 120. 
Class lesson 35 
PURPOSE: To present the numbers from 12D to 150 in 
a meaningful manner; to move gradually from concrete 
manipulation of the cards to visualization of the 
place value of figures within the number. 
a. Like Class lesson 34 comment - here from 120 
through 150. 
b. Write the figures from 121 through 150 on the 
horizontal chart~ 
O'lass lesson 36 
PURPOSE: To present the meaning of the numbers from 
151 to 200; to teach children to read these num-
bers correctly; to teach children to write these 
numbers correctly. 
a. Like Class lesson 34 comment - here from 151 
through 200~ 
b. Write the figures from 151 through 200 on the 
horizontal chart~ 
Seat lesson 34 
PURPOSE: To recognize a subtraction number fact in 
a semi-concrete illustration of the number fact. 
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From the dot number story, write the vertical, 
abstract, subtraction algorism complete with the minus 
sign. 
Seat lesson 35 
PURPOSE: To provide a review test of number 
presented previously in this book. Use the page 
reference given below if a sufficient number of 
children have difficulty with the corresponding 
questions to justify reteaching. 
a. From the word numbers write the figures. 
b. Color the largest and shortest specifically. 
c. Count the objects by twos and write the figure 
telling how many in all. 
d. Look at the clocks and write the figures telling 
the time on each. 
e. Look at the pictures of bundles of tens and ones 
and write the figure telling how many tens, how many 
ones, and how many in all. 
f. See 2 objects and draw 4 more. See the horizontal 
algorism and write the figure answer to the story. See 
the reversed, vertical, abstract algorims and write the 
figure answers to each. 
Seat lesson 36 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in writing the numbers 
from 101 to 200. 
On a horizontal number chart, write the missing 
figures from 101 through 200. 
. . 
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Class lesson 37 
PURPOSE: To present the days of the week. 
a. Present the days of the week through the pictures 
representing the verses of the song "Here We Go Round 
the Mulberry Bush'\ Play the song game using rhythmic 
motions for washing, ironing, scrubbing, mending, 
sweeping, baking, and going to church. 
b. Write the day of the week depicted under each 
·picture. 
Seat lesson 37 
PURPOSE: To answer questions related to the days of 
the week; to provide practice on the subtraction 
number facts of 4's, 5's, and 6's-. 
a. write the days of the week to answer such 
questions as: ""That day is today?" "What day will 
tommrrow be?" 
b. Write the days of the week according to the 
ordinal position of each-. 
c. Look at the vertical, abstract, subtraction 
algorisms and i>~rite the figure answers. 
Class lesson 38 
PURPOSE: To teach children to recognize high and 
low readings on the thermometer, to read temperatures 
to the nearest 10 degrees by using the numbers on 
the scale, and to interpret the. readings. 
Look at the picture and using a real thermometer, 
discuss the temperature by tens at various seasons of 
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the year. 
Seat lesson 38 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in writing numbers from 
141 to 200. 
Write the missing figures on a vertical number 
chart from 141 through 200. 
Class lesson 39 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the multiplication 
concept and its relation to the division coneept; 
to discover twos in a group of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or 
12 things. 
Discuss the pictures as to twos in a group of 2, 4, 
6, 8, 10, or 12 things~ 
Seat lesson 39 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the division 
concept; to find how many twos in a group of 
objects. 
a. PUt a ring around each two. 
b. Write the figures telling how many twos and 
how many in all. 
Class lesson 40 
PURPOSE: To make a calendar for the present month; 
to extend the use of the ordinals to the reading of 
the dates on a calendar; to review the days of the 
week. The child's independence in the use of the calendar 
should be a major objective~ 
a. From the blank calendar, make a calendar for 
the present month. 
b. Discuss the ordinal reading of dates. 
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Class lesson 41 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in locating dates on 
a calendar; to begin keeping a weather record on 
the calendar the child has made; to provide practice 
in saying the ordinal numbers needed in reading 
dates. 
a. Write the figure dates of a given week. 
b. l'1rite the figure dates of a given day through-
out a month. 
c. Keep a weather calendar. 
Seat lesson 40 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning of 
addition by showing 3 pictured situations for each 
of the following: 6 and 1; 1 and 6. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment. 
Seat lesson 41 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning of 
addition by showing 3 pictured situations for each 
of the following: 5 and 2; 2 and 5. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment. 
Class lesson 42 
PURPOSE: To provide a series of short diagnostic 
tests and reviews of work presented in previous 
lessons in this book. Each test is keyed to the 
pag e to which the teacher may turn for reteaching. 
These tests are played as games 1 through 10 
Game 1 - Example: "I am thinking of a number that 
means 4 tens and 6 ones. What is the number? Write 
it on the line." 
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Game 2 - Example: "What number comes between 29 and 
31?" 
Game 3 - Example: "A nickel is as much money as how 
many pennies?" 
Game 4 - Example: "Write the number one hundred twenty-
five.11 
Game 5 - Example: "How many pints will fill 1 quart 
bottle?" 
Game 6 - Example: "How many buttons are on a coat if there 
are 2 twos?" 
Game 7 - Example: " tfuich number on a thermometer shows 
warmer wea ther, 60 degrees or 80 degrees? 11 
Game 8 - Example: "Peter had 5 pennies. He lost 1 
penny. How many pennies did he have left?" 
Game 9 - Example: "A little squirrel found 6 nuts. He 
ate 3 of the nuts. How many nuts did he have left?" 
Game 10 - Example: "How many cents are a ditme and 2 
pennies more?" 
Seat lesson 42 
PURPOSE: To complete the testing program begun in 
in Class Lesson 42; to provide a diagnostic test of 
all the vertical subtraction number facts taught to 
this point. Each number fact occurs twice . If the 
child misses the number fact each time it occurs, a 
need for further concrete experiences with the 
number fact is indica ted·. 
Write the figure answer to the vertical, abstract, 
subtraction algorisms. 
Class Lesson 43 
PURPOSE: To portray a social situation -in which 
children use numbers in a meaningful setting. 
The following story should be read aloud to the 
children. The numbers that appear in parentheses 
on the blank lines correspond to numbered phrases 
in the picture that will complete the sentence. 
When you come to a number in parentheses, signal a 
child to read the right phrase from his book. 
Seat lesson 43 
:ruRPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning 
of addition by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 4 and 3; 3 and 4. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment. 
Class lesson 44 
PURPOSE: To portray a social situation in which 
children use numbers in a meaningful setting; to 
provide practice in counting money; to teach the 
meaning of 11 earn 11 • 
The story in Class Lesson 43 is continued in this 
lesson. The children should be able to give 
responses from a study of the illustrations in their 
books. Read the story to the children. 
Seat lesson 44 
PURPOSE: To provide experience in counting money. 
With the money grouped according to denomination 
from Class lesson 43, write the figures telling how 
.many pennies, nickels, and dimes, and how much in all 
(by grouping to ten)~ 
Class lesson 45 
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PURPOSE: To portray a social situation in which 
children use numbers in a meaningful setting; to 
discuss the services of a green house to the 
community. 
The follmving story concludes the story situation 
begun in Class Lesson 43. Present this lesson in 
the same manner. 
Seat lesson 45 
PURPOSE: To introduce a second meaning of subtraction 
in a pictured situation. 
There are three distinctly separate concepts to 
master in subtraction. 
(1) Up to this point subtraction number facts have 
been shown largely with one meaning, through 3 
pictured situations. In picture ~ the child saw the 
total number. In picture Q he saw some actually 
being taken a~l'lB.y. In picture .Q. he saw how many were 
left after some had been taken away. 
(2) In the second subtraction ~uation none is 
actually taken away. The total is separated into 
two groups. For example, the child might be shown 
a picture of birds with one group on a branch of a 
tree, the other group on the ground. The child 
might be shown a picture of some children, one 
group of boys and one group of girls. The child is 
told, or sees, the total number. He is told, or 
sees, the number in one of the two groups. He 
subtracts to find the number in the remaining group. 
This is a difficult subtraction concept for many 
children. The lesson presented here is a READINESS 
lesson for this second subtraction situation~ 
(3) In Class Lesson 56 the child 1.,ill be introduced 
to the third subtraction situation, which teaches 
the comparing concept in subtraction. Again, 
nothing is actually taken away. Nei~her does the 
child begin with the total number, as in situations 
(1) and (2), above. The child is asked to compare 
~wo groups to see how many more there are in one 
group than there are in the other. He will subtract 
to find his answer. 
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Look at the picture and write the figures telling 
how many in all, how many ~ig, and how many little or 
ho\'1 many in all, how many tall, and how many short, and 
so forth. 
Class lesson 46 
PURPOSE: To train the child to recognize number 
situations in his environment and in his activities. 
The game is to find all the number you can see in 
the number pictures on this page. 
Class lesson 47 
PURPOSE: To give meaning to the addition number 
facts of the sevens in vertical form. 
Using the number house (Class lesson 32 comment) 
discuss the addition facts for 7. 
Seat lesson 46 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning 
of subtraction by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 7 take away 1; 7 take away 6. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction~ 
Seat lesson 47 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning of 
subtraction by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 7 take away 2; 7 take away 5. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction. 
Class lesson 48 
PURPOSE: To provide a situation in which the 
children must count money to make a purchase. 
a. Look at the picture and count the money the 
child has in all. 
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b. In pennies, write the figure telling how many 
and so forth. 
Class lesson 49 
PURPOSE: To discuss the ways numbers are used on 
the farm; to discuss hundreds, dozen, weeks, days, 
calendar. 
Discuss the picture and count the various objects 
- a social experience. 
Seat lesson 49 
PURPOSE: To provide further visualization of the 
meaning of subtraction by showing 3 pictured situa-
tions for each of the following: 7 take away 3; 
7 take away 4. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction. 
Class Lesson 50 
PURPOSE: To carry out an actual activity in whtch 
children sell stamps to the pupils and teachers of 
their school; t~ provide opportunities for planning; 
to cultivate responsibility of handling money in 
an actual selling experience; to teach recognition 
and use of stamps of the following values: 2-cent; 
3-cent; air mail; special delivery. 
Bart I Look at the picture of the post office and its 
"windows" and discuss real post office experiences. 
Ba:bt : .. II The pupils listen to a story read by the 
teacher on how to make a post office in the second grade·. 
Pant III Dtscuss suggested ways of advertising the 
second grad~ post office to the rest to the school. 
Bart IV ~~ke a post office in the second grade. 
Part V Paste specific ueed stamps in your arithmetic 
book. 
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Seat lesson 50 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning 
of addition by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 7 andl; 1 and 7. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment. 
Class lesson 51 
PURPOSE: ~o discuss post office services that are 
maintained by the money we spend for stamps. 
Look at the pictures and discuss the service each 
picture demonstrates. 
Seat lesson 51 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning · or 
addition by showing 3 pictured situation for each 
of the following: 6 and 2; 2 and 6. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - only here draw some 
of the illustrative number story pictures. 
Class lesson 52 
PURPOSE: To discuss the months and seasons; to 
read the calendar. The first six months. 
Discuss each month as to how many days and the 
important days in each. 
Class lesson 53 
PURPOSE: To continue discussing the months and 
seasons; to continue reading the calendar. The 
last six months. 
Like Class lesson 52 comment·. 
Seat lesson 52 
PURPOSE: To provide -visualization of the meaning of 
addition by showing 3 pictured situations for each 
of the following: 5 and 3; 3 and 5~ 
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Like Class lesson 21 comment - only here draw some 
of the illustrative number story pictures. 
Seat lesson 53 
PURPOSE: To list the months according to the number 
of the days in each month. 
Class lesson 54 
PURPOSE: To provide an activity in which children 
must measure inches with a ruler; to develop the 
ability to follow oral directions accurately. 
Measure and cut a sheet of paper speci~ically in 
order to make a birthday card~ 
Class lesson 55 
PURPOSE: To complete the activity begun in Class 
Lesson 54. 
Finish the card begun in Class lesson 54. 
Seat lesson 54 
PURPOSE: To complete the addition number facts 
presented in this book; to give the meaning o~ 
addition by sho-vring 3 pictured si tua tiona for 4 
and 4; to review the horizomt al ~dition number 
facts of the sevens and eights. 
a. Like Class lesson 21 comment·. 
b. Write the fisure answers to the horizontal, 
abstract , addition algorisms. If you do not know the 
answer, turn to the page listed beside the algorism 
for an explanation of the fact~ 
Seat lesson 55 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for adding a column of 
1-digit ~igures. For example, in grade 3 the child 
will add 3 • The sum of 3 is 5. The child must 
2 ±£ 
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add the 5 he is thinking to the next rigure in the 
column which he sees. The additions required are 
3 5 
therefore +2 and +2. This readiness lesson provides 
meaning by-permitting the child to make these 
ad.di tiona through visualization~ 
Look at the picture explanation and the horizontal, 
abstract algorism and write the rigure answer. 
Class lesson 56 
PURPOSE: To introduce the third situation in 
subtraction. In this situation the children 
compare two quantities to see how much more or less 
one is than the other. 
Look at the t¥ro rows or pictures, match the objects 
one- to-one, and tell how much more or less one group 
is than the other~ 
Seat lesson 56 
PURPOSE: To train pupils to "~ite the correct 
subtraction number ract for a comparison situation 
and to sense the meaning from a pictured situation~ 
The children should rollow the following rule ror 
comparison in subtraction: to rind how many more 
in one group than in another take away the smaller 
number rrom the larger number~ 
Look at the two rows or pictures (same as Class 
lesson 56), write the vertical, abstract, subtraction 
algori sm, and then prove th~t the number lert matches 
how many more there are in the longer row in the picture 
by matching the two rows one-to-one and seeing how many 
are left. 
Class lesson 57 
PURPOSE: To provide an activity in which the children 
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have need to measure with a ruler. 
According to specific measuring directions, make 
a. boo k mark. 
Seat lesson 57 
PURPOSE: To provide experience in measuring inches 
on a foot ruler. 
Measure the length of various objects and write 
the fi gure answer. 
Class lesson 58 
PURPOSE: To extend the money concepts introduced 
in Class Lesson 28; to discuss things children buy 
by themselves with their own money; to provide 
experience in putting together the coins needed 
to ma ke a purchase~ 
Look at two pictures of various stores with the 
prices of several articles in each shown. Discuss the 
coins needed to put together to make a purchase and 
the change received from a ~igger coin. 
Class lesson 59 
. ' . 
PURPOSE: To complete the lesson introduced in Class 
Lesson 58; to discuss things children ~y by them-
selves '\'Ti th their money; to provide experience in 
buying. 
Comment like Class lesson 58 - here two more 
pictures of stores~ 
Seat lesson 58 
PURPOSE: To provide experience in counting coins; 
to count by l's, by 5's and by lO's. 
From the blackboard write the figure answer to 
such questions as: "1 nic kel and 3 pennies". 
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Seat lesson 59 
PURPOSE: To provide experience in determining the 
coins needed to make a specific purchase. In Class 
Lesson 28, 58, and 59 the children figured from 
real coins. This lesson gradually induces the child 
to figure the coins by picturing them, mentally. In 
this ~~y he is led from the concrete (coins and 
pictures of coins), to the mental concrete (picturing 
the coins mentally), to the abstract (naming the 
coins needed without picturing them)~ 
From the blackboard write as many ways as you know 
' how to pay this money - using penny, pennies, nickel, dime, 
and quarter. Example: "crayons-- 9 cents." 
Class lesson 60 
PURPOSE: To give meaning to the subtraction number 
facts of the sevens in vertical form. 
With a 9 11 x 12 11 sheet of paper with a wide black 
line across the middle and 7 disks or similar grouping 
objects, play the take away story with the number house -
like Class lesson 32 comment. 
Class lesson 61 
PURPOSE: To make individual practice cards for 
all the subtraction number facts presented up to 
this p6int in tbe book. 
Write the vertical, abstra ct, subtraction algorism 
with the minus sign and no answer on the front of the 
card. Write the same algo·riem on the back with its 
answer and its dot explanation. These cards are called 
"I - will-help-you'' cards. 
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Class lesson 62 
PURPOSE: To make i ndividual practice cards for 
all the addition number facts presented up to this 
point in the book. 
Generally like · Class lesson 61 comment. 
Class lesson 63 
PURPOSE: To teach pupils ways to use individual 
practice cares in game situations. 
Work in pairs saying the fact to the "helper". 
The cards not answered correctly are placed in the 
partner's lap for further study. 
Seat lesson 60 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in writing sums of 
addition combinations through the sevens~ 
Write the figure answers to the vertical, abstract, 
addition algorisms~ 
Seat lesson 61 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in writing sums of 
addition number facts through the sevens. 
Like Seat lesson 60 comment. 
Seat lesson 62 
PURPOSE: To provide practice in writing remainders 
of subtraction number facts through minuends of 7~ 
Like Seat lesson 60 comment - here subtraction. 
Seat lesson 63 
PURPOSE: To help children visualize the meaning of 
the vertical number facts of the eights; to require 
children to generalize by sensing the abstract 
number fact from a concrete representation. 
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Copy the dot pictures from the blackboard and write 
the vertical, abstract, addition algorism. 
Class lesson 64 
PURPOSE: To give meaning to the addition number 
facts of the eights in vertical form. 
a. Like Class lesson 32 comment - here addition 
facts for eight. 
b. Make addition "I - will-help-you" cards for 
eight - see Class lesson 61 comment~ 
Seat lesson 64 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning of 
subtraction by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 8 take away 1; 8 take away 7. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction. 
Class lesson 65 
PURPOSE: To show how numbers serve us in our daily 
living~ 
The procedure suggested for this lesson will emphasize 
the number situations in the story~ The story shoul~ 
be read to the children in a three-day presentation, 
~fuen a number appears in your text, signal a child to 
read the phrase with the corresponding number from 
his book~ 
&. The story here is about a . family starting on a 
trip {buying gasoline and oil) and the reading of the 
speed limit signs and the speedometer~ 
b. Read the speedometer and write the figure 
each shows. 
f ' -
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Seat lesson 65 
PURPOSE: To provide visualization of the meaning of 
subtraction by showing 3 pictured situations for 
each of the following: 8 take away 4; 8 take away 8. 
Like Class lesson comment - here subtraction. 
Class lesson 66 
PURPOSE: To show how numbers serve us in our daily 
living. 
For this part of the story that was begun in the 
previous lesson, signal the children to answer 
the questions from information they find in the 
pictures rather than by reading written responses~ 
The story from Class lesson 65 centinues - the 
pictures show reading a thermometer, a speed limit 
sign, street and avenue signs, route signs, and a 
parking limit sign- with A'.M~ and P.M. on it·. 
Seat lesson 66 
PURPOSE: To present in 3 pictured situations the 
meaning of the following subtraction number facts. 
8 take away 2; 8 take away 6. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction~ 
Class lesson 67 
PURPOSE: To show how numbers serve us in our daily 
living~ 
This tesson concludes the story introduced in Class 
Lesson 65, and should be presented in the same 
manner. When a number appears, signal a child to 
read the phrase with the corresponding number from 
his book. 
a. The story from Class lesson 65 and Class lesson 
66 concludes - the pictures here show reading radio 
2 4 3 
numbers, a license plate, and the car clock. 
b. Write the figures to show the various time the 
car clock shows ·. 
Seat lesson 67 
PURPOSE: To present in 3 pictured situations . the 
meaning of the f ollowing subtraction number facts. 
8 take away 3;: 8 take away 5. 
Like Class lesson 21 comment - here subtraction. 
Class lesson 68 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the multiplication 
concept; to show the relationship of two times a 
number to half of a group: for example, 2 fours 
are 8; half of 8 are 4~ 
Look at the picture and see two equal groups. 
Then write the figure answers under each to picture 
such statements as: 112 fives are_. Half of 10 
, If are __ • 
Class lesson 69 
PURPOSE: To continue to build readiness for the 
multiplication concept; to show the relationship 
of two times a number to half of a group& for 
example: 2 fours are 8; half of 8 are 4~ 
Like Class lesson 68 comment. 
Seat lesson 68 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the multiplication 
concept. 
Draw on paper the pictures (Example: "5 red 'picture 
of chair's • 5 green picture of chatr's.u) from the 
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Olackboard and 1-rri te the figure answer under each 
picture to such a statement as: 11 2 fives are __ ." 
Seat lesson 69 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the multiplication 
concept. 
Look at the picture and see two equal groups. Then 
write the figure answer under each picture to the multi-
plication question. (Example: 11 2 sixes are_.") 
Class lesson 70 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the division concep~, 
how many 3's in 6; how many 2 1 s in 4. In Class Lesson 
71 is presented the seconq division concept, 6 
divided by 2, or 1/2 of 6. 
See a specific number of objects. Then answer 
such questions as: "How many pennies in all?_. 
Each stamp costs 3 cents. Put a ring around each 3 
pennies. How many stamps can Fred buy?_. 6 is how 
many threes? __ ... 
Seat lesson 70 
PURPOSE: To continue to build readiness for the 
division concept, how many 3's in 6; how many 2 1 s 
in 4. 
Like Class lesson 70 comment. 
Class lesson 71 
PURPOSE: To build readiness for the division coneept, 
6 divided by 2, or 1/2 of 6. 
Using concrete objects discuss sharing a group of 
things with two people. Write the figure answers to 
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such statements as: 11 Henry gets __ pieces. Jim gets_ 
pieces. 1/2 of 4 pieces are__pieces." 
Seat lesson 71 
PURPOSE: To continue to build readiness for the 
division concept, 6 divided by 2, or 1/2 of 6. 
Like Class lesson 71 comment·. 
Class lesson 72 
PURPOSE: To acquaint children with graphic repre-
sentation of information; to teach children to read 
and to make a simple bar graph showing their attendance 
or tardiness for ·one week. 
Seat lesson 72 
PURPOSE: To review: counting by 2's; the meaning 
of subtraction; half of a number; measuring with a 
ruler·. 
a. Count the objects pictured by twos~ 
b. Look at the subtraction picture story and write 
the figure answer to the vertical, abstract algorism. 
c. Look at the picture story and write the figure 
answers to the Im.llti plication and division questions. 
(Example: 11 2 fours are_. Half of 8 are __ -. 11 ) 
d. Write the figure answer to show the length 
of a given object. 
Class lesson 73 
PURPOSE: To provide an experience calling for the 
interpretaion of a simple map; to read a map of a 
school and its neighboring streets; to discuss the 
directions, north, south, east, and west; to review 
terms of comparison such as, nearest, more than, 
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farthest, the same, shortest, longest. 
Seat lesson 73 
PURPOSE: To review the following number concepts: 
2 sixes are 12; half of 12; half pint; matching; 
place value. 
a. Write the figure answers to the multiplication 
and division concepts~ 
b. Mark the word (quart, pint, half pint) showing 
the size of the bottle. 
c. Look at the picture and match one group with 
another to find out how many of the latter are needed~ 
Write the figure answer~ 
d. With the same numbers of ones, see how tens 
make numbers ~olC. Write the f igure answer for each 
picture~ 
Class lesson 74 
PURPOSE: To build readtiess for solving written 
thought problems; to lead children to visualize a 
problem situation from one illustration rather than 
from the 3 pictured situations which have been 
used in earlier lessons. 
Read the written problem and write the figure 
.answer to tell how many are left or how many in all~ 
Seat lesson 74 
PURPOSE: To help children to visualize the meaning 
of the vertical number facts of eight in subtraction. 
Like Seat lesson 34 comment~ 
Class lesson 75 
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Exploratory Achievement Test I 
Knowledge of Numbers 
PURPOSE: The first of five exploratory achievement 
tests of the work of th13 second grade is given on 
this page. The scope is similar to that of the 
exploratory readiness tests given in the first part 
of this book, but on a higher level of difficulty. 
These five tests are more than achievement tests 
based on facts presented in this book. They are 
pm'fer tests designed to discover not only achieve-
ment of work actually presented, but also high 
maturation of pupils with special aptitudes in 
number. For that reason, some questions and skills 
are included which have not yet been taught. The 
teacher will be surprised at the large number of 
pupils who will answer them correctly. These 
children have acquired an understanding of our 
number system through class presentations of the 
year's work. They have acquired, also, the ability 
to apply what they have learned to new situations~ . 
They have also learned from observation and 
experiences outside the classroom~ 
a. Make a cross on a given written figure in each 
row. (tens and ones; tens; hundreds, tens, and ones; 
and dollars and cents.) 
b. Write the fi gure from the dictated word. (tens 
and ones; hundreds and ones; hundreds and tens; one-hal~; 
and dollars and cents) 
c. From the written number word, write the figure. 
(tens and ones; hundreds; hundreds, tens, and ones; and 
dollars) 
Exploratory Achievement Test II 
Showing How Many (Story Problems) 
a. Listen to the story and then draw a line under 
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the objec~s in a row to show how many are left. 
b. Listen to the story and draw the number of 
specific objects needed. 
c. Listen to the story and then mark how many 
together. 
d. Make marks to show how many nickels in a 
given number of dimes - the multiplication concept. 
e. Listen to the story and mark the cost - to 
show the division concept. 
f. Read the story and write the figure answer -
in all, left, multiplication concept, and division 
concept. 
Exploratory Achievement Test'III 
Vocabulary of Measurement 
a. Mark the sign that means cent, the object that 
shows three fourths full, t he sign that means dollar, 
the curved line, the letters to show that it is after-
noon, the box showing a dozen, the object sold by the 
pint, and the thing sold by the bushel. 
b. Write the figures telling the number of days 
in a week, the date on which Christmas comes, the number 
of minutes in an hour, and the number of inches in a 
foot. 
Class lesson 77 
PURPOSE: To review as many number concepts as possible 
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which may center around an actual experience of 
going to a fair or circus. 
Looking at the picture, listen to the story (see the 
manual) told by the teacher, and discuss as many number 
concepts as possible. 
Seat lesson 77 
PURPOSE: To have children practice counting money 
to make a dollar purchase. 
a. Write the figure answer to show how manyrents 
in various coins. 
b. Count the money in all and then determine if 
there is enough money to make a specific purchase. 
Exploratory Achievement Test IV 
Social Phase - Use of Precision Instruments 
a. ~aka a speci~ic mark on the thing we use to 
~ind how wide an object is. 
b. Make a specific mark on the thing we use to 
find how warm or cold the 1-reather is. 
c. V~ke a specific mark on the thing that is 
used to measure flour. 
d. Make a specific mark on the thing we use to 
tell how far a car has been driven. 
e. Y~ke a specific mark on the thing we use to 
tell which direction is north. 
f. Make a specific mark on the thing f rom which 
, , 
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the clerk takes the change in a store. 
g. I>Bke a specific mark on the thing we can use 
to look at a boat far out on a big lake. 
h. ¥.take a specific mark on the thing that can be 
be used to tell time only on a sunny day. 
i. Make a specific mark on the thing by which we 
can see how much electricity is used at home. 
j. Work to do at your seat. Write the figure 
answers to the vertical, abstract, addition algorisms. 
(Algorisms \lfith the answers are displayed on the page 
for reference. ) 
Exploratory Achievement Test V 
a. Adding 
1. Write the figure answer to the horizontal 
addition. (Example: "5 and 3 are __ .") 
2. Wbite the figure answers to the vertical, 
abstract, addition algorisms. 
b. Taking away 
1. Like a.l - only "take away". 
2. Like a.2 - only "take away". 
c • General 
. 1. Multiplication concept. (Example: "Two 
2's are_.") 
2. Division concept - mark specifically the 
picture that shows 11 4 is half of 8". 
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3. Mark the picture that shows "one fourth black". 
Clark, John R. and others. Growth in Arithmetic, 
Number Book l, Teacher's Edition. 
1. To begin the development of ability to do rote 
and rational counting to 10. 
a. Rote counting - poems. 
b. Rational counting - count the children in the 
picture. 
2. To establish meaning of one-to-one corresr.ondence 
through use of the expressions "one for each, ' and 
"enough to go around." Notice t hat this does not 
necessarily involve counting or identifying the exact 
number in each group. 
a. Draw lines to show existence of one-to-one 
correspondence between two groups. 
b. Draw more of one group to produce a one-to-one 
correspondence with another group. 
3. To establish understanding of the fact that 
groups differ in size. To establish use of such 
expressions as "more, u "more than, n "few," ''fewer," 
"less than," "larger number," "smaller number," 
"not enough to go around," nmore than enough to go 
around,n etc. This does not necessarily involve 
counting or identifying the exact number in each 
group. 
a. Discuss and compare two groups using the vocabu-
lary stated in the purpose. 
b. Draw more of one group to produce a one-to-one 
correspondence with another group. 
4-5. To teach meaningfully the following quantita-
tive words and phrases including ordinals up to "third": 
behind 
beside 
between 
first 
lower 
middle 
second 
shorter, shortest 
255 . 
higher 
in f'ront of' 
larger, largest 
last 
longer, longest 
smaller, smallest 
third 
car number 1 
car number 2 
car number 3 
a. Color objects in a series specifically according 
to ordinal direction. 
b. Discuss the position and size of various objects 
in the picture in relation to t he above vocabulary. 
6. To associate the figure 1 and the written word 
"oneu with one object. To associate the figure 2 
and the written word "two" with two objects. The 
word "pair" is also associated with 11two. 11 
a. See the written figure, the number word, and the 
semi-concrete representation of the numbers 1 and 2. 
b. See one object, point to the number word and the 
written figure at the top of the page by which one object 
is represented; draw another object (now a pair), point 
to the number word and the written figure at the top of' 
the page by which two objects are represented. Then see 
that one object and one object are how many objects and 
that 1 and 1 are how many. 
c. Match one object and a group of two objects with 
its number word and its written figure. 
d. Begin a chart which is to be extended as each 
subsequent number is studied that includes the number word, 
the written figure, and a semi-concrete representation of 
the number. 
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1. To teach the writing of the figures 1 and 2 and 
to develop further the meanings of one and two. 
a. Trace with finger and then pencil the written 
figures 1 and 2 beginning at the green crossmark. 
b. Write the figures 1 and 2 in the empty boxes. 
c. Look at the picture and write the figure to tell 
how many. 
8. To associate the figure 
"threett with three objects. 
of a group of three and the 
groups to make three. 
3 and the written word 
To study the separation 
combination of smaller 
a. Color three objects specifically according to 
size directions--longest, shortest, and middle. See that 
one object and one object and one object are how many ob-
jects and then that 1 and 1 and 1 are how many. 
b. See the written figure, the number word, and the 
semi-concrete representation of the number 3. 
c. See various dot representations of the number 3 
and make counter pictures of the various arrangements. 
d. See three objects, point to the number word and 
the written figure at the top of the page by which three 
objects are represented. Color two objects and one object 
specifically; see that two objects and one object are three 
objects; and then see that two and one are three. Do the 
same thing using one and two and then by covering up one 
object see that one object from three objects are two ob-
jects and the reversal. 
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e. Draw colored rings around speciric written rig-
ures. 
9. To give practice in associating the rigures 1, 
2, and 3 and number words 11one, 11 11two," m.d 11threett 
with the corresponding number or objects. 
Draw a ring around the rigure or word that tells how 
many there are in each picture. 
10. To teach the writing of the rigure 3, and to 
develop further the meaning of three. 
Like 7 comments. 
11. To develop an understanding or one halr as it 
applies to one object. 
a. Color halr an object specifically. 
b. Look at three cut objects and color the object 
that is cut into halves. 
c. Discuss, using clay models, how many whole objects 
are needed to obtain three halves. 
12. To associate the rigure 4 and the written word 
"four" with four objects. To study the separation or 
a group or four and the combination of smaller groups 
to make four. 
Generally like 8 comment. 
13. To give practice in associating the figures 1, 2, 
3, 4 and the number words "one," "two," "three," 
"four" with the corresponding number or objects and 
with each other. 
a. Like 9 comment. 
b. Draw a line rrom each number word to the written 
rigure that means the same. 
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14. To teach the writing of the figure 4, and to 
develop further the meaning of four. 
a. Like 7 comment. 
b. Number the objects in a row and then tell how 
many in the row. 
15. To develop further the meaning of four and to 
associate the figure 4 with four objects. To teach 
the meaning of the ordinal "fourth". 
a. Look at the picture and tell how many and with 
one more how many. 
b. Write in the box the figure that tells how many 
objects in each row. 
c. Write the figure that tells how many dots there 
are in each picture. 
d. Draw certain colored rings around specific writ-
ten figures. 
16. To practice the meanings of ".few than four,n 
11as many as four, 11 and "more than four." 
a. Discuss the picture with reference to the vocabu-
lary in the purpose. 
b. Draw as many dots as the number word tells. 
c. Draw certain colored rings around specific block 
pictures according to a dictated number. 
d. Draw enough to produce a one-to-one correspondence. 
17. To teach counting by l0 1 s and to 40. 
2 5 9 
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Count the objects in two groups and see that there 
are ten in each. 10 objects and 10 objects are 20 objects; 
10 and 10 are 20; 2 tens are 20. In a similar manner count 
the groups of ten in other pictures. 
18. To associate the figure 5 and the written word 
"five" with five objects. To study the separation of 
a group of five and the combination of smaller groups 
to make five. 
Generally like 8 comment. 
19. To give practice in associating the figures from 
1 to 5 and the number words from one to five with the 
corresponding number of objects. 
a. Like comment 9. 
b. Discuss the size of the various groups in (a) as 
to "more thantt and "less than." (Example: "Are there 
-
less than four birds?") 
c. Draw lines between the figures and groups of dots 
that mean the same; between the figures and words that 
mean the same; and between the words and groups of dots 
that mean the same. 
20. To teach the writing of the figure 5, and to de-
velop further the meaning of five. To teach the 
meaning of the ordinal 11fifth. 11 
a. Trace with finger and then pencil the written 
figures 4 and 5 beginning at the green cross mark. 
b. Write the figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the empty 
boxes. 
c. Mark specifically with colored crayons five ob-
jects in a row. 
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d. Draw a certain colored ring around a written 
figure to tell how many times a bell is tapped. 
21. To practice 
to associate the 
ber of objects. 
11circle. 11 
writing the figures from 1 to 5 and 
figures with the corresponding num-
To teach the meaning of the word 
a. Trace two sets of figures 1 through 5 and then 
write the figures 1 through 5 four times. 
b. Write the figure that tells how many dots there 
are in each picture. 
c. Number each circle in the row and then write the 
figure answer that tells how many circles there are. 
d. Color specifically the various rows circles ac-
cording to ordinal direction. 
22. To put groups together to make a total group of 
four or five. To teach recognition of the figures 
1 to 5 in proper sequence. 
a. Complete the sentence orally counting the dots 
(horizontal domino) to prove each answer. Then go back 
and read each sentence, this time writing the correct 
figure in the blank space. (Example: "3 dots and 1 dot 
are dots.") 
b. Draw the picture by following the figures 1 through 5. 
23. To teach the meaning of the sign (p). To il-
lustrate that a given amount of money may be spent 
in different ways. To teach that a nickel is equal 
in value to five cents. To introduce "getting 
change." 
/'I 
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a. Color the pennies brown and the nickel light blue. 
b. Look at the picture and discuss what various num-
bers of pennies or a nickel will buy, : and see that the 
sign p means cent. 
c. Using toy coins discuss how much change a child 
will get when buying a specific article. 
24. To compare numbers up to 5, teaching how much 
more (or less) .'.one number is than the other. 
a. Look at the picture. How many of one group are 
there? How many of another group? How many more of one 
group than the other. Then the arithmetic summary state-
ment - (Example: "5 is how many more than 4? 11 ) 
b. Look at the pairs of figures and draw ·a ring 
around the larger number in each pair. 
swer. 
25. To give practice in finding how many are left 
when taking away from 5, 4, and 3. 
a. Generally like 24a. Use disks to prove the an-
b. Write the missing figures in the boxes (1 through 
5 and 5 through 1 -. ) • 
26. To associate the figure 6 and the written word 
"six" with six objects. To study the separation of 
a group of six and the combination of smaller groups 
to make six. 
a. Count the objects (6) and see how to write the 
figure 6 and the number word ttsix". 
b. See how many objects in one hand, how many in 
the other, and how many in all. Then answer the sum-
marizing questions - five objects and one object are how 
many objects, and 5 and 1 are how many? 
c. Draw a line from each figure to the number word 
that means the same thing. 
27. To associate the figures 4, 5, and 6 and the 
number words "four," "five," and ttsix" with the cor-
responding number of objects. 
a. Like comment 9. 
b. Draw a ring around the larger figure in each pair. 
28. To practice recognition of the figure 6. To 
teach the writing of the figure 6, and to develop 
further the meaning of six. To prepare for the 
tttake away" meaning of subtraction. 
a. Look at the various figures and draw lines be-
tween the 6 figures to make a picture. 
b. Begin at the cross mark and first trace and then 
write the figures 5 and 6. 
c. Number the pictures and then write the figure, 
telling how many. 
d. Color two objects and four objects specifically. 
Then discuss that two objects and four objects are how 
many objects. 
29. To practice putting together groups of objects 
to make a total group of six. To associate these 
groupings with abstract numbers • 
• 
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a. See five objects, draw one more, and tell how 
many there are. Write the figure, telling how many there 
are. 
b. Look at the horizontal domino. Write the figure 
answer. (Example: "2 dots and 4 dots are _ dots. 2 
and 4 are_.) 
c. Write the missing figures in a series. (6 - 1) 
30. To compare the number 6 with smaller numbers. 
To compare a group of six objects with smaller groups. 
a. Draw a ring around the larger, smaller, largest, 
and smallest numbers in given boxes with figures. 
b. Tell how many in one group, how many in the other, 
and how many more are needed. Then answer a summarizing 
statement: Example: "6 is how many more than 5"l" 
31. To give practice in recognizing groups of three, 
four, five, and six and writing the corresponding 
figure. 
a. Write the figure to tell how many in the picture 
group. 
b. Write the figure to tell how many in the dot group. 
32. To develop further the meaning of six. To con-
tinue building readiness for the "number left" mean-
ing of subtraction. 
a. Look at the pictures, read the instructions, cross 
out a given number of pictures, and then tell how many are 
left. 
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b. Write the figure answers •. (Example: 11 I see 
flags. Take away 2 flags. ___ flags are left. 6 take 
away 2 is _. 11 ) 
33. To practice the meaning of the ordinals "first" 
to "fifth." To teach the meaning of the ordinal 
"sixth. 11 
a. Discuss the picture as to ordinal position. 
b. Color the objects in a series specifically, ac-
cording to ordinal direction. 
34. To build readiness for the subtraction idea of 
finding how many more must be put with a given group 
to make a group of six. 
Discuss the pictures as to a given number and how 
many make six. 
35. This is a survey test designed to measure the 
pupil's understanding of numbers up to six; his 
ability to read the number symbols and number words 
up to six; and his ability to group and regroup 
numbers up to six, a skill that develops readiness 
for addition and subtraction. 
a. Draw a line from the figure to the semi-concrete 
group of the same size. 
b. ~aw a line from the number word to the semi-
concrete group of the same size. 
c. Draw lines longer and shorter than a given line 
and mark the shortest specifically. 
d. Generally like 29a. 
e. Like 32. 
36. To associate the figure 7 with seven objects. 
To group and regroup seven objects to build readi-
ness for addition and subtraction. 
a. Generally like 8b and d. 
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b. Draw a ring around the larger number in each box 
and then use counters to prove they are right. 
37. To associate the figures 5, 6, 7 and the number 
word 11four," nfive," and nsixn with the corresponding 
number of objects. 
Like 9 comment. 
38. To teach the writing of the figure 7, and to de-
velop further the meaning of seven. To continue 
preparation for the "take awayu meaning of subtrac-
tion. 
a. Like 28b. 
b. Like 2la. 
c. Like 2lc. 
d. Like 29c (1 - 7) 
39. To practice putting together groups of objects 
to make a total group of seven. To practice taking 
apart a group of seven objects. To associate these 
groupings with abstract numbers. 
Generally like 29a and b. 
40. To find how much larger groups of five, six, or 
seven objects are than various smaller groups, and 
to associate these comparisons with abstract numbers. 
a. Like 30b. 
b. Draw more dots in half of each domino picture so 
t hat there will be a given number of dots in all. 
41. With various groups smaller than seven, to show 
how many more are needed to make seven. 
Generally like 30b. 
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42. To develop the ability to count the number of 
objects in groups up to seven and record the number 
of objects in each group to find how many are left 
when various numbers of objects are taken from groups 
up to seven. 
Count the objects in each row and write the fig-
ure answer. 
43. To develop an appreciation of need for measure-
ment. To teach the meaning of inch. 
a. Discuss the picture and the need for measuring. 
b. }1easure each line and write the figure, telling 
the length of each. 
44. To associate the figure 8 with eight objects. 
To group and regroup eight objects to build readi-
ness for addition and subtraction. 
Generally like 8 comment. 
45. To associate the fi gures 6, 
corresponding number of objects. 
number words 11four," ttfive," and 
corresponding number of objects . 
Like 9 comment. 
7, and 8 with the 
To associate the 
"six" with the 
46. To teach the writing of the figure 8, and to 
develop further the meaning of eight. 
a. Generally like 28b. 
b. Generally like 2la. 
c. Count the objects in the picture by two's and 
discover that four 2 1 s are 8. Draw specific colored rings 
around the figure, telling how many there are and how many 
pairs there are. 
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d. Draw a ring around eight objects. 
47. To compare groups of six, seven, and eight ob-
jects with various smaller groups, and to associate 
these comparisons with abstract numbers. 
a. Like 30b. 
b. Like 40b. 
48. With various groups smaller than eight, to show 
how many more are needed to make eight. 
Generally like 30b. 
49. To find how many are left when groups of various 
sizes are taken from a group of eight. 
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Look at the picture, tell how many in all, how many 
taken, and how many are left. Then answer an oral sum-
marizing statement. (Example: 11 8 take away l ·is how many~ ") 
50. To find how many are left from a group when some 
have been broken, eaten, used, spent or lost. 
Generally like 49 comment. 
51. To review understandings of groupings that make 
up the numbers from 3 to 8. 
a. Look at the horizontal domino picture and the 
statement. (Example: "4 and 3 are __ • 11 ) Then write the 
figure-answer to the statement. 
b. Tell the story for each domino picture - two ad-
dition facts and two subtraction facts. 
52. To give practice in writing the figures from 1 
to 8 in sequence. 
Generally like 28c. 
53. To give practice in counting and recording the 
number of objects in groups up to eight. 
Like 3la. 
54. To practice counting by 10 1 s to 80. 
a. Count the objects by rows as 1 ten, 2 tens, and 
so on. 
b. Count the objects by rows as 10, 20, and so on. 
c. Then answer such <p estions as: 11How many bal-
loons can you see when you cover the top two rows?" 
55. To associate the figure 9 with nine objects. 
To group and regroup nine objects to build readiness 
for addition and subtraction. 
Generally like 8 comment. 
56. To develop recognition of the figures up to 9. 
To associate the figures 7, 8, and 9 with the cor-
responding number of objects. 
a. Draw specifically colored rings around given 
figures. 
b. Draw a ring around the figure that tells how 
many there are in each picture. 
c. Study the pictures to discover relationships. 
(Example: "The dots show that 2 four's are 8. ") 
57. To give practice in recognizing the figures 
from 1 to 9 and using them in sequence. 
Like 22b. 
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58. To teach the writing or the figure 9, and to 
develop further the meaning of nine. 
a. Generally like 28b. 
b. Generally like 2la. 
c. Count the objects in the row and then number 
them 1 through 9. 
d. Cross off specific objects in the row according 
to ordinal direction. 
e. Tell how many are left when a given number of 
objects in the row is covered. 
59. To find how much larger groups of seven, eight, 
and nine objects are than various smaller groups of 
objects, and to associate these comparisons \-Iith ab-
stract numbers. 
a. Generally like 30b. 
b. Like 40b. 
60. To find how many more must be put with a given 
group to make a group of nine. 
Generally like 30b. 
61. To find how many are left when various numbers 
of objects are taken from a group or nine. 
Like 49 comment. 
62. To review some or the groupings of the numbers 
6, 7, 8, and 9, and to see these groupings in "Num-
ber Families." 
Generally like 5la and b - Here the statements for 
both addition and both subtraction facts are given for 
each horizontal domino picture. 
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63. To give practice in writing the figures from 1 
to 9 in sequence. 
Generally like 28c. 
64. To encourage pupils to exercise judgment in quan-
titative situations. 
Discuss the picture as to good judgment in comparison 
situations. (Example: "Is it true that a boy can jump 
farther than a frog7") 
65. To associate the number 10 with ten objects. 
To group and regroup ten objects to build readiness 
for addition and subtraction. 
Generally like 8 comment. 
66 . To reco~nize the symbol for 10. To associate 
the symbols ~, 9, and 10 with the corresponding num-
ber of objects. 
Like 56a, b and c. 
67. To teach the writing of the number 10; the num-
bering of objects in sequence up to 10, and recogni-
tion that there are ten objects in the group. 
a. Generally like 28b. 
b. Like 28c. 
68. To find out how much larger a g roup of 10 is 
than various smaller groups, and to associate these 
comparisons with abstract numbers. 
a. Generally like 30b. 
b. Like 40b. 
69. To show how many more must be added to a given 
group to make ten. 
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Generally like 30b. 
70. To develop ability to find how many are left 
when various numbers of objects are taken from a 
group of ten. 
Like 49 comment - here pennies are used. 
71. To review the groups that mru{e up 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
Like 5la and b. 
72. To compare the values of a cent, a nickel, and a 
dime, and to use these coins to illustrate number 
groupings up to 10. 
a. Equate ten pennies to a nickel snd five pennies, 
2 nickels, or a dime. 
b. Tell the price of each object pictured and dis-
cuss what can be purchased with given amounts of money. 
73 . To test the understandings and skills taught to 
date. Use the results of this test to find areas in 
which reteaching is needed and to guide further 
teaching. 
a. Like 56b. 
b. Like 58d. 
c. Color the objects specifically and then draw a 
ring around a given number of objects in the row. 
d. Draw a line from each coin to the number that 
tells how many cents you can get for it. 
e. Draw a line from each number word to the figure 
that means the same thing. 
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f. Draw specifically colored rings around the fig-
ures that tell how many in one group, how many in another 
group, and how many are needed to produce a one-to-one 
correspondence. 
are 
ing 
take 
74. To teach rational counting by lO's to 100, and 
to teach the written symbols for these multiples of 
10. 
a. Count the objects in each row to see that there 
ten, count the rows by lO's, and then read accompany-
sentence (Example: "4 ten's are 40.") 
b. Formulate generalizations (Example: "2 ten's 
away 1 ten is 1 ten. 20 take away 10 is 10.") 
75. To teach rational counting from 11 to 20, the 
meaning of these numbers, and the written symbols 
for them. To introduce place value. 
a. Look at the row of ten objects and a given number 
of ones. Read and fill in the figure answer to the accom-
panying statement. (Example: nlo and are 13.") 
b. Draw a line from each group of coins to the number 
that shows how much the coins are worth. 
76. To provide practice in reading time to the even 
hour and in associating activities with various hours 
of the day. 
a. Discuss the picture as to the time breakfast is 
being eaten. 
b. For each clock orally say, "The long hand points 
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to 12; the short hand points to 2; the time is 2 o 1 clock, 11 
and then write the figure answer for each clock. 
77. To count by ones to 100. To teach the meaning 
of two-place numbers. To teach the written symbols 
for two-place numbers. 
Look at the rows of ten objects and the ones. Fill 
in the figure-answers to the accompanying statements -
filling in ten's and one's and then writing the whole num-
ber. 
78. To increase the pupil's understanding of two-
place numbers and to give practice in reading and 
writing them. To teach counting by one's and by 
ten's to 100. Counting by five's and by two's is 
optional. 
a. In counting by two's or five's or ten 1 s, draw a 
colored line under every second, fifth or tenth number 
respectively on the horizontal number chart. 
b. Write the figure that means a given number of 
ten's and one's. 
c. Write the missing fi gures in a given series. 
79. To give practice in writing two-place numbers, 
in recognizing the sequence of these numbers, and 
in telling which of two numbers is larger. 
a. Write the missing figures in the horizontal num-
ber chart (1 through 100). 
b. Write the fi gure that comes after, before, and 
between given fi gures. 
c. Draw a ring around the larger fi gure in each pair. 
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80. To associate counting with the written number 
symbols. 
Count through a given number and then write the cor-
responding figures. 
81. To give practice in associating the meaning of 
two-place numbers with the writing of those numbers. 
a. Draw a line from each box to the number that shows 
hovT many bundles of ten's and one's are in the box. 
b. Like 78b. 
c. F rom a given number, write the figures, telling 
how many ten's and one's in each. 
82. To teach the use of a calendar. 
a. Fill in the fi gures on the calendar from day to 
day as the month progresses. 
b. Make a daily weather record on the calendar, us-
ing colored dots to specify the kinds of weather. 
83. To give further practice in associating various 
numbers of dimes and cents with two-place numbers. 
a. Color all the dimes blue and all the pennies brown. 
b. Use toy money to lay out the given amounts. 
Count the money orally and then write the fi gure answer, 
telling how much. 
84. To give further practice in associating the mean-
nng of two-place numbers with the writing of those 
numbers. 
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a. Like 83a. 
b. Generally like 8la - here using dimes and pennies. 
c. Fill in the figure answers to the statements. 
(Example: "1 dime and 2 cents are 
are __ • tt) 
cents. 10 and 2 
85. To analyze the meaning of a two-place number in 
terms of dimes and cents, or ten's and one's. 
a. From the written figure draw a line to the pic-
ture representation- dimes and pennies or bundles of ten's 
and one's. 
b. Fill in the figure answers to the statements. 
(Example: "12 f, is dime and cents. 12 is 10 and 
--·If) 
86. To test some of the quantitative ideas and 
skills taught to date. 
a. Write the missing figures in a given series. 
b. Draw a ring around the figure that comes next 
after a given dictated number. 
c. Draw a ring around as many dots as there are 
ten's in a given number. 
d. Draw a ring around the figure that shows how many 
ten's there are in a given number. 
e. Look at the piles of ten and then draw a ring 
around the figure that tells how many objects there are 
all together. 
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f. Draw a ring around the largest number. 
g. Make a specific mark on an object in a given row 
according to oral ordinal direction. 
time. 
h. Draw a ring around the clock that shows a given 
i. Draw a ring around the object that is half full. 
87. To associate the vertical form of writing an 
abstract addition fact with (1) the dot picture of 
the fact and (2) the word statement of the fact. 
(Sums to 6). 
Fron1 the vertical domino picture write the figure 
answer to the horizontal statement and the vertical, ab-
stract algorism. 
88. To give practice in associating the dot picture 
of an addition fact with the vertical form of writing 
the fact. 
Draw a line from each vertical domino picture to its 
corresponding vertical, abstract algorism. 
89. To associate the word statement of an addition 
fact with the vertical form of writing the fact. 
a. Draw a line from each horizontal number story 
statement to its corresponding vertical, abstract algorism. 
b. Draw a specifically colored ring around the ver-
tical abstract algorism that tells a given dictated number 
story. 
90. To associate the vertical form of writing an 
abstract subtraction fact with (l) the picture of 
the fact and (2) the word statement of the fact. 
(Minuends to 6.) The sign(-) meaning "to take 
away" should also be taught at this time. 
Discuss the dot-picture, take away story; the hori-
~ental statement; and the vertical, abstract algorism. 
Write the figure answers to the statement and the algor-
ism. 
91. To give further practice in associating the 
vertical form of writing and abstract subtraction 
fact with (1) the picture of the fact and (2) the 
work statement of the fact. To give practice in 
interpreting the minus sign. 
a. Like 90 comment. 
b. Like 89b. 
92. To give practice in associating the picture 
and the word statement of a subtraction fact with 
the vertical forra of writing the fact. 
a. Generally like 88 - here take away. 
b. Like 89b. 
93 . To find the answers to related addition and 
subtraction facts with the help of symbol pictures. 
Look at the picture number-story and write the fi g-
ure answers to the two additions and the two subtractions 
for each picture. 
94. To practice writing addition and subtraction 
facts in vertical form. 
a. Listen to the dictated story, color the pictures 
_accordingly, and write the vertical abstract algorism. 
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b. Orally say the vertical addition and subtraction 
.facts and then \otri te the figure answers. 
95. To test the quantitative ideas and skills taught 
during the year. 
a. Color objects specifically - the largest and 
smallest. 
b. Mark lines specifically - the longest and short-
est. 
c. Look at the picture story and write the figure 
answer to the horizontal statement. 
d. Number the objects in a row. 
e. Look at the picture number story and draw a ring 
around the corresponding vertical, abstract algorism. 
f. Look at the picture, number story. Cross out one 
of the five vertical abstract algorisms that does not tell 
the same story as the picture. 
96. To test the quantitative ideas and skills taught 
during the year. 
a. Write the missing figures in a given series. 
(By ten's, by one's, and by written figures and number 
words- "5 ten's and 3, .") · 
b. Color the dimes blue and the pennies brown. Draw 
a ring around the figure that tells how much money there 
is all together. 
c. Fill a given object half full. 
d. Write on the line the figure that tells how many 
inches long a given line is. 
e. Write the time the clock shows. 
f. Draw a line from each number-story picture to 
the corresponding, abstract, vertical algorism. 
g. Draw a line from each figure to the number word 
that means the same thing . 
,_ 
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Clark, John R. and others. Growth in Arithmetic, Number 
Book 2. 
Clark, John R. and others. Growth in Arithmetic, Number 
Book 2, Teacher's Guide. 
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Unit 1 
Understanding, counting, reading, writing, compar-
ing numbers to 10. Quantitative vocabulary. 
1. To give practice in rote and rational counting 
to 10. In rote counting children say the number 
names in order without regard to objects. In ra-
tional counting they point one by one to objects in 
a group as they say the number names in order. 
Touch the objects in the picture as they are counted 
and hold up as many fingers as there are specific objects. 
2. To test the child's ability to associate the 
figures from 1 to 10 with the corresponding number 
of objects. 
Draw a ring around the figure that tells how many 
there are in each picture and check by counting orally. 
3. To reintroduce meaningfully the quantftative words 
long and short. 
a. \-lri te the figure answer telling how many long ob-
jects, short objects, and how many in all. 
b. Color specifically the longest and shortest ob-
jects. 
c. Draw a specific long and short object. 
4. To review the writing of the figures from 1 to 10. 
The children will have learned to write these fig-
ures in first grade. However, they will need review 
and practice in these skills. This page will help 
you determine (1) 'Wlich children are fonning figures 
incorrectly and (2) which children have not yet 
learned to associate the figures with the correspond-
ing group of objects. 
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a. Write the figures from 1 through 10 four times. 
b. Write the figure, telling how many in each row. 
5. To develop an understanding of the language of 
comparison. 
a. Discuss "more," "as many as," and "lessn by us-
ing counting disks. 
b. Draw a ring around the "Yes - No" answer. Ex-
ample: "Is 8 more than 7?. 11 
6. To develop further the language of comparison. 
a. Discuss the size (largest, large, as large as, 
smallest, smaller, as small as) of the objects pictured. 
o. Draw a ring around the larger of two numbers, 
the smaller of two numbers, the largest of three, and 
the smallest of three. Use counters to prove the answers. 
Unit 2 
Composition of numbers to 6. Coins--cent, nickel, 
dime. 
7. To develop an understanding of the composition 
of numbers up to 6. To provide experiences in tak-
ing groups apart and putting them together. 
Ask questions about the pictures to show, for example, 
"2 two's are 4; 2 and 2 are 4; 3 and 1 are 4; 1 and 3 are 
4; 2 from 4 is 2; 3 from 4 is 1; and 1 .from 4 is 3." 
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8. To continue the development of number ideas re-
lating to the composition of numbers up to 6. 
Draw a line between each picture story and its cor-
responding horizontal meaning. (Sample meaning state-
ments "2 and 3 are 5"; "4 from 6 is 2.n) 
9. To compare the values of a cent, a nickel, and 
a dime, and to develop an understanding of the 
equivalence of various coins. 
a. Color the dimes light blue and the pennies brown. 
See that p means cent. 
b. Count the money and write the figure answer tell-
ing how much money. 
c. Draw a ring around the box with the larger amount 
of money in it. 
10. To develop the ability to change a nickel and 
a dime into pennies. 
a. Dramatize changing a nickel (a dime) into pen-
nies and then give one penny to as many children in a 
group of seven children as possible. Hence 7 is how many 
more than 5? 
b. Draw lines between two unequal groups and deter-
mine how many more are needed or how many are left over. 
11. To apply the pupil's understanding of money 
values to practical situations. 
a. Like 9a. 
b. See objects with price tags. Draw a ring around 
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enough money to buy a specific object. 
c. Cross off the box that does not have enough 
money to buy a given object. 
12. To expand the child's understanding of money 
values and to provide practice in the application 
of these understandings. 
Discuss the picture with reference to the cost of 
the objects pictured and what could be purchased with a 
given amount of money. Prove all answers with toy coins. 
Unit 3 
Addition facts, sums to 6. Quantitative vocabulary. 
13. To extend the child's understanding of the ad-
dition facts with sums of 3 and 4. To introduce 
the vertical form of writing an a ddition fact. 
a. See the number picture, the arithmetic addition, 
reversal statements and the corresponding, abstract, 
vertical algorisms (no plus sign) and then write the 
figure answers to the statements. 
b. See t h at to ttadd" is to find the usum." 
c. Write the fi gure answers to the abstract, ver-
tical algorisms. 
14. To extend the child's understanding of the ad-
dition facts with sums of 5 and 6. 
Like 13a, b and c. 
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15. To develop the generalization that counting for-
ward by one's is adding one•s. 
a. Generally like 13a, b, c. 
b. Draw more dots so there will be as many as the written 
figure tells. 
16. To develop the generalization that counting for-
ward by two's is adding two•s. 
a. Generally like 13a, b, c. - Here the pupil draws 
part of the number story picture according to written di-
rections. 
b. Demonstrate this generalization on a number chart. 
17. To introduce the concept of measurement of height 
and to teach the language of comparison relating to - it. 
a. Discuss the picture with reference to tall, taller, 
as tall as, tallest, short, shorter, as short as, and 
shortest. 
b. Draw a tall and a short object according to writ-
ten directions. 
Unit 4 
Subtraction facts, minuends to 6. Left--right. 
Quantitative vocabulary. 
18. To develop an understanding of the subtraction 
facts with minuends of 3 and 4. To introduce the 
vertical form of writing a subtraction fact. 
a. See the number picture, the arlthmetic subtraction 
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statement, and the corresponding, abstract, vertical al-
gorism with the minus sign and then write the figure 
answer to each statement. 
b. See that "taking away" is called nsubtraction." 
19. To develop an understanding of the subtraction 
facts with minuends of 5 and 6. 
a. Generally like 18a -here write the figure an-
swer to the statement and the vertical algorism. 
b. Draw lines between each number picture story and 
its corresponding vertical algorism. 
20. To develop a generalization about subtracting 
1 from a number. To show the relationships between 
the addition and subtraction f 'acts in a Number Fam-
ily. 
a. Look at each number picture story and then write 
the figure answer to each vertical abstract algorism. 
b. Like 20a only here write the figure answers to 
the four facts for each Number Family. 
21. To provide practice in identifying left and 
right. 
Place the left and right names on the drawings of 
left and right hands. Then raise the right hand and 
touch his right eye and so on. Do the same for the left 
hand. 
Unit 5 
Understanding, counting, reading, writing, comparing 
numbers to 100. The calendar. 
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22. To review counting by ten's and to show the re-
lationship between counting by one's and counting 
by ten's. 
a. Count the dots on a horizontal domino. Next 
count each domino as 1 ten, 2 ten 1 s, and so on. Finally 
count 10, 20, and so on through 100. 
b. Write the figures by l's through 10. 
c. Write the f i gures by 10 1 s through 100. 
23. To review and extend the ten's concept as it 
applies to understanding , reading, and writing the 
teen numbers. 
a. Count the objects in the first row. Count the 
objects in the second row. 10 objects and 4 objects are 
how many objects? Write the figure "one's" answer. 
b. Count the objects in the row and write the miss-
ing figures. 
24. To extend the ten's concept to numbers between 
20 and 100. 
a. Look at the 100 bead frame, count the beads in 
each row, and then write the figure answers to such ques-
tions as "How many beads are there on 2 rows '! " 
b. Write the fi gures telling the ten's and one's 
in given numbers. 
25. To develop an understanding of the serial order 
of numbers from 1 to 100. 
a. Write the missing fi gures in the horizontal num-
ber chart 1 through 100. 
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b. Write the missing figure Hhen two numbers and a 
blank are given. 
26. To provide additional practice on the ten's 
concept--the meaning of tvro-place numbers. 
a. Count the dots (horizontal rows of ten's and 
one's) and write the figure answer. 
b. Write the missing figures in each row of given 
figures and blanks. 
c. Draw a ring around the larger of two numbers and 
tell why the number is larger. (Example: "19 91 11 ) 
d. Write the missing figures (by ten's - u6, 16, 
26, u and so forth.) 
27. To introduce the calendar as a way of measuring 
time. 
a. Day by day fill in the days on the calendars for 
two successive months and write in color any days that 
are of special significance to the class. 
b. Learn the days of the week in order. 
Unit 6 
Coins--a ~arter. Adding cents. The plus sign. 
Associating dimes and cents with ten's and one's. 
Review. 
28. To develop an understanding of the value of the 
cent, nickel, dime, and ~arter, and the equivalence 
of these coins. 
) 
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a. Write the fi gures to show how coins are counted. 
b. Draw a line from the quarter to each group of 
coins equal to it. 
29. To provide practice in adding cents. 
a. See the objects and their prices. Write the 
figures telling how much one object costs, another ob-
ject, and the two together. 
b. Cfu~ a specific object be bought when given a cer-
tain amount of money? Yes - No. 
c. Prove all answers with coins or counters. 
30. To give practice in adding cents. To review 
all the addition facts with sums to 6. To introduce 
the signs land =, and the horizontal form of writ-
ing an addition fact. 
Write the figure answers to horizontal, p, addition 
statements; vertical, abstract algorisms; and horizontal, 
abstract algorisms - the latter with the J and : signs. 
31. To associate dimes and cents with ten 1 s and 
one 1 s. 
a. Draw specifically colored rings around given dimes 
and pennies and dot pictures of ten's and one's. 
b. Write the figure answers to such statements as, 
11 2 dimes and 5 cents are cents. 20 and 5 are • 
c. Prove all answers in (B) with dimes and cents 
and with a bead frame. 
II 
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32. To give additional practice in associating dimes 
and cents with ten's and one's. 
Generally like 3la, b, c. 
33. To give the teacher an opportunity to determine 
the extent to which the children understand the ten's 
system and to note areas in which additional instruc-
tion is needed. 
Write the figure answers to the various questions. 
Then each pupil corrects his book by letting pupils take 
turns giving the answers. Where uncertainty exists, use 
concrete materials to clarify the understandings involved. 
Unit 7 
The inch. Number names to twelve. Addition and 
subtraction facts, sums and minuends of 7. Prob-
lems . Meaning of half. 
34. To provide practice in using the ruler, and to 
give the child a clear concept of the length of an 
inch. 
a. Show given inch-lengths on a ruler by drawing a 
finger from the left and of the ruler to the desired 
length. 
b. Measure the given lines and write the figure an-
swer to show how long t he line is. 
c. Draw lines of specified lengths. 
35. To practice reading the number words "one" to 
"twelve" and to associate the number words .with the 
- corresponding numerals. (The words "eleventt and 
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"twelve" are new to most second-grade children.) 
a. Draw a line from each figure to the right number 
word. 
b. Write the fi gure answers to such statements as, 
''Five and one are " 
c. Draw a line from each number word to the right 
dot picture. 
36. To develop an understanding of the addition 
and subtraction facts with sums and minuends of 7. 
a. Look at the number-story pictura, read the state-
ments, and write the figure answers. (Example: "Bill 
has red marbles. He has black marbles. 4 marbles 
and 3 marbles are 
are _. 11 ) 
marbles. 4 and 3 are 3 and 4 
b. Write the figure answers to the abstract, hori-
zontal, addition and subtraction algorisms. 
37. To continue development of an understanding of 
the addition and subtraction facts with sums and 
minuends of 7. 
a. Generally like 36a and b. 
b. Write the four facts when given three figures. 
38. To apply the concepts learned about 4, 5, 6 and 
7, in the solution of verbal problems. 
Read the story, draw a dot picture for each problem, 
and write in the box the vertical, abstract algorism 
used to find each answer. 
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39. To develop an understanding of the meaning of 
half of a whole. 
a. Read the stories and see that 11in halflt means 
two pieces each of which is the same size. 
b. Color the pictures that show things cut into 
halves. 
Unit 8 
Counting by 2 1s, 5•s, and 10 1 s. Telling time. Ad-
dition and subtraction facts, sums and minuends of 
8. Adding by endings. Thirds and fourths. Column 
addition. Review. 
40. To extend the children's ideas of counting to 
include counting by 2 1 s and by 5•s. 
a. Count by 1 1 s the objects pictured. Then count 
by l's, saying the odd numbers silently and the even num-
bers aloud. Next count given the objects by 2 1 s writing 
the figure under each picture of two. (The same for 5•s.) 
b. Write the figures by 2 1 s from a given number 
through a given number. (The same for 5•s.) 
41. To continue development of concepts related to 
counting by 2 1 s, 5's and lO•s. 
a. Use the number chart (1 through 100) and count 
by 2•s. Color all the numbers used in counting by 2 1 s. 
b. Write the figures for counting by 2 1s, 5's and 
lO ' s through 100. 
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42. To teach telling time to the hour and half hour. 
a. Discuss the position of the long and short hands 
for hour readings. Write the figure answer that tells 
the time each clock shows. 
b. Discuss the position of the long and short hands 
for "half past" readings. Draw a line from each clock to 
the right time. 
43. To develop an understanding of the addition and 
subtraction facts with sums and minuends of 8. 
Use eight counters to discover the facts .of 8 and to 
illustrate each exercise. Generally like 36a and b -
here the four facts are presented together. 
44. To find the sum of a two-digit number and a one-
digit number with the help of a number chart. To 
emphasize the concept that counting forward is add-
~· 
a. Write the figures for counting by 2ts, 5 1 s, and 
10 1 s through 5o. 
b. Using the number chart (1 through 50), write the 
figure answers to such statements as, "4 and 2 are _. 
• 24 and 2 are It 14 and 2 are • 
45. To continue the development of ideas presented 
on page 44 and to review the basic facts taught to 
date. 
a. Like 44b. 
b. Write the figure aaswers to the vertical, abstract 
addition and subtraction algorisms. 
c. Mark specifically the addition doubles, the 
facts with a certain answer, and the three other facts 
that belong with a given fact. 
46. To develop an understanding of one-third and 
one-fourth of a whole. 
Generally like 39a and b. 
47. To introduce the concept of adding a column of 
three digits (with sums to 8). 
.. 
a. Look at the chart of prices, read the ~xercise, 
use toy coins to illustrate, look at the abstract verti-
cal algorism. Think the answer, and then write the 
figure answer. 
b. Write the figure answers to the three-digit, 
vertical, abstract algorisms. 
48. To help the children evaluate their progress to 
date. 
See 33 connnent. 
Unit 9 
Getting change from a nickel. Addition and subtrac-
tion facts, sums and minuends of 9. Problems. Time 
telling. Review. 
49. To develop the ability to make change from a 
nickel. To emphasize the subtraction concept of 
tthow much is left." 
• 
Read the number story, use toy money to illustrate, 
see the vertical, abstract algorism, and write the fig-
ure answer to the question asked in the story and the 
algorism. 
5o. To introduce the addition and subtraction facts 
with sums and minuends of 9. 
a. Look at the picture story and the two (one addi-
tion and one subtraction), horizontal, abstract algorisms 
and write the figure answers to the algorisms. 
b. Write the figure answers to the four related 
facts written in the horizontal, abstract forra in each 
row. 
c. Read the number story and write the figure an-
swer and the algorism used to solve the problem. 
51. To review addition and subtraction facts learned 
thus far. 
See 33 comment. 
52. To review subtraction facts and to stress the 
subtraction concept of rrfinding the other number.u 
Look at the picture story; read the number story; 
look at the vertical, abstract algorism; and write the 
figure answer to the number story and the algorism. 
53. To bring out the relationships between the ad-
dition and subtraction facts and to emphasize the 
concept of the Number Family. 
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Look at the picture story and write the figure answers 
to the four related facts in each Number Family. 
54. To provide additional practice in telling time. 
a. Draw a line from each clock to the right-time 
statement. 
b. Read each number story and draw a specifically 
colored ring around the clock that tells the answer. 
55. To provide application of addition and subtrac-
tion facts to the solution of verbal problems. 
Like 38 comment. Here write an A in front of the 
problem if it is an addition problem, or an S if it is a 
subtraction problem. 
Unit 10 
Understanding, counting, reading, writing, comparing 
numbers from 100 to 200. Problems. Using pounds 
and inches. Money--dollar and half-dollar. Review. 
56. To teach counting by ten's from 100 to 200. 
a. Look at the picture of 13 horizontal rows of 10 
pennies with the accumulative figure beside each row. 
Draw specifically colored rings around the figures in the 
picture according to written directions. 
' b. Count by 10 1 s from 10 to 200 by looking at a 
ten's chart and touching each number as you s~ it. 
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57. To develop an understanding or the meaning or 
three-place numbers. 
Discuss the pictures showing a bundle or one hundred, 
bundles or ten, and ones and see how to read large num-
bers. 
58. To provide additional practice in counting and 
reading numbers from 100 to 200. 
a. Point to each number in order and read the num-
bers on the 101 through 200 horizontal chart. 
b. Count from 100 through 200 by 2 1 s, 51 s and lO's. 
c. Encircle dictated numbers. 
d. Orally find the numbers that come 11betbre, 1' "after~' 
and 11between11 from dictation. 
59. To give practice in using numbers to 200. 
Write the missing figures: Convert ten's into a 
hundred and so many ten's; convert a three-place figure 
into a hundred, ten's, and one's; and write missing num-
bers in a series. 
60. To associate subtraction with "rind the number 
gone u when you know hmv many of a given group are 
lert. 
Generally like 52 comment - here the algorism is 
horizontal. 
61. To provide practice on the subtraction concept 
presented on page 60. 
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a. Like 60 comment - here write the algorism. 
b. Draw pictures or use concrete objects to prove 
each answer is correct. 
62. To review the number words from "one" to "ten." 
a. Draw a line from each number word to the right 
figure. 
b. Count the dots in each picture and draw a ring 
around the correct number word under each picture. 
63. To give practice in making sensible judgments 
in connection with measurement. To help children 
understand that we select units of measure in terms 
of what we are measuring--age is measured in years; 
weight, in pounds; etc. 
a. Draw a line under each right answer in state-
ments such as, 11Do you weigh about 5 pounds or about 50 
pounds?tt 
b. Fill in each blank with the right word (inches, 
pounds, years) in statements such as npeter's dog weighs 
12 n 
64. To teach recognition of, and the value of, the 
dollar and half dollar. 
Equate one dollar to half-dollars, pennies, dimes, 
and quarters. Demonstrate with toy money. 
65. To continue the development of money values 
introduced on page 64. 
a. Using toy money to demonstrate, equate one half-
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' dollar to pennies (cents), dimes and quarters. 
b. Write the rigure answers to equating statements. 
66. To provide practice on the basic addition and 
subtraction racts taught to date, and to emphasize 
the relationships between them. 
Like 53 comment. 
67. To help the child evaluate his progress on con-
cepts recently learned. 
See 33 comment. 
Unit 11 
Addition and subtraction racts, sums and minuends 
or 10. Getting change rrom a dime. Problems. 
Ordinals to tenth. 
68 . To give pupils an opportunity to discover the 
addition and subtraction racts with sums and minuends 
of 10. 
Like 43 comment. 
69. To help the children generalize about number 
facts they have learned. 
a. Use a number chart, ir necessary, in writing the 
rigure answers to such questions as "What number is 3 
more than 7?" 
b. Write the three other facts in the Number Family 
when given one ract. 
c. From a double ( "4 j. 4 : 8 11 ) write the rigure 
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answer to an increase or decrease by one example: ("4 
f 5 - _") 
d. Write all the vertical addition (subtraction) 
facts you know in which you add a number to 3. 
70. To associate the subtraction facts of 10 with 
making change from a dime. 
Generally like 49 con~ent. 
71. To help the children understand that subtrac-
tion is used to find tthow many more are needed." 
Generally like 52 comment. 
72. To develop further the use of subtraction in 
finding "how many more are needed." 
a. Generally like 52 comment - here the algorism 
is horizontal and there is no picture. 
b. Using counters and after much oral practice, 
write the figure answer to such examples as: "3 - 2 = 
2 1- - = 3" 
73. To give the children practice in identifying 
the proper process to be used in solving problems. 
Read the number story and write the vertical, ab-
stract algorism required to solve the problem. Hake 
sure whether the problem is a "putting together" or a 
separation of a group. 
74. To practice ordinal counting to 11 tenth, 11 and 
to teach the reading of ordinals. 
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Look at the picture and write the answers to such 
statements as, "The ninth child holds a 
" 
75. To help the children see some important number 
relationships and to give practice on these rela-
tionships. 
a. Like 69c. 
b. See that counting by l's (2's, odd numbers by 
2's) increases each number by one (two, two in odds). 
Write the figure answers to horizontal, abstract algorisms 
that illustrate these relationships. 
c. See that counting backward by l's from 10 de-
creases each number by one. Write the answers to the il-
lustrative examples. 
d. Write the figure mmswers to the Number Families. 
76. To associate subtraction with finding how many 
more there are in one group than in another. 
Generally like 52 comment. 
77. To provide additional practice in associating 
subtraction with finding how many more there are in 
one group than in another. 
Generally like 52 comment - here the algorism is 
horizontal and there is no picture. 
Unit 12 
The calendar. Problems. Inches and feet. Review. 
'' ' 
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78-79. To teach the use of the calendar. These 
two pages constitute one teaching unit and should 
be used in the same lesson. 
Look at the calendar pictured, read the question, 
and draw a ring around the correct answer. (Example: 
"December 5 comes on- Sunday- Monday - Tuesday.") 
80. To give the children practice in -identifying 
the process to be used in solving problems. 
Like 73 comment. 
81. To help the children apply their knowledge of 
the serial order of numbers in locating information 
in their books. 
\fri te the figure answer to such questions as, "How 
many ducks are there on page 52?" 
82. To provide additional practice in identifying 
the process to be used in solving problems. 
Like 73 comment. 
83. To provide practice in using a ruler. 
a. Like 34b - also measure objects. 
b. 12 inches = 1 foot is introduced. 
84. To help the children evaluate their ~arnings. 
See 33 comment. 
85. To provide practice on the addition and sub-
traction facts with sums and minuends to 10. 
Orally practice the whole fact and then write the 
figure answers to the vertical, abstract algorisms. 
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Unit 13 
Addition and subtraction facts, sums and minuends 
of 11 and 12. Problems. Quantitative vocabulary. 
Quart--pint--dozen. 
86. To introduce the addition and subtraction facts with 
sums and minuends of 11. 
Generally like 43 comment. 
87 . To provide practice on the facts of 11 in prob-
lem situations. 
a. Like 73 comment. 
b. Count by 2 1 s (odd numbers through 11). 
c. Like 69c. 
88. To apply the addition and subtraction facts in 
problem situations. To provide practice in identi- · 
fying the process to be used in solving problems. · 
Like 73 comment - here horizontal algorisms are to 
be written. 
89. To review the q~titative vocabulary the chil-
dren have been developing. 
Generally like 74 comment - here more quantitative 
vocabulary is used. 
90. To teach an understanding of quart and pint; 
of dozen and half dozen. 
a. Discuss quart, pint, dozen, m d half dozen, us-
ing real containers. 
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b. Draw lines under the right answers to qaestions 
equating pints and a quart. 
c. Color specifically half a dozen objects. 
91. To introduce the addition and subtraction facts 
with sums and minuends of 12. 
Gene l:•ally like 43 corrrrnent. 
92. To provide further practice on the addition 
and subtraction facts with sum ~~d minuends of 12. 
a. Write the missing figures to make a dozen in all. 
b. Generally like 69c and d. 
93. To provide practice in determining the correct 
process to be used in solving problems. 
Like 73 comment - here horizontal algorisms are to 
be written. 
Unit 14 
Adding two-place numbers. Problems. 
94. To review the meaning of two-place numbers and 
to prepare the pupils for the addition of ten's and 
one's. 
a. Write the missing figures in the horizontal, 1 
through 100, number chart. 
b. See through discussion that counting by ten's is 
like adding ten. Then find on the number chart and write 
the figure that is, for example, "10 more than 31.n 
.. 
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95. To introduce the addition of ten's. 
a. Illustrate each example with bundles of 10 arti-
cles or on the Hundred Chart. 
b. Horizontally add, for example, "3 ten's t 2 ten's 
:: ten's." 
c. See that "5 f 2 = 7, so 5 ten's f 2 ten's = 
ten's." 
d. Vertically add as in b and c. 
96. To provide practice in adding dimes. 
a. Read the number story, look at the illustrative 
picture and write the figure answers to the vertical al-
gorisms, for example, " 2 dimes l 2 dimes 
dimes 
20P. tt 
t~ 
b. Like 95c - here vertical form. 
97. To introduce the addition of two-place money 
numbers--dimes and cents. 
a. Read the number story, look at the illustrative 
picture, look at the vertical &gorism, solve the problem 
with toy money, then write the figure answer to the algor-
ism. 
b. Write the figure answers to the vertical, ab-
stract algorisms. 
98. To introduce the addition of two-place numbers--
ten's and one's. 
a. Change the vertical, abstract algorism into ___ 
ten's and one's and then write the figure answers. 
b. Like 97b. 
99. To provide additional practice in adding two-
place numbers. 
a. Read the number story and write the vertical 
abstract algorism used to solve the problem. 
b. Like 97b. 
100. To provide review and practice on the addition 
and subtraction facts with sums and minuends to 12. 
From the horizontal, abstract algorism draw a line 
to the correct answer (matching). 
101. To provide practice in using the addition and 
subtraction facts in solving problems. To help the 
children analyze problem situations. 
Generally .like 73 comment. 
Unit 15 
Addition and subtraction facts, sums and minuends 
of 13. Subtraction two-place numbers. 
102. To introduce the addition and subtraction 
facts with sums and minuends of 13. 
a. Generally like 43 comment. 
b. See that "6 ~ 6 = 12, so 6 f 7 = • ........... " 
103. To provide practice on the addition and sub-
traction facts of 13. 
f 
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a. Write the missing figure to make 13 in all (3 
figure column addition pere, too). 
b. Generally like . 69c and d. 
104. To provide practice in making change from a 
nickel and from a dime. 
See the price-tags on the objects pictured; given a 
specific amount of money and told to purchase a given 
article, write the figure telling the change received. 
105. To introduce the subtraction of ten's. 
Generally like 95a, b, c, and d - here subtraction. 
106. To extend the subtraction of two-place numbers 
to include the subtraction of dimes and cents. 
Generally like 96a and b - here subtraction. 
107. To provide further practice in subtracting 
dimes and cents. 
Generally like 97a and b - here subtraction. 
108. To introduce the subtraction of ten's and one's. 
Generally like 98a and 97b - here subtraction. 
109. To provide practice in subtracting ten's and 
one's. 
Generally like 99a and 97b - here subtraction. 
Unit 16 
Addition and subtraction facts, sums and minuends 
of 14. Problems. Revie\v. 
. 008 
110. To introduce . the addition and subtraction 
racts with sums and minuends or 14. 
a. Generally like 43 comment. 
b. Like 102b. 
111. To provide practice (using coins) on the addi-
tion and subtraction facts of 1~. 
a. Given a specific number of coins, cover a cer-
tain coin(s), write the figure answer to the question as 
to how many are left and to the horizontal abstract al-
gorism. 
b. Like 73 comment. 
112. To help the child evaluate his progress in 
learning the basic facts. 
a. Like 100 comment. 
b. Write the fi gure answers equating various 
measures. 
113. To provide practice in choosing the correct 
process to be used in solving problems. 
Like 73 comment - here write A or S before each 
problem to show the process to be used. 
114. To help the pupil recognize and use relation-
ships among the basic addition and subtraction facts. 
a. Like 100 comment. 
b. Write all the ventical, abstract, addition facts 
you know with answers of 10. 
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c. Count by 3's (4's) through 12 (12) and write 
the three (two) addition facts the counting teaches. 
115. To provide practice in solving problems and 
in identifying the process to be used. 
Like 73 and 113 comments. 
116-117. To provide review and practice on the 
meanings of two- and three-place numbers. 
a. Look at the dot picture and wii te the figures 
telling ten's and one's, and in all. 
b. Draw more dots to make a given number of dots. 
c. Write the missing figures in a given series. 
d. Match the words (hundred, ten's, one's) ~th 
the written figure. 
e. Draw a ring around the larger of two numbers. 
Unit 17 
Review of addition and subtraction facts. Meanings, 
relationships, skills, problems and estimating. 
118. To provide practice in adding and subtracting 
two-place numbers. 
Generally like 96a and b and 106 comment. 
119. To provide practice in seeing relationships 
among basic facts. 
Look at the first, abstract, vertical fact with its 
answer in each row and then think how each other f act in 
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the row can be derived rrom it. Write the rigure an-
swer. 
120. To provide practice in solving addition prob-
lems involving two-place numbers. 
Like 99a. 
121-124. To review addition and subtraction skills 
and understandings. 
12la. Write the figure arrswers to the (addition, 
subtraction and column addition) vertical, abstract al-
gorisms. 
ber. 
isms. 
b. Draw more dots in each box to make a given num-
c. 
2 
Write the missing figure in examples suoh af ~ 
122. Like 73 comment. 
123. Like 73 comment - here write horizontal algor-
124. Like 12la and 73 comment. 
125. To develop the ability to make sensible judg-
ments in quantitative situations. 
Generally like 63a. 
126-128. To help the pupils evaluate their work for 
the year. 
126-127. See 33 comment. 
128. Write the fi gure answers to the addition and 
subtraction, vertical, abstract algorisms. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CHAR~S SHOWING GRADE PLACEMENT OF TOPICS IN THE 
TEXTBOOKS REVIEWED 
The charts cover grades one, two, and three, and 
will help the reader to obtain an over-all picture of 
the four series. _ The charts are organized according to 
the number system, the addition of whole numbers (including 
the forms of the algorism and the relation of this 
process to other processes), the subtra·ction of whole 
numbers, and so on. 
3'12 
.. 
.;HART I 
THE NUMBER SYSTEM 
(GRADE ONE 
Row, Peterson I;: mer 
~ote and rational counting by 
by 1'~ through 10. 
eading and writing figures 
from 1 through 10. 
Reading and writing number 
words from one through ten. 
Numbering objects serially. 
GRADE TWO 
Rote and rational counting: 
by 1 1 s through 20 
by 2 1 s through 10 
by 3's through 9. 
Reading and writing figures 
1 through 20. 
Reading and writing number 
words one through twenty. 
Ordinals through fifth. 
Recognizing the number of 
objects in structured groups . 
Ordinals through fifth. 
Place value 1 ten and so 
many ones {through 20). 
Partial counting applied to 
counting a nickel (dime) 
and pennies. 
Book One 
Partiar-counting. 
ilver Burdett 
.Rote and rational counting: 
by 1 1 s throu~ 150 
~Y 2 1s through. 20 
by S's through 25 
by 10 1 s through 50. 
eading figures from 1 
through 150. 
riting figures from 1 through 
100. 
eading and writing number 
words from one through six. 
Grouping as a means of 
counting. 
Multiplication as a means 
of counting. 
Rote and rational counting: 
by l's through 100 
by 2 1s through 20 
oy 5 1 s through 20 ·· -
by ~O's through 100. 
Reading rigures rrom 1 
through 200. 
Writing figures from 1 through 
100. 
Reading and writing number 
words from one through ten. 
Ordinal position - first, next, Ordinals first through fifth. 
last. 
Study place value - tens and 
ones. 
Vertical numbers chart 
beginning with 1 through 
150 
ins ton 
Rote and rational counting: 
by l's through 100 
b-y 2' s through 20 
b~ lO's through 100 
by S's through 20. 
Reading and writing figures 
from 1 through 100. 
Reading and writing number 
words from one through ten. 
Ordinals through tenth 
(orally) through third 
(written). 
One (two and so forth) varies 
in meaning - 1 single object 
or 1 group of similar 
objects. 
Place value: tens and ones. 
Number chart: vertical 1 
through 200. 
Rote and rational counting: 
by 1's through 200 
by 2's through 50 
by 10's through 100 
by S's through 100 
by 3 1 s through 15. 
Reading and writing figures 
from 1 through 200. 
Reading and writing number word 
one through ten. 
Ordinals - first through 
eighth-written - reading 
first through thirty-first 
(orally calendar). 
Horizontal number chart - 1 
through 200. 
RADE THREE 
Rote and rational counting: 
by l's through 100 
by 2's through 20 
by 3 1 s through 30 
by 4 's through 40 
by S's through 50 
by lO's through 100. 
Reading and writing figures 
1 through 100. 
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Reading and writing number 
words one through ninety-nine 
Ordinals through sixth. 
Place value hundreds, tens, 
and ones. 
Read house numbers, dates, and 
telephone numbers. 
Vertical number chart: blank 
space then 1-9; then through 
100. 
Reading and writing United 
States mone in decimal form 
Rote and rational counting: 
by l's through 999 
by 10 1 s ~hrough sqo 
100 1 s ~ througn · 1ooo. 
Reading and writing rigures 
rrom 1 through 1000. 
Reading and writing number 
words from one through one 
thousand • . 
Ordinal~ first through fifth. 
Place value: thousand, hundreds, 
tens, and one~. 
Reading and writing United 
States money in decimal form. 
Rote and rational counting: 
by 1's through 999 
by 2 1 s through 50 
by 5 1 s through 100 
by lO's through 100 
by lOO's through 900. 
Reading and writing figures 
from 1 through 999. 
Reading and writing number 
words one through twenty. 
Ordinals - first through fifth 
(through thirty-first 
calendar). 
Place value: hundreds, tens, 
and ones. 
Studying place 
and ones. 
Roman numer.als . through XII; 
Place value: hundred, tens, through XXXIX optional. --~---r----~~~~ 
Horizontal number chart - 1 
through 100 • 
2 uses of zero - a place 
holder and as a remainder in 
2 take awa 2 
Rote and rat~ona1 counting: 
by l's through 100 
by 2 's through 10 (by 2's and S ' s through 100, 
optional) 
by lO's through 100. 
Reading and writing figures 
1 through 100 • 
Reading and writing number 
words from one through ten. 
Numbering objects serially. 
Ordinals through sixth. 
Recognizing the number of 
objects.in structured groups . 
Studying place value - tens 
and ones. 
Studying composition, 
comparison, and relation-
ships of numbers in a tens 
system. 
and ones . u d 
Reading and writing nite 
States money in decimal form. Read telephone numbers - see 
"business usage". 
Rote and rational countin~: 
by l's, 2's, S 's and 18 s 
through 200. 
Reading and wrtting figures 
from 1 through 200. 
Grouping as a means of 
counti.ng. 
Multiplication as a means of 
counting. 
Reading and writing number 
words one through ten. 
Horizontal number chart 
1 through 200. 
Studying place value • 
hundreds, tens, ones. 
Ordinals through thirty-first. 
Rote and rational counting: 
by l's through 9999 
by lOO 's through 1000 
Also counting by 2's, 3 ' s, 
5' s and 10 ' s • 
Reading and writing figures 
from 1 through ~~ 999 • 
Reading and writing number 
words one through one hundre 
Place value: thousands, 
hundreds, tens, and ones. 
Roman numerals through XII. 
Ordinals: first through 
thirty- first • 
Reading and writing United 
States money in decimal form. 
NUMBERS 
Row, Peterson 
Primer 
Look at pictures and the 
horizontal statement and see 
that three and two, 3 and 2 
are parts of five; in other 
words - analyzing groups. 
Adding one {two, three) more 
in picture form. 
Book 1 
The study of groups by combinin 
or by counting groups 
together; sums through 10. 
See the concrete picture, the 
semi-concrete, dot repre-
sentation, and the verti-
cal, abstract algorism. 
Subtraction is introduced 
before addition; begin-
ning with the facts for 4; 
the two are introduced to-
ill fir 
Silver Burdett 
Get meaning from the picture 
story, the horizontal state-
ment, and the vertical 
I algorism; sums through 6. No completely abstract 
a~gox:i,sm. 
. . 
re~at1on between add~t~on 
and subtract~on; subtrac-
t~on ~8 taught arter the 
teach~ng or addition is 
completed. 
Study1ng groups o.:t' oo~ects 
sem1-concreteiyj seeing how 
the groups are made up; 
sums through 5. 
No abstract algorisms, just 
horizontal statements. 
World 
tudy~ng groupe or obJects 
concrete~y and eem1-
concrete~y; work~ng ~or 
meaning through group1.ng 
and regrouping with sums 
through 1.0. 
Deriving, reading, and 
writing vertical, abstract 
facts with sums through 6. 
The plus sign is introduced. 
sy oral problems solved by 
using concrete and semi-
concrete objects and 
seeing the vertical 
algorism as a record. 
timating, generalizing, 
and reasoning . 
Review the addition facts 
through 10 - relating the 
four facts. 
New addition facts - through 
18 - learning the four 
related facts together. 
Vertical abstract algorisms. 
Reason to determine whether 
to add or subtract in a 
number story. 
Column addition-three 1-place 
numbers with sums. 
Addition "number cards" for 
practice. 
Review method of sums through 
6. 
+ sign introduced. 
New addition facts through 
ten ~Add1t1on and sub-
traction are related four · 
;t'acts) . 
:1 te the .t'1..gure answers to 
the vertica1, abstract 
algor1.sms. 
olumn addition - sums 
through 10. 
dd tens and ones to tens 
and ones. 
ev~ew method (Book One) o~ 
sums through 5. 
te the figure answers to 
the horizontal, abstract 
algorisms; + and = signs 
are introduced. 
New addition facts through 8. 
{horizontal form first, 
then the vertical, abstract 
algorism) 
·=~L~~tion and subtraction are 
not related; reversals are 
taught. 
Rev1ew aume througn ~o us~ng 
concrete and sem1.-conorete 
aids and the abstract 
algorlsm. 
New addition facts with sums 
through ~4 using concrete 
and semi-concrete aids and 
the abstract algorism. 
Adding by endings without 
bridging. 
Column addition with sums 
through 10. 
Addi n g two 2-place numbers. 
without carrying. 
Vertical and horizontal 
algorisms. 
= sign introduced. 
Addition and subtraction are 
related. 
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Review the addition facts 
through 18 - relating the 
four facts. {81 facts) 
ition doubles through 18. 
abstract algorisms. 
, 
Addition "number cards 11 for 
practice. 
Add tens the way we add ones. 
Add two 2-place numbers with 
no bridging; with carrying. 
Check by adding in the opposite 
direction. 
Column addition three 1-place 
numbers; three 2-place 
numbers; and three 2-place 
numbers with carrying. 
Adding by endings with 
b 
Review sums throu gh 10; 
horizontal statement and 
vertical abstract algorism; 
four facts are related • 
. 
New sumS through 18; vertical 
· and hor.1zonta~, aos~rac~ 
algorisms; four facts are 
:re:l.ated. 
ck add~t~on by add~ng aga~n 
and then 1ater by add1.ng 1n 
the oppos1.te d1.rect1.on. 
dd two 2-place figures; two 3-
place figures; dollar& and 
cents; and add by endings. 
olumn addition: ~hree and four 
1-place figures using the 
vertical and horizontal 
abstract algorisms; t h ree and 
four 2-place fi gures with and 
without sums of more t han 10~ 
and three 3-place, dollar and 
cents examples. 
arrying through hundreds more 
than once and in column 
~-- 8UlT18 through 8 (;re::Lat:f.:ng/---the rour racts; vert1ca1, 
abstract algorism.} 
Relate number facts to a known 
number fact or easy fact or 
a double. 
New addition facts with sums 
through lB. 
Add by endings. 
dd two 2-place fi gures then 
two 3-place fi gures with 
carrying more than ohce. 
horizontal 
= si introduced. 
Check b y adding - the 
Rev~ew sums through re coins~ count~ng~ doub1es~ 
number .t'am~1:tes. 
New add1.tion !'acts through 
Adding by endings with and 
out bridging. 
Column addition - three 1-place 
and 2-place numbers without 
carrying; three 2-place and 
3-place numbers with carryi 
Add money in decimal form. 
Check by adding in the opposite 
direction. 
Addition and subtraction are 
related. 
ddition and mult iplication 
are related. 
stimation and mental 
CHART III 
ON OF WHOLE NUMBERS 
at the pictures and the 
horizontal statement and 
discuss how many more, 
fewer, lees; in other words 
- comparing groups. 
e study of groups by 
separating or by counting 
a ay; minuends through 10. 
ee the concrete picture, the 
semi-concrete dot repre-
sentation, and the vertical 
abstract algorism. ' 
The minus sign is introduced. 
btraction is introduced 
before addition. 
btract to find part left 
and more or less. 
Get meaning from the picture 
story, the horizontal 
statement, and the vertical 
btra~t to find part lert, 
more or less, and part 
needed. 
view the subtraction facts 
through 10 - relating the 
four facts. 
New subtraction facts through 
18 - learning the four 
related facts together. 
Vertical, abstract algoriams. 
eason to determine whether to 
add or subtract in a number 
story. 
Subtraction "number cards" for 
practice. 
Review method of minuends 
through 6. 
t-----=---+--...l.a·lgorism; minuends tbr 
s~x. ~--~~= 
otl.on l.s taught arter 
the teachl.ng or additl.on is 
completed. 
Studying separating of groups 
semi-concretely (in 
pictorial form) and reading 
the horizontal statements; 
minuends through s. 
No abstract algorisms. 
tudying groups or objects 
concretely and semi-
concretel~; woring for 
meaning through grouping 
and regrouping with 
minuends through 10 . 
riving, reading, and 
writing vertical, abstract 
facts with minuends 
through 6. 
sign is introduced. 
y problems solved by using 
concrete and semi-concrete 
objects and seeing the 
vertical algoriem as a 
record. 
stimating, generalizing, and 
reasoning. 
te the r~gure answers to 
vert~oa~ , abstract 
a1gorl.sirul . 
btract 2-place numbers. 
view metnoa (~ook Orie) of 
minuends through 6. 
/rite the figure answers to 
the horizontal, abstract 
algorisms; - and • signs. 
New subtraction facts intro-
duced minue9da· through 8 
(horizontal, abstract form 
introduced first, then the 
vertical, abstract 
algorism.) 
Subtract to find the part left, 
excess or deficiency, and 
other two parts. 
Subtraction and addition are 
not related; reversals are 
taught. 
Revl.ew minuends through 10 
using concrete and semi-
concrete aids and the 
abstract algor1sm. 
New subtraction .facts with 
minuends through 14 using 
concrete and semi-concrete 
aids and the abstract 
algorism. 
Algorlams are vertical and 
horizontal. 
Subtract a 1-place number 
from a 2-place number; by 
endings without bridging. 
Subtract 2-place numbers 
without borrowing. 
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btract to find part left, 
part gone, part needed, and 
excess or deficiency. 
ie the subtraction facts 
through 18 - relating the 
tour facts. (81 facts) 
btraction "number cards" for 
practice. 
tr ct tens the ay e 
subtract ones. 
ract tens and ones from 
tens and ones - no bridging. 
heck subtraction by addition. 
btracting through endings 
with bridging. 
Borrowing in subtraction -
with 2-place and 3-place 
numbers. 
subtraction are 
eview minuends through 10 
horizontal statements and 
vertical abstract algorisms. 
term "remainder" is 
introduced. 
tract to r~nd part ~ert 
exoeee or der1o~enoy pa~t 
needed. • 
rizontal and vertl.ca1 
abstract a1gorisms . ' 
two-place numbers. 
dollars and cents. 
three-place numbers. 
orrowing with 2-place numbers; 
3-place numbers; numbers with 
zeros; and borrowing more 
than once. 
Check subtraction by addition. 
eview minuenas tliro~ 8 
(relating the four factsr 
vertical, abstract algorism). 
Relate number facts to a known 
number fact. 
Subtract to find part left, pa 
needed, and excess or 
deficiency. 
New subtraction facts minuends 
through 18. 
and horizontal algori 
btract through three-place 
from three-place with 
borrowing more than once . 
eck subtraction by addition. 
ubtraction and addition are 
related. 
btraction and division are 
Review minuends through 14 
making use of counting back-
wards, doubles, and number 
families . 
Subtract to find part left, pa 
needed, and excess or 
de.ficiency . 
New subtraction facts with 
minuends through 18 using 
concrete and semi-concrete 
and the abstract algor1sm. 
lgorisms are vertical and 
horizontal. 
Check subtraction by addition. 
Subtract 2-place and 3-place 
numbers without and ith 
borrowing. 
Subtract money in decimal form. 
Subtraction and addition are 
related. 
and division are 
vHART IV 
MULTIPLICATION OF \7HOLE NUldBERS • 
GRADE ONE GRADE T'l'JO 
Peterson 
rimer 
Bock 1 
Silver Burdett 
Winston 
orld 
Preparation ror multiplication 
"Three threes are how 
many?" 
Discussion or equal groups. 
Discuss equal groups in a 
pictured situation. 
Discuss "2 fives are ." 
-
The relation of multiplication 
and division is suggested. 
Seeing through concrete aids 
that groups of objects 
(through 10) give fllual 
grouping arrangements such 
as, "3 groups of two are 
6" and 11 2 groups of three 
are 6". The reversal idea 
is suggested. '--------~----~~~~~--~~----~--~~ 
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GRADE THREE 
tfultiplication and addition 
are related. 
Multiply a 1-place number by 
l's, 2's, 3's, 4's, 5 1s. 
Multiplication-pairs have two 
meanings. 
x sign introduced. 
Multiplication and division are 
opposites. 
Multiply 2-place numbers by 
1 1 s, 2's, 3 1s, 4 1s, and 5 1 s 
without and with carrying. 
Mult iply 2-place "cents". 
Multiplication is a check for 
division . 
Vertical al orism is used. 
Multiplication and addition are 
related. 
Multiplication: 38 selected 
facts. 
Multiplication- pairs have two 
meanings . 
x sign introduced. 
Vort1ca1 and hor~zonta1 
a1gor1eme are ueed. 
Mu1t1p1y 2-p1ace and 3-p1ace 
numbers by a 1-p1ace number 
without carrying. 
division 
Multiplication and addition 
are related. 
Multiplication is first intro-
duced as addition doubles; 
then two as the multiplier 
and then the reversals of 
the twos. 
Mu1t1p11cat1ons : 2 1 s, 3's, 4 ' s, 
5 ' s. 
ert1oa1 and hor1zonta1 
o.1gor'Lsm .... 
Multiply 2-place and 3-place 
numbers by a 1-place number 
with carrying. 
and division are 
0 
Multiplication is related to 
addition. 
iultiply a 1-place number by 
5 1s, 2 1s, l's, and 3'sr 
reversals . 
ultiplication reversals have 
two meanings. 
x sign is introduced. 
Vertical and horizontal 
algorisms. 
NUMBERS 
. .. . ~ 
ston 
In a pictured social situation 
discuss dividing groups into 
parts and wholes into parts 
lahar1ng) . 
alr or a group (Mark the 
p~cture that shows 3 ~s 
half' or 6.) 
d 
Preparation for division. 
"How many threes are in 
nine?" 
Discussing equal parts. 
a pictured situation, 
disquss twos in a group. 
scuss half of a group . 
eeing through concrete aids 
that groupe of objects 
(through 10) can be 
separated 1.nto oqual. groupo 
ouch as, 11 twoa 1.n 9'7" and 
11 f'oure ~n Bf 11 • The 
reversal idea is suggested. 
Divide a 1-place number by 
l's, 2's, 3's, 4 1 s, 5's; 
related facts. 
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vision has two meanings: 
groups and to find the unit 
part of the original number. 
vision-pairs are taught. 
lvision and multiplication 
are opposites. 
Divide a 2-place number by 
l's, 2's, 3's, 4's, 5's wi 
out and with borrowing. 
The long form of division is 
taught; no horizontal 
algor ism. 
Division is checked by multi-
!visions: 38 selected facts. 
vision has 2 meanings: how 
many equal groups and to fi 
the unit part of the or1g1na 
number. 
sign is introduced. 
vide a 3-place dividenft by 
a 1-place divisor withrn1t 
borrowing. (also·a dividend 
of dollars and cents.) 
vision and multiplication are 
opposites. 
vision is checked by multi-
vision and subtraction are 
related. 
vision is introduced using 2 
as a divisor, but the related 
divisor facts are not taught. 
a 1-place number by 2's, 
4's, and S's. 
is introduced. 
rizontal and vertical 
algorisms are taught. 
Short form of division is 
taught. 
!vision has 2 meanings: how 
many equal groups and to find 
the original number. 
vide a 3-place number by a 
1-place number with 
borrowing. 
Division and subtraction are 
related. 
vislon and multi~lication 
!vision is related to subtr-
action. 
v:S..~e a 1-pl.aoe num~er ~y 
5'e, 2 1 o. 1'e, and 3'aJ 
rel.ated £acts. 
lvlsion has two meanin~s: 
· "measurement problems (into 
how many groups of a given 
size a given number of objea~ 
can be divided) and "part-
taking problems" (how many 
there will be in each group 
when a given quantity is 
divided into a given number 
of equal groups ). 
sign is introduced. 
ertical and horizontal 
algorisms. 
ivide a 2-place and 3-place 
nu~ber by l's, 2 1 s, 3 1s and 
5 's without borrowing or a 
remainder and with a 
remainder. 
!vision is checked by 
multiplication. 
vision and multiplication are 
osites. 
_, 
CHART VI 
.ERACTIONS 
GRADE ONE 
Row , Peterson 
Primer 
Book 1 
Silver Burdett 
~eaning of one half of a 
unity . 
Ninston 
Meaning of one half and one 
fourth{optional) of a 
unity. 
~eaning of one half of a 
group . 
-· 7lorld 
Meaning of half of a unity. 
GRADE TWO 
Meaning of one half of a 
unity . 
Meaning of one half of a 
group . 
Meaning of one half, one 
third, and one fourth of 
a unity. 
Meaning of one half of a 
unity. 
The writing of "1/2" is 
introduced. 
~ 
-
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GRADE THREE 
Meaning of one half, one third, 
and one fourth of a unity. 
Meaning of one half, one third, 
and one fourth of a group . 
Meaning of one half, one third, 
and one- fourth of a dozen. 
Meaning of one half (two 
fourths) one fourth (quarter~ and ore t hird of 
a unity. 
The term "fraction" is intro-
duced, equal parts are called 
fractions . ( 11 1/2 of 18 boys 
is_?") 
Used in measurement . 
Meaning of one half, one third, 
and one fourth of a unity. 
Meaning of one half, one third, 
and one fourth of a group . 
Used in measurement . 
.. 
· .~.-· 
~eaning of one half, one third, Meaning of one half, one third, 
and one fourth of a unity . and one fourth of an amount. 
(concrete level) 
Finding one half, one third, 
and one fourth of a number. 
(concrete level) 
Used in measurement. 
-
CHART VII 
DECIMALS 
•GRADE ONE 
~ Peterson 
Primer 
Book 1 
Silver Burdett 
~ins ton 
World 
-GRADE TWO 
. 
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GRADE THREE 
Read dollars and cents with 
the dollar sign and the 
cent's point. 
Read, add, subtract, multiply, 
divide dollars and cents 
with the dollar sign and 
the cent's point. 
~ead dollars and cents with the 
dollar sign and the cent's 
point. 
!Read, add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide dollars and cents 
with the dollar sign and the 
I cent's 12oint 1 J 
.!!.2..!!, Peterson 
Primer 
Money: penny nickel, and 
dime. ' 
Book 1 
Money: penny, nickel, dime 
quarter, half-dollar, and 
dollar. 
ime: even hours. 
Winston 
Money: penny, nickel, and 
dime. 
Time: even hours. 
Calendar: make a weather 
calendar. 
Number: pair, dozen, half-
dozen. 
Discuss social situations in 
which weighing is 
involved. (pounds) 
"D'l..aQUaa 'i.-n.Q"k>. ..._"nO.. -root a.a u:n~'\:.a 
or measure. ~2 ~nones - ~ 
root. 
D~e~uee and show un~ts ~n 
whtcb grocer~es are so~d. 
D~scuss ~B k~nds or stores 
to show the measurement 
used ~n buying and sel.ling. 
Discuss use of thermometer, 
telescope( and meter 
(electricJ. 
~orld 
Money : cent, nickel, and 
dime. 
Linear measure : inches. 
Time : even hours. 
Calendar: days of the eek, 
eeks in the month . 
l~t,mb r: pair, dozen. 
.1oney: penn 
count y, nickel, dime• partia~o~ey and change-' 
ounting. 
lnear measure• 
ruler to mea~ use the root 
Calendar:· months in 
in month, days in 
320 
year , weeks 
week. 
Linear measure· lik 1/2 inch• • e Grade 2· 
width. ' yard; length and' root lengths ~~~ ~imp1e, 
lengths. 12 i h nch 
nc es = 1 root. Money: cent(s) 
dime, quarte; P~~y, nickel, 
and dollar 1 a r-dollar, 
another. - equate one with 
Liquid measure: quart 
halr-pint. , pint, 
Dozen= 12 things. 
ime: even hours. 
~oney : revie s Book On e; count 
money and change - partial 
counting. 
inear measure: inch, foot, 
yard . 
Liquid measure: glass , half-
pint , pint, quart. 
Time : hour and half-hour. 
Money: penny, nickel, dime, 
and quarter; cents. 
Time: hours and half-hours· 
A. M. and P.M. ' 
Calendar: Sunday through 
Saturday. Keep a day to day 
calendar for a month; use 
ordinals through 31st to read 
dates . Discuss months and 
seasons. List months 
according to the number of 
days in each. 
'- q"U.'\..d -cn.•-..-~:a..--. • n-.. r- ptx-.h. .,.,., ~c: 
e.nO. qu.a:.rt. 
Read a thermometer to the 
nearest 1.0 degrees. 
Di.scuss dozen. 
Linear measure: Make things 
using a ruler. 
Discuss and read telephone 
numbers, a speedometer, a 
gasoline pump gauge, street 
and route names, parking 
signs, speed limit signs, 
license numbers, and radio 
dial. 
Money: cent, nickel, dime, 
quarter, half-dollar, and 
dollar; count money and 
make change . 
Linear measure: 12 inches = 
1 foot; 3 feet = 1 yard. 
Time: hour, half-hour, and 
quarter-hour. 
Calendar : extension of Grade 
One. 
Liquid measure: 2 pints = 1 
quart. 
pound . 
dozen and halr dozen; 
I sign. 
$ sign. 
Count money and cha nge. 
Read dollars and cents 
the cent's point. with 
Time: hour 
I 
minutes. half-hour , and 
Dozen, 1/2, 1; 3 , l/4 • 
Liquid measure : pint(pt ) 
quart(qt.), gallon{gai .}. 
Height: o d( (o ) P un lb.), ounce 
1/z. , 16 oz. = 1 lb 
2 l.b., l/4 lb. ., 
Money: ~~ke Books On 
e sign and cent's ;o~~~.Two; 
read dollars and centa··count 
money and change. • 
Linear measure: root ruler yard 
stick. 1 
1 foot = 12 inches; 1/3 yard 
1 yard = 3 feet 
1 yead = 36 inches 
half inch, quarter inch. 
Dozen = 12 things,• 1/2, 1/3 
1/4 dozen. ' 
Time: hour, half-hour 
60 minutes = 1 hour. 
Calendar: days in a week, weeks 
in a month; Sunday through 
Saturday; read dates . 
Liquid measure: hal~-pint, pint 
{~/2 quart). quart {~/4 Gal .) 2 quarts (1/2 ga1.), and • 
ga11on . 
Weight: pound and one-fourth 
ound. 
Money: penny, nickel, dime, 
guarter, half-dollar, dollar, 
$ sign, and cent's point; 
count money and change. 
Time : hour, half-hour , quarter 
hour, and minutes; clocks 
with Roman numerals. 
Calendar: months, seasons . 
Linear measure: root ru~er = 12 
inches; yardstick = 3 feet = 
36 inches; discuss block and 
mile. 
Dozon ana. l~a:J...r dozen. 
L~qu~d measure: halr-p~nt? 
p~nt. quart, 1/4 gallon, and 
ga1l.on. 
D~acuss and read a thermometer 
- all degrees; discuss temp-
erature and degree sign. 
Compare heights, weights. 
Weight : 16 ounces = l pound 
ton= 2000 pounds . 
Money: cent, nickel, dime, 
quarter, half-dollar, and 
dollar; equate one with 
another; counting and making 
change; sign and cent 1 s 
point are introduced - readi 
and riting u.s. money in 
decimal form. 
Linear measure: inch, foot, and 
yard; estimate lengths and 
then measure to check. 
Liquid measure : pint, quer~ and 
gallon . 
Weight : ounce and pound; estLm~ 
weight of object and then 
weigh to check . 
Time: hour , half hour, quarter 
hour, and minute; clocks with 
Roman numerals . 
Calendar: extension of grade 
two . 
Temperature: read a therm-
ometer in degrees; keep a 
tem erature record. 
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CHARTS AND GRAPHS 
t;!_RADE ONE [GRADE T···o GRADE THREE 
Row, Peterson 
Primer Read and use a number chart. 
Book 1 Read a weiRht-hei~t chart . 
Silver Burdett 
Read and use a number chart. Read and use a number chart. Read and use a number chart . 
~ins ton 
!Read and use a number chart. Read and use a number chart. Read and use a hundreds, tens, 
ones chart. 
Read and make a simple bar 
graph. Read and make a simple bar 
graph. 
Read and make a simple chart -
a record of' arithmetic scores. 
World 
~ead and use a number chart. ~ead and use a number chart. !Read and use a number chart. 
Make a simple chart . 
-
~eep a record of arithmetic 
pro.":ress in problem-solving. 
.;HART X :322 
GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS 
rJRADE ONE lnHAnF. TWO GRADE THREE 
~, Peterson 
!Primer 
~look 1 
Silver Burdett 
Yinston 
, 
Recognize a picture of a ~ecognize rectangular, Use rectangular~ square, 
triangle . square, and circle shapes. and circle shapes for 
factional parts of a hole . 
Discuss the map of a neigh-
borhood and the directions, 
north. south. east. and ~est. 
Norld 
3quares are used in charts to ~ecogn1ze a square, circle, 
build the meaning of 2-place triangle, o.nd rectangle. 
numbers • 
. 
CHART XI 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
GRADE ONE 
~~ Peterson 
!Primer 
Silver Burdett 
• Vinston 
World 
. . 
Solve easy oral addition and 
subtraction problems with 
the aid of concrete and 
and semi-concrete materials 
and seeing the abstract 
algorism . 
!GRADE TWO 
Solve simple addition and sub-
traction nnmber stories with 
the use of semi-concrete 
aids-vertical, abstract 
algorisms used; sums and 
minuends through 18. 
Solve simple addition and 
subtraction problems, with 
the use of semi-concrete 
aids; sums and minuends 
I - throuah 6; no abstract 
aigorPSm .r.s u~q_ •. _  .......... _ 
!Number stories using money. 
~ddition and subtraction 
number stories: 1-place 
numbers; 2-place numbers. 
Here the vertical abstract 
algorism is used. 
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GRADE THREE 
There are two parts of a problem 
(1) the first part tells us 
two things (2) the second 
part asks us a ~estion. 
Addition and subtraction 
problems - through 18; with 
2-place numbers - no bridg-
ing with 2-place numbers 
borrowing and carrying. 
Column addition problems: three 
1-place numbers and three 2-
place numbers without and 
with carrying. 
Multiplication and division 
problems: l's, 2 1 s, 3 1 s, 4's, 
5 1s. 
Multiplication and division 
problems with dollars and 
cents. 
Problems without numbers: tell 
whether addition, subtractio~ 
multiplication or division. 
A problem tells us something 
and asks a question. 
Tell whether to add or sub-
tract in problems. 
· Solve addi tlon and subtrac-
t~on problems w~th sums and 
minuends through 18; 2-place 
numbers; and 3-place numbers 
- without and with carrying 
and borrowing. 
Column addition number stories: 
three 1-place numbers - write 
the vertical, abstract 
algorism. 
Column addition problems: four 
2-place numbers. 
Multiplication and division 
problems without carrying 
and borrowing. 
Tell where to add or subtract 
in the problems • 
Solve simple addition and 
subtraction problems with 
the use of semi-concrete 
aids; sums and minuends 
through 8; no abstract 
algorism is used. 
Solve easy addition and sub-
traction problems with the 
emphasis on identifying 
the process to be used. 
Decide what answer is sensible~ 
Solve addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division 
problems using vertical 
algorisms. State the process 
used. 
Column addition: three 1-place 
numbers. 
Addition and subtraction: 2-
place numbers. 
Multiplication and division: 2-
place numbers with 1-place 
multiplier and 1-place 
divisor . 
Solve addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division 
problems using semi-concrete 
aids when necessary and the 
abstract algorism. 
Also practice in naming the 
process, sensible answers, 
and simple oral problem 
analysis. ------------------------L----------------------~~==~~~--------------· 
VOCABOLARS: 
One 
Book One 
-pairs up more 1 through See the quart 1 through l throu larger down as many as 150 vocabulary l through 100 100 largest over top how many listed in 100 one for smaller under bottom in all "purpose" one each smallest how many left one of each through as many as longer 1 through right through lesson. ten same ~ longest 10 penny six before number as left shorter one nickel left after enough to take a shortest through dime take-from between go around cents taller ten quarter 
.first more inch(es) tallest how big half- through more than nickel highest tall dollar third few dime lowest long dollar largest !'ewer tens as many as short over 
middle- less on As one-to-one under 
sized less than compare less larger 
smallest larger + first !'ewer objects pair number through penny smaller in all smaller fifth nickel objects up number figures dime groups down not enough cent larger higher to go empty group lower around full smaller Sunday behind ide group through beside largest Saturday between group together higher smallest tens in front group 
of first 
larger Book One One next take away largest last o'clock last same~ ny bove dozen 1onger l.ong l.ongeet written w elow 
short lower low tell how 
le .f't middle ~ above many 
ight shorter in shorter 
cents shortest out one-half 
count lf smaller 
number smallest 
pair(s) names 
lf figures 
counting as many as 
away first 
through t 
sixth together 
counting 
together 
take away 
left 
in all 
between 
middle 
top 
bottom 
before 
after 
lef't 
right 
Book Two Book Two k Two Book Two ok Two ook Two ook Two ook Two 
l through ee the highest longer 1 1 through column 
200 
same as 
200 ocabulary lowest s longaas written 20 
listed in how many shorter long one 
as short longest 
one 
through purpose" take away through 
twenty ten of' each ones as shortest 
·.first first lesson. tens taller 
through through hundreds shortler less 
f'ifth fifth whole as tall as as many 
last last lf as 
halvew larger cent I 
1/2 smaller penny 
dime nickel largest largest 
smallest smallest f'igures dime 
quarter shortest money ~ cents 
longest cents more half-
1-dollar widest less 
narrowest nickel count dollar 
dime cents add how many 
pennies add count how much 
half past sum away more 
tall subtract in all hour 
short lef't one-hal.f minutes 
taking halves + take away 
tens = away in all 
subtract equal ones 
quart( s) l.e .!'t l..e.f't 
r1.ght 
groups 
1'1.rst p1.nt equal 
half-pint quarter parts next 
.first + one half last 
through = two halves take away inch(es) eighth one whole 
needed foot 1 through 
yard 200 fewer 
!'oot ruler add zero 
inch{es) subtract Sunday 
pint + sign through 
Saturday half-pint 
-
sign 
quart glass today 
dozen half-pint toJJlDI'row 
yesterday time fourths 
one-fourth eek o'clock 
above freezing hour 
below license column 
-
sign in plate 
out share 
left 
right 
enough 
thirds 
one-third 
CHART XIII 
Chart XIII consists of a check list of understandings 
4. 
concerning the number system and the four processes taken 
from three major sou~ces: 
1. Develouing Me~ningful Practices in Arithmetic~ 
2. Newton Course of Study. Arithmetic in Newton: ~ 
Teacher's Guide. Kindergarten through Grade Three. 
3. Rosenquist, lucy L. Young Children Learn to Use 
Arithmetic. 
The understandings are foot-noted as such. 
The four text book series are coded as 
A. Row, Peterson Series 
,_ 
B. Silver Burdett Series 
c. Winston Series 
D. World Book Series 
and cover the three grade span·. 
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A BCD Check List of Understandings· 
I Counting 
x x x x 1. Counting is a met~od for finding the number 
of units in a group. 
x x x x 2. Rational counting implies a one:.to-one 
relationship between tje numbers and the 
objects being co~nted. 
x * * 3. Partial counting consists of the child 
recognizing a small group within the large 
group, naming the number group, and then 
counting rationally the remainder of the 
group.3 
x x x· x 4. Grouping as a means of cou,nting consists· 
of the child seeing smaller groups within 
the larger groug and then naming the group 
through adding.· 
x x x 5. Multiplication as a means of counting 
consists of the child seeing the large group 
as divided into equal groups and thereby 
recognizing the number in the large group.3 
x x x x 6. When we want to know the number of objects, 
we must count, unless the group is so small thai 
we can see how many there are without counting. 
x x x x 7. When two groups are combined, the total 
may be obtained by counting the new group. 
x x 8. Any number has a value one more (less) 
than the preceding (succeeding) number. 
x x 9. Counting by two enlarges the group by twos. 
Each succeeding number counted has a valui two 
larger than the preceding number counted. 
x x x x· 10. There are special counting series by 
equal whole intervals. (2's, 3's, 10 1s, etc.) 
x x x x 11. A number may be used to tell either how 
many (cardinal) or in what position (ordinal). 
*Only in counting change. 
32 6 
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A BC D Check List of Understandings 
12. The counting scale has infinite extensibility 
a) toward infinitely large whole numbers 
b) toward small fractional or decimal intervals 
whose limit is zero. 
II Place Value 
x x x x 1. In a number of two or more places, the 
position of each digit helps to determine its 
value. 
x x x x 2. Each place in our number system has a value 
ten ti::rhes that of the place before it. 
III Groups 
x x x x 1. Groups are made up of single objects.l 
x x x x 2. Groups differ in size. One group may have 
more or fewer than· another ·group.l 
x x x x 3. Groups can be combined, separated, or 
compared one with another. 
IV Zero 
* ~:- x 1. Zero is a number meaning none. 
X X X 2. Zero is used as a place holder when there 
is no flequ ency to record in a place in a 
number. 
V.Addition 
x x x x 1. Addition is a quick way of counting by 
random groups to obtain a total. {"random~ 
me~ing as they come, equal or otherwise.) 
x x x x 2. Addition is a method for combining groups.l 
x x x x 3. Only those numbers can be added together 
which represent objects that have a common 
characteristic{s).l 
x x x x 4. The order of the addends does not affect the 
sum, i.e., interchanging the addends in a 
series does not change the sum.l 
*Only when a number subtracted from a nmnber just like 
i t leaves z ero. 
3 2 7 
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Check List of Understandings 
5. Carrying in addition is a method of 
changing a number greater than 9 (90, 900, 
etc.) into an equivale~t number of lO's 
(lOO's, 1000's, etc.). 
6. When zero is added to a nymber the value 
of the number is not changed. 
7. Addition may be checked by adding in the 
opposite direc~~on. 
VI Subtraction. · 
x x x x 1. Subtraction is a separating process. 
2.. Subtraction is used to find the other 
part of a number: 
x x x x ~a) part left. 
x b) part gone. 
x x x x c) part needed. 
x x x x d) excess or deficiency. 
x x x x 3. Only objects with a common characteristic(s) 
can be subtracted, i.e., only like things can 
be subtracted. 
x 4. When zero is subtracted from a number, the 
value of the number is unchanged. 
x x x 5. When a number is subtracted from itself, 
the remainder is zero. 
x x x x 6. Borrowing in subtraction is a method of 
changing a number in the l's {lO's, lOO's, 
1000's, etc.) place to a number 10 {100, 1000, 
10,000, etc.) greater than its original value. 
x x x x 7. In checking subtraction, the minuend is 
equal to the sum of the subtrahend and the 
remainder. 
VII Multiplication 
x x x x 1. Multiplication is a quick way of counting 
32'8 
ABC D Check List of Understandings 
or adding equal groups or numbers to obtain 
a total. 
x x x x 2. Interchanging the numbers in a multi-
plication fact (or example) does not change 
the answer.l 
x x x x 3. Interchanging the numbers in a multi-
plication fact (or example) does alter the 
meaning of the example. 
x x x x 4. In multiplying, when the product of two 
di gits in the one's place is ten or more it 
is necessary to transform (change) the number 
into the greatest number of tens and add the 
number of tens to the tens product.l 
X X 5. In a multiplication table, the product 
increases ~y the value of the table being 
developed. 
x x x x 6. The product of 1 and any number is the 
number itself.l 
x 7. Zero multiplied by any number is zero. 
8. Multiplication may be checked by multi-
plying in the opposite direction. 
VIII Division 
1. Division is a quick way of performing 
repeated subtraction for one or the other of 
the following purposes: 
x x x x a) To measure one number in terms of another, 
that is, to find the number of times one 
group is contained in another. 
x x x x b) To separate a number or group into a known 
number of equal groups to determine the number 
of things in one of the equal groups, that is, 
to find a unit part of the original number.2 
x x x x 2. When we divide a number by itself, the 
quotient is 1. 
x 3. The remainder in division is less than the 
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ABC D Check List of Understandings 
divisor and indicates that there is not 
enough left over to make another group. 
X X 
x 4. Zero divided by any number is zero. 
5. In checking division, the dividend is 
equal to the product of the divisor and the 
quotient. 
IX The Relation of the Four Processes 
x x x x 1. Addition and subtraction are related, the 
one process being ~he reverse of the other. 
x x x x 2. Addition and multiplication are related, 
the multiplication process being a special 
form of the addition process. 
x x 3. Subtract ion and division are r e lated, the 
division process being a special form of the 
subtraction process . 
x x x x 4. Multiplication and division are related 
processes, the one process being the reverse 
of the other. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The reader will find that the charts do most of 
the summarizing; however, the writer's concluding 
statement points to the more unique features of each 
program in regard to the organization of the basic facts 
in the four processes. The number of facts taught and 
grade placement are only referred to when necessary to 
clarify the scheme of organization. 
The Row, Peterson series introduces the idea of 
subtraction. before addition; however, the four facts 
are introduced together. The abstract algorism is 
presented in the very beginning of Book One. The division 
idea is introduced before multiplication; however, once 
a gain the two facts are introduced together and are 
treated as opposites. There is stronger emphasis on 
the "opposites" rather than the "reversals" in this 
series. Numbers are combined or separated in the four 
processes in relation to the number ten. Zero is always 
treated as a place holder. 
The Silver Burdett series introduces in the first 
grade the additions with sums through six and then the 
subtractions with minuends through six. In the second 
grade, the review of addition and subtraction is separate 
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and in the presentation of the new facts through ten, 
the four facts are related. No completely abstract 
algorisms are presented until the second grade. In the 
third grade all forms of addition and subtraction are 
introduced through three-place figures with carrying and 
borrowing more than once. In multiplication and division 
thirty-eight selected facts are introduced. The four 
facts in multiplication and division are related. Zero 
is treated as a place holder, and as a number meaning 
none only when a number is sub tracted from a number 
just like it. 
The Wiri.ston series places a good deal of emphasis 
on the social phase of arithmetic. Studying how groups 
are made up and the separation of groups with sums and 
minuends through five are ~reated in the first grade; 
however, there are no abstract algorisms of any sort 
presented at this time. Addition and subtraction are 
not related until the third grade; here the emphasis 
is placed on reversals. In the third grade new addition 
and subtraction facts are introduced in relation to and 
derived from known facts or easy facts or doubles. 
Multiplication is taught as first learning the facts with 
two as the multiplier and then their reversals. Then 
division is introduced with facts using two as a divisor, 
but the related division facts are not taught. Multi-
332 
plication and division are related, however. Zero is 
emphasized as a place holder, and as a number meaning 
none only when a number is subtracted from a number 
just like it. 
The World Book Company series introduces the additions 
and subtractions with sums and minuends through six 
concretely and with abstract algorisms. Arithmetic facts 
are learned in relation to facts . coins, counting, 
doubles, and number families teach. Multiplication is 
presented concretely and with abstract algorisms in 
relation to addition and counting. Division is introduced 
concretely and with abstract algorisms in relation to 
multiplication and subtraction. All four processes are 
interrelated. Estimation and mental computation are 
treated. Zero is always explained and used as a number. 
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